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Abstract
If a black box simple group is known to be isomorphic to a classical group
over a field of known characteristic, a Las Vegas algorithm is used to produce
an explicit isomorphism. The proof relics on the geometry of the classical
groups rather than on difficult group-theoretic background. This algorithm has
applications to matrix group questions and to nearly linear time algorithms
for permutation groups. In particular, we upgrade all known nearly linear
time Monte Carlo permutation group algorithms to nearly linear Las Vegas
algorithms when the input group has no composition factor isomorphic to an
exceptional group of Lie type or a 3-dimensional unitary group.
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Introduction

In a number of algorithmic settings it is essential to take a group known to be
simple and produce an explicit isomorphism with an explicitly defined simple
group such as a group of matrices. At present, the main examples of this need
occur in finding Sylow subgroups of permutation groups [Ka3, Ma, KLM, Mol,
M03] and in recognition algorithms for quasisimple matrix groups [CLG2, Ce].
Whereas the preceding references deal with special instances of this type of
question, a recent breakthrough by Cooperman, Finkelstein and Linton [CFL]
studies a much more general setting. By considering the case of PSL(d, 2) given
only as a black box group, they provide a framework for handling many such
questions simultaneously. In this paper we proceed in a direction suggested
by their work , providing fa$t explicit i$omorphi$m algorithm$ for all cla$$ical
grouP$ over all finite field$.
The elements of a black box group G are assumed to be coded by 0-1 strings
of uniform length N, and G is specified as G = (S) for some set S of elements
, so for classical groups of dimension dover GF(q) we
of G. Hence N :0: log
have that d 2 10gq is O(N). Our main result is as follows:

Theorem 1.1 There i$ a La$ Vega$ algorithm which, when given a black box
group G = (S) i$omorphic to a $imple cl(h9$ical group defined on $ome vector
$pace over a field of given characteri$tic p, verifie$ that there i$, indeed, an
i$omorphi$m, and find$ the following:

(i) The field $ize q = pC, a$ well (h9 the type and the dimen$ion d of G; and
(ii) A new $et S* generating G, a vector $pace GF(q)d and a monomorphi$m
,\: G -t PSL( d, q), $pecified by the image of S*, $uch that G'\ act$ projectively on GF(q)d a$ a cla$$ical group defined on GF(q)d
Moreover, the data $tructure$ underlying (ii) yield determini$tic algorithm$ for
each of the following:

(iii) Given g E G, find g'\ and a $traight-line program of length O(N) from
S* to g;
(iv) Given h E PGL(d, q), decide whether or not h E G'\; and, if it i$, find
h'\ - I and a $traight-line program of length O( N) from S* to h'\ - I; and

(v) Find a form on GF(q)d involved in the definition of G (h9 a cla$$ical
group, if G

'f!

PSL(d, q).
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Finally,

(vi) IS* i$ O(N);
(vii) The algorithm in (i,ii) take$ O((qNlogN + /l[q'l/2N 2 Iog'l N + N5/2] +
iSi[/lq'l/2 N + N5/2]) time, 'Where ( i$ an upper bound on the time requirement per element for the con$truction of independent, (nearly) uniformly
di$tributed random element$ of G and /l i$ an upper bound on the time
required for each group operation in G; and
(viii) The algorithm$ in (iii) and (iv) take time
re$pectively.

o (M'l/2N +N5/2)

and O(/lN),

While the main part of the theorem is (ii), the other parts are designed to
make the result effective: all elements of G and G)' are made accessible for
further computations. For example, (iii) produces the image g). by writing a
straight-line program from S* to g and then evaluating the resulting straightline program in G)' starting from S*)' (cL 2.2.5); and a similar statement
holds for (iv). Keeping track of the steps used to construct S* from S, we also
obtain $traight-line program$ from the original generating $et S to any given
element of G (compare [BSz]). Note that there is some ambiguity about din
some cases, where we use the smallest d.
When q is polynomial in N ("tiny" in computer science terminology) our
algorithms run in polynomial time. For example, this is the case in the permutation group setting (cL Section 8). Whereas the theorem may give the
impression that complexity is our only goal, we are also concerned with its practical uses. The second author has implemented the PSL(d, q) and PSp(2m, q)
cases of the theorem in the group theory system GAP
leading in turn to
significant improvements in the algorithms that are incorporated here.
The theorem produces randomized algorithms, and in particular requires
a method of selecting nearly uniformly distributed random elements of G;
a fundamental algorithm for this is provided in [Bal] (cL Theorem 2.2).
We recall that a randomized algorithm is called L(h9 Veg(h9 if the output is
correct when there is an output; the algorithm may also report failure, which
occurs with probability less than 1/2. Higher reliability can be achieved by
repeated applications: after log(l/c) runs, the probability that we do not have
an output is at most c. In contrast to Las Vegas algorithms, a Monte Carlo
algorithm is a randomized algorithm which always returns an output, but it is
not guaranteed that the output is correct; an upper bound for the probability
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of an incorrect answer can be prescribed by the user. Babai [Ba2] provides a
thorough discussion of these notions, and of practical V$. theoretical notions
of efficiency of randomized algorithms for groups.
In Sections 3-6 we will handle the various types of classical groups. It is
unfortunate that we have found it necessary to consider the types separately.
That certainly has added to the length of our proof. However, the details
differ significantly in the various cases, the orthogonal groups being especially
intricate. We remark that Section 3, the case of the linear groups PSL(d, g) ,
is written in more detail than Sections 4-6, where in some cases subroutines
that are exact analogues of ones in Section 3 just refer to that section. On the
other hand, this case is the least interesting within this paper since it is the
one in which transvections behave especially well.
Throughout Sections 3-6 we assume that the type, the size 9 of the underlying field, and the dimension d of G are all known. In 7.2.1 we will use a
polynomial time Monte Carlo algorithm to find (at most) seven possibilities for
the triple (g, d, type of G). If the procedures in Sections 3-6 return an output
for one of these triples, correctness is verified in 7.2.2 by using a presentation
ofG.
The parameter ~ is discussed in 2.2.4, where we will see that it can be
expressed as a polynomial function of Nand ;.t, so the running time of our
algorithm is;.t times a polynomial in Nand 9 with computable small exponents.
It would be highly desirable to have a version of this theorem using log 9 in
place of 9 in (vii) and (viii), but such a result seems quite difficult even for
the group PSL(2, g)! Of course, this distinction disappears if 9 is bounded, as
in [CFL].
The standard examples of black box groups are matrix groups and perrnutation groups. For the former we obtain an immediate

Corollary 1.2 Given a qua$i$imple matrix group G :; GL( a, F) (for any
finite field F) $uch that G /Z( G) i$ i$omorphic to a $imple c/(h9$ical group over
GF( g), G can be identified con$tructively by a L(h9 Vega$ algorithm, j)"9ing an
i$omorphi$m from G /Z(G) to a c/(h9$ical group of matrice$ over GF(g) modulo
$calar$. The algorithm run$ in time polynomial in a, log
, and g.
This is a con$tructive recognition algorithm, as contrasted to the nonconstructive ones appearing in [CLGI, NP, NiPI, NiP2, BKPS] where only the
isomorphism type of G is determined. The first constructive algorithms for
simple permutation groups are in [Ka3], followed by [Ma, KP, Mol, M03].
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The first constructive algorithm for matrix groups was obtained by LeedhamGreen [LG] in 1992 for groups between SL(d, q) and GL(d, q), given as acting on
GF(q)d. This has been improved and implemented in [CLG2]; the symplectic
case is discussed in [Ce].
One consequence of a constructive algorithm is a member$hip te$t, a type of
algorithm of fundamental importance for dealing with groups algorithmically.
In the matrix group context, this allows us to decide whether or not any given
element of GL(a, F) is in G, NC:L(a,F)(G), or G· CC:L(a,F)(G). More generally:

Corollary 1.3 Suppo$e that a black box group B and a $ubgroup G are given,
and G i$ a cla$$ical $imple group of given characteri$tic. Suppo$e further that
the algorithm in Theorem 1.1 produce$ an output S*, A for G. Then it i$
pO$$ible to decide by a determini$tic algorithm whether any given element of B
lie$ in G, NB(G), or G· CB(G). The time requirement i$ O(/l9'l/2N + N5/2),

O(/lq'l/2N 2 + N7/2), and O(/lq'l/2N 2 + N7/2), re$pectively.

Theorem 1.1 can be extended to almost simple groups:

Corollary 1.4 There i$ a LCh9 VegCh9 algorithm which, when given a black box
group G = (S) known to be i$omorphic to a group lying between Go and AutG o,
where Go i$ a cla$$ical $imple group defined on a vector $pace over a field of
given characteri$tic, find$ a generating $et S* of Go, a vector $pace V underlying Go (or vector $pace$ when Go "" PSL(d,q) or pn+(8,q), and V i$ their
direct $um), and a monomorphi$m A:G -t PfL(V), $uch that gA and hA- 1
can be found by $traight-line program$ of length O( N) for any given g E G and
hE GA. The running time i$ the $ame a$ in Theorem 1.1.

An analogue of the algorithm of Corollary 1.4 also handles central extensions of almost simple groups G = (S). Alternatively, we can consider G jZ( G)
as a black box group, since membership testing in Z( G) (hence testing whether
g = 1 in GjZ(G)) is possible in O(/lISI) time: z E Z(G) if and onlyif[z,S] = 1.
Consequently, the algorithm for Corollary 1.4 can be applied directly, with running time a factor lSI slower than the time for Theorem 1.1 (because of the
slower black box group test for g = 1).
Since the orders of exceptional groups of Lie type are polynomial in the
underlying field size q, these groups can be handled by brute force in time
polynomial in q and the input length N. Hence algorithms analogous to Theorem 1.1 and Corollaries 1.2-1.4 exist for exceptional groups, with running time
O(/lqCNC) for an absolute constant c (in fact, c:; 248).

BLACK BOX CLASSICAL GROUPS
Another application is the combination of Theorem 1.1 with the methods of
Beals and Babai [BeB]. They consider black box groups equipped with oracles
to handle elementary abelian groups involved in G and discrete logarithms for
the finite fields involved in G. Moreover, a superset of the primes occurring in
IG is given. Then they find IG , a composition series and Sylow subgroups of
G by a Las Vegas algorithm, in time polynomial in v( G) and the input length,
where v(G) is the smallest v such that all nonabelian composition factors of G
have faithful permutation representations of degree at most v. As pointed out
in [Be, Section 5], the term v( G) in the running time can be replaced by an
upper bound on the time requirement for handling the nonabelian composition
factors of G. Since alternating groups can be handled in Las Vegas polynomial
time in terms of the input length [BeB, BLNPS], and exceptional groups of Lie
type have polynomial order in terms of the underlying field, we immediately
deduce the following:

Corollary 1.5 Suppo$e that a black box group G = (S) i$ given, together 'With

a li$t of prime$ that contain$ all prime divi$or$ of IG , and oracle$ for handling
elementary abelian grouP$ involved in G and di$crete logarithm$. Then there
i$ a L(hs Vega$ algorithm that compute$
and a compo$ition $erie$ for G in
time polynomial in the input length and q, 'Where q i$ the $ize of the large$t
field involved in the definition of the Lie type compo$ition factor$ of G.

Sylow subgroups can also be found in the situation of the corollary. However, it is not possible only to quote the existing literature (as in [BeB]), since
that depends heavily on permutation representations not available here. We
note that a recent improved version [BaB] contains a Monte Carlo algorithm
that finds black box representations for all nonabelian composition factors of
G = (S) in time polynomial in the input length, without using the linear algebra and discrete logarithm oracles. However, in order to find a composition
series and determine the order of G, the oracles are still needed and the time
requirement is of the same form as stated in the corollary.
Permutation group consequences require some background (cf. Section 8).
We will be concerned with nearly linear time algorithms for permutation
groups: randomized algorithms for computing with a given group G = (S) ::;
S" in O(!Sln loge IGI) time for some constant c (in particular, in O(!Sln loge' 71)
time if G has a base of size loge" 71; this base size is automatic for the classical
groups considered here). The following corollary is covered by Theorem 1.1.
Its first proof (with a Monte Carlo algorithm) was given by Morje [Mol], where
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it was an essential ingredient for nearly linear time Sylow algorithms for permutation groups with no composition factor of exceptional Lie type.

Corollary 1.6 There i$ a nearly linear time La$ Vega$ algorithm which, when
given G = (8) :; Sn known to be i$omorphic to a cla$$ical $imple group
other than a 3-dimen$ional unitary group, finILq the characteri$tic and Theorem 1.1(i-v).
In contrast to Morje's result, Corollary 1.6 is Las Vegas because in the proof
of Theorem 1.1 we construct a short presentation for the input group. The
3-dimensional unitary groups are excluded since it is not known whether they
have a presentation of length polylogarithmic in their order (cL [BGKLPD.
Although there is a large library of nearly linear algorithms for permutation
groups (see [SerlD, a major drawback is that almost all of these algorithms
are Monte Carlo. Namely, a base and strong generating set are the basic data
structures for computing with permutation groups and the starting points of
most algorithms, but a Monte Carlo method is used for their nearly linear time
computation [BCFS]. As a consequence of Corollary 1.6, we have the following
result:

Theorem 1. 7 There i$ a nearly linear L(hq Vega$ algorithm which, when given
G = (8) :; Sn having no compo$ition factor i$omorphic to an exceptional group
of Lie type or a 3-dimen$ionalunitary group, find$ a ba$e and $trong generating
$et.

We note that the hypothesis of Theorem 1.7, that G has no exceptional
composition factors, can be checked by a nearly linear Monte Carlo algorithm.
As pointed out in [Ser2J, all currently known randomized nearly linear
Monte Carlo algorithms can be modified so that after an initial base and
strong generating set computation, the rest of the algorithm is deterministic
or Las Vegas. Thus, for the grouP$ de$cribed in Theorem 1.7, we can upgrade
the entire nearly linear time library to La$ Vega$.
At a first glance, it may be surprising that black box recognition algorithms
can be applied for the construction of strong generating sets. The method of
Theorem 1.7 differs significantly from the traditional point-stabilizer chain
constructions [Si1, Si2]; in the algorithm presented in 8.5, by the time we
have found IG we have also constructed a composition series for G. In this
respect, the algorithm resembles the parallel (NC) handling of permutation
groups [BLS1] and the current fastest deterministic algorithms for computing
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strong generating sets [BLS2, BLS3]. Part of the black box recognition process
for simple groups is a construction of a short presentation , which plays an
important role in the verification of the correctness of the strong generating
set construction as well.
In fact , a constructive short presentation for black box classical simple
groups also has the following consequence for permutation groups, in view of
[BGKLP]:

Corollary 1.8 There i$ a nearly linear La$ Veg"'s algorithm 'Which, 'When given
G :; Sn 'With no exceptional Lie type or 3-dimen$ional unitary compo$ition
factor$, compute$ a pre$entation of length O(log'l IGI) for G.
Theorem 1.1 can also be used to speed up the nearly linear Sylow subgroup
computations in simple groups in [Mol]. Given an arbitrary permutation representation of a simple classical group G, Morje first constructs the permutation action of the group on the (singular) points of the natural module, and
then a matrix representation for G. Theorem 1.1 constructs the matrix representation directly, eliminating the need for passing to the second permutation
representation.
Built into Theorem 1.1 is yet another corollary: a Monte Carlo algorithm
that decide$ 'Whether or not a given $imple black box group i$ i$omorphic to
$ome cla$$ical group defined over a field of given characteri$tic. A Monte
Carlo rather than a Las Vegas algorithm seems called for here: it is difficult to
imagine that there could be an efficient algorithm that decides, with certainty,
that G is not isomorphic to PSL(d, q) for any d and q, without a complete
structural exploration of G as in Corollary 1.5.
The stated results suggest the wide applicability of Theorem 1.1. However,
as in [CFL] the required background is much less than in other papers of a
similar nature: the classification of the finite simple groups will not be used in
this paper except in Theorem 1.7 and its corollary. We have replaced grouptheoretic methods with geometric ones. Of course, when our results are used
elsewhere the classification will , presumably, be needed in order to obtain our
hypotheses. Nevertheless, the present approach, and those of [CFL, CLG2],
have the advantage of dispensing with difficult group theory and aiming more
directly at the interesting algorithmic aspects of questions such as these.
We require a great deal of detailed information concerning the classical
groups. vVhile we have outlined some of this information when needed, we
have had to assume that readers will be familiar with significant amounts of
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background contained, for example, in [As2, KL, Ta]. This need should not be
surprising, since this information provides the main tool available here.
One main difference between our treatment and that of [CFL] is our greater
use of a geometric rather than a linear algebra point of view (cf. [Ka3, Ka4,
Mol, Mo3]); another is that [CFL] includes a significant amount of implementation details; yet another is that the prime field seems to allow rather
different types of ideas in [CFL] (which have now been upgraded to arbitary q
in [BCFL]). The algorithm in [CFL] leads to better timing estimates than the
one presented here in the case PSL(d, 2) studied in that paper. As in [CFL], we
cannot use Gaussian elimination as was done in [CLG2]: that reference already
had the "correct" vector space within which to compute. On the other hand ,
Gaussian elimination enabled [CLG2] to contain a more efficient and practical
algorithm, which has already been implemented in GAP and MAGMA. In view
of these two papers, we view handling the orthogonal, symplectic and unitary
groups as the most significant aspect of our treatment. See 9.1 for further
comments concerning the approaches in those papers and this one.
We are indebted to Prabhav Morje and his thesis research [Mol]. The
present research began as an attempt by the first author to simplify some of
the complicated orthogonal group considerations in [Mol]. This led first to
Lemma 4.8, then to 4.2.1, and finally to the rest of this paper.

Overview of the Proofs
For the proof of Theorem 1. 1 we also need a slight variation for our recursive
purposes, in which groups of linear transformations arise rather than projective
groups:
Theorem 1.1' There i$ a L(h9 Vega$ algorithm 'Which, 'When given a black
box group G = (8) $uch that G = G', G /Z( G) i$ $imple, and G i$ i$omorphic
to a cl(h9$icallinear group defined on a d-dimen$ional vector $pace over a field
GF(q), produce$ the $ame conclu$ion$ (h9 Theorem 1.1, but thi$ time 'With a
monomorphi$m G -+ SL(d, q) mapping onto the appropriate cla$$ical group.
Moreover, Z( G) and Z( G)'\ can be found u$ing $traight-line program$ (h9 in
Theorem 1.l(iii,iv). The running time$ of the algorithm$ are the $ame (h9 in
Theorem 1.1.
Note that the cyclic group Z(G) is not part of the input, although we
know its order (which divides (d, q 1)). A very slightly more general result
than Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' can be obtained, in which G is assumed to be
quasisimple with G /Z( G) a simple classical group. Once again a constructive
isomorphism is obtained for G /Z( G). The proof is almost the same as for the
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above theorems (see the remarks following Corollary 1.4 above).
Section 2 briefly introduces black box groups and some of their properties,
but we do not use most of the known algorithms for black box groups. The
proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' occupies Sections 3-7. As already mentioned,
the details of our treatment of the different classical groups vary too much for
a uniform treatment. Instead, we have arranged each section into subsections,
tailored so that the similarities can be emphasized even when details differ.
An outline of each of these subsections is as follows.
1. Background concerning the groups: transvections and root elements,
Q(oo) = Op(G a ) for a I-space (or hyperplane) a, probabilistic generation

results.
2. Find a transvection or a long root element. Implicitly study the resulting
conjugacy class of G, but without ever computing more than a small
portion of this class.
3. Find G~ and Q(oo)

= Op(G~), even though a itself is not available.

Conjugates Q( (0)9 are viewed as "points" (I-spaces) of the target vector
space V. Effective and deterministic transitivity is obtained for the action of Q(oo) on a set of points, even though we do not have the vector
space and cannot list more than a small number of these points within
our time constraints.
This transitivity is used to find a complement L to Q(oo) in G~. Now
recursion is invoked for L. The remainder of the algorithm in 4 and 5 is
deterministic.
4. Introduce linear algebra internally for a specific quotient Q(oo) that is a
vector space over GF(p).

5. An algorithm decides, for each point, how it should be labeled as a 1space of V. This produces a bijection from Q( a /i to a set of I-spaces
of V, which is then converted into a map taking any given element of G
to a matrix.
We also provide straight-line programs for Theorems 1.1(iii,iv) and
1.1'(iii,iv); recursive use of the latter was critical for setting up the data
structure needed for constructing V.
This is the main part of the algorithm: most of the preceding parts can
be viewed as preprocessing steps.
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6. Determine the total timing , and deal with small-dimensional cases.
7. In 1-6 we assumed that we knew the dimension , the underlying field , and
the type of G. With this extra information, the algorithm is Las Vegas.
The entire algorithm starts by finding at most 7 possibilities for these
parameters, and then for each the procedure in 1-6 is called. If an output
is returned, we try to verify that our assumption on the isomorphism type
of G was correct by checking that G satisfies a presentation of the target
group.

Names of subsections 1-6 in Sections 3-6 parallel the above list, while 7 is
in Section 7. For a simplified though somewhat different algorithm for the
special case PSL(2, q) of Theorem 1.1, see 3.6.1. However, both in this special
case and in general readers may prefer to simplify the theorems and proofs by
handling small-dimensional examples by brute force methods, and by reading
Theorem 1.1 as saying that the algorithms run in time polynomial in Nand q.
The family of groups PSL(V), in some ways easier than the other families,
forces us to deal with what amount to two different permutation representations simultaneously: the actions on I-spaces and on hyperplanes of the target
vector space (Section 3). In [CFL] playing off these two representations was
an important tool , here it is seen as more of a nuisance that does not arise for
the other classical groups. The orthogonal groups (Section 4) differ from the
other families in not having transvections, which makes it somewhat harder to
work with "points". Symplectic groups (Section 5) are the easiest case when
the characteristic is odd , but involve difficulties in characteristic 2 caused by
their behaving like orthogonal groups. Unitary groups (Section 6) require the
fewest special cases. The symplectic and unitary cases are especially different from the case PSL(d, q) in the behavior of their transvection groups: the
commutator relations are quite different and lead to methods that are new in
many details.
Section 7 ties all of this together, and contains proofs of Corollaries 1.2-1.4.
Finally, the proofs of Theorem 1. 7, and of Corollaries 1.6 and 1.8, are contained
in Section 8. Among other things, in that section we introduce background for
the nearly linear time constraint.
Theorems 1.1 and 1.7 were announced at the Oberwolfach Computational
Group Theory meeting in June, 1997, as well as in [Ka5].

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Notation

Let X be a group. Its largest normal p-subgroup is Op(X) for any given prime
= X' and X/Z(X) is a nonabelian simple group, then X is called
qua,qi,qimple. If X :; G and 9 E G then gX is {gX x E X}. If X and Yare
subgroups of a group G such that G = XY , X Sl G and X n Y = 1, we write
G = X:xl Y (a ,qemidirect product) and call Y a complement to X in G.
If a, bEG then [a, b] = a- I b- I abo For A, B ~ G , write [A, B] = ( [a, b] a E
A, bE B).
If X acts on a vector space V, we will view X and V as subgroups of the
resulting semidirect product V:xlX. Then Cv(X) is the space of fixed vectors,
and [V, X] = (vx v v E V, x EX).

p. If X

2.2

Black box groups

A black box group G is a group whose elements are encoded as 0-1 strings
of uniform length iV, and the group operations are performed by an oracle
(the "black box"). Given strings representing g, h E G, the black box can
compute strings representing gh and g- I , and decide whether 9 = h. Note
that
:; 2 N : we have an upper bound on
. We always let ;.t be as in
Theorem 1.1: an upper bound on the time for each multiplication or inversion
or equality test within our group G. Clearly ;.t :0: iV.
Each string represents at most one element of G , and the same element of
G may be encoded by different strings.
2.2.1

Listing subgroups

We will often need to list all elements of small subgroups H of a black box
group G.

Lemma 2.1 Let H = (T) :; G be an elementary abelian p-gmup. Then H can
be li,qted in O(;.tiH iiTi) time. Moreover, in the ,qame time, a .mb,qet ofT 'Which
i,q a GF(p)-b"'9i,q for H can be cho,qen, and the coefficient,q of each element ",9
a linear combination of the ba,qi,q can be computed.

Proof. Let 0 :; j :;
, and let L j be a listing of the group generated by the
first j generators of H. If the (j + 1)st generator 9 of T does not occur in
11
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L j then we add g to the basis and compute L j +1 := L j U Ljg U ... U LjgP-I .
Otherwise, we define L j +1 := L j and discard g. Note that this procedure also

computes how the elements of H are written as linear combinations of the
basis vectors. 0
There are other general situations in which one can list small nonabelian
groups. We will only need to consider a few very special instances: 6.3.2 ,
6.6.1 and 6.6.2.

2.2.2

Random elements

We will need random elements of black box groups. We say that an algorithm
outputs an o-uniformly di$tributed element x in a group G if (1 0)/
<
Prob(x = g) < (1 + o)/ iGi for all g E G. Nearly uniform means o-uniform
for some 0 :; 1/2; we also use the terms "o-uniforrnly distributed" and
uniformly distributed random" interchangeably. The following fundamental
result is due to Babai.

Theorem 2.2 [Bal] Let c and C be given pO$itive con$tant$. Then there i$
a Monte Carlo algorithm which, when given a black box group G of order at
mO$t l'vI and any $et of generator$ S of G, $et$ up a data $tructure for the
con$truction of o-uniformly di$tributed element$ for 0 = l'vI-C, at a CO$t of
O(log51'vI + iS i loglog1VI) group operation$. The probability that the algorithm
fail$ i$ :; l'vI- c
If the algorithm $ucceed$, it permit$ the con$truction of o-uniformly di$tributed, independent random element$ of G at a CO$t of o (log lvI) group operation$ per element.

In view of Theorem 2.2, it is possible to express the parameter ( as a
polynomial function of Nand M in Theorem 1.1. We chose to introduce the
notation ( to ensure that the running time estimates can be adapted easily to
other constructions of random elements in G. We ~9$ume that (:0: MiSi, since
it is presumed that each generator should be involved in the construction of a
random element. Of course, in all subgroups of the input group G we have lvI :;
2N; however, when working with small subgroups of G, we have smaller values
of lvI, and hence faster algorithms. Note also that using Theorem 2.2, the
construction of subsequent random group elements is much cheaper than the
construction of the first one. A simpler and more practical heuristic algorithm
for finding random group elements is given in [CLMNO].
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In this paper, we assume the availability of c-uniformly distributed , independent random elements of G for some c :; 1/2. In fact, in the probability analysis , we assume the availability of uniformly distributed, independent
random elements of G. However, since our algorithm ends by checking a presentation for G , it will return a correct output no matter what method of
random generation is used. Using a less efficient method may only increase
the probability of failure for the algorithm.

2.2.3

Orders of elements

Another task we frequently encounter is to establish properties of orders of
group elements. Although the details will vary, we can usually reduce the task
to the following basic problem: given 9 E G and an integer k, decide whether
divides k. This can be done by computing gk (by repeated squaring and using
the binary expansion of k, requiring o (log k) black box group operations),
and compare gk and 1. We emphasize that in general we will not attempt to
compute the order of elements of G , or factor the integers k occurring in this
situation. This is in contrast of the algorithms in [CFL, CLG2], and avoids
the difficulties of factoring large integers. In 2.4 we will cornrnent further on
the integers k occurring as above.
The only cases when we search for group elements with order exactly k
occur with k E {q 1, (q 1)/(2, q I)}. As preprocessing, the prime factor=k
ization of these numbers can be computed in O(q) time. Then testing
takes o (J.doi' q) time: for each of the at most logq prime divisors r of k, and
also for r = 1, compute the k/rth power of 9 via repeated squaring.

2.2.4

The parameters

j.£

and

~

Of course, j.£ depends on the actual representation of the black box group.
An important example is when G is represented as a group ofax a matrices
over a finite field F. We will assume that field operations can be carried
out in constant time (cf. 2.3), so that group operations can be performed in
O(a:;) time (of course, they could be sped up by using faster multiplication
algorithms). Another example, important for Theorem 1.7 and Corollaries 1.6
and 1.8, is when G is represented as a small-base permutation group. vVe
will see in Section 8 that j.£ is o (loge 71,) for a small-base permutation group of
degree n.
The parameter ~ was defined in Theorem 1.1. One estimate appears in
Theorem 2.2. It is clear that ~ = ~(G) depends on G. We will always assume
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that this dependency is monotonic: if L < G, then ((L) :; ((G).

2.2.5

Straight-line programs

Given G = (S), a $traight-line program of length m from S to some 9 EGis a
sequence of expressions (WI , ... , wm ) such that for each i one of the following
holds:
• W'i
• Wi
• Wi

is a symbol for some element of S,
= (Wj, 1) for some j < i, or
= (Wj,Wk) for some j,k < i ,

such that, if the expressions are evaluated, then the value of Wm is g. Here,
(Wj, -1) is evaluated as the inverse of the evaluated value of Wj, and (Wj, Wk)
is evaluated as the product of the evaluated values of Wj and Wk. Thus, a
straight-line program is really a sequence of elements of the free group on
S. vVhile it is common to think of the terms Wi as elements of G, we save
significant time by not writing each Wi as, for example, a d x d matrix when
we do not actually need the specific intermediate matrices later. This will
allow us to mirror a straight-line program using a homomorphism , and only
then evaluate the members of the sequence as group elements.
A straight-line program actually prove$ that 9 E G, and straight-line programs of length 8(m) can reach some elements 9 at distance 8(2m) from
the identity in the Cayley graph of G with respect to S. In fact , Babai and
Szemer6di [BSz] showed that, for any G = (S) and 9 E G, there exists a
straight-line program from S to 9 using at most (log !G + 1)2 multiplications
and inversions. In Theorem 1.1, we provide a constructive version of this for
classical matrix groups, though with a weaker bound on the length of such a
program.

2.3

Fields

The algorithm for Theorem 1.1 starts by finding the value of q (cL 7.2.1).
After that, as a preprocessing step, we have to construct a field IF = GF(q),
q = pC. The elements of this field will be used as entries of the output matrices in Theorem 1.1(ii). Moreover, during the course of the algorithm, we
shall construct sets of endomorphisms of elementary abelian groups which are
isomorphic to GF(q). We shall always identify these fields with IF.
For the construction of IF, we need a linear transformation of order q - 1
on the vector space GF(p)c. We shall obtain such a linear transformation as a
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side result when processing the group PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q). This is sufficient,
regardless of the isomorphism type of the input group G, since the recursion of
the algorithm for Theorem 1.1 always arrives at a 2-dimensional special linear
group before the need to use IF arises.
An alternative way to find a linear transformation of order q 1 is to write
all e x e companion matrices p over GF(p), find one of order q 1, and let
IF := {O} U (p). There are pC companion matrices, and the order of one matrix
can be tested in O(e:; log2 q) time: for each of the at most log q prime divisors
r of q 1 and also for r = 1, compute the (q l)jrth power of p via repeated
squaring in O(e:; logq) time. (A prime factorization of q 1 can be computed
in O(q) time.) Here and in the sequel, we shall assume that field operations
in the prime field GF(p) take constant time; in particular, we store a list of
inverses for GF(p)*.
Throughout thi$ paper, the $ymbol p 'Will al'Way$ refer to $uch an element of

IF.
However we have obtained p, as a second preprocessing step in 0(qe 2 Iogq)
time we construct a Zech logarithm table for IF [Con]. This is a list of length
q 1 which, for the above generator p, stores the values pi + 1, 0 :; i < q 1, as
powers of p or o. We list the powers of pin O(e:;q) time and order them lexicographically, considered as e2-long sequences of integers from {O, 1, ... ,p - I},
in 0(e 2 q log q) time. Then, for each pi, use binary search to find pi + 1 among
the elements of this list in 0(e 2 Iogq) time. The entries of the matrices in the
image of the homomorphism ,\ constructed in Theorem 1.1(ii) are symbols (0
and powers of p) from the Zech logarithm table.
After the Zech logarithm table has been constructed, we consider the elements of IF only as symbols pi, 0 :; i < q 1, and o. Then multiplication is
just the addition of exponents of p: pi . pi = pi+j. Addition is a lookup in our
table, followed by a multiplication: pi + pi = pi(pi- j + 1). Thus, throughout
thi$ paper 'We a$$ume that field opemtion$ in IF can be carried out in con$tant
time.

The set {pi 0:; i < e} is a GF(p)-basis of IF. As a third preprocessing
step, we compute and store the coefficients of each ( E IF in this basis. This
can be done by computing an ex e matrix 1vI with entries 1vI(-i, j) := p(i_l)pi- l ,
and then also lvI-I . Then the coefficients of ( are the coordinates of the vector
1
2
((, (P, ••• , (pc-1)}vI- [LN, Ch. 2]. This computation takes 0(qe ) time.
In each of Sections 3-6 we will also need to consider certain elementary
abelian p-subgroups or sections Q of G as vector spaces over IF. Multiplication
by the elements of the Zech logarithm table is not possible, so we shall construct
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other copies of GF(q) (one for each Q we consider) which act as endomorphism
rings of the sections Q involved. These fields have to be identified with IF; in
some cases it will be straightforward, in others we shall use the following
lemma.

Lemma 2.3 Let A be an elementary abelian black box p-group, with parameter
M ~9 before. Let E be a .mb$et of the endomorphi$m ring of A .mch that
E "" GF(q)*, where q = pe and E act$ homogeneou$ly on A. Suppo$e further
that E i$ given ~9 a li$t of q 1 procedure$ .mch that for all 1 of a E A and
all e: E E, ae: can be computed in O(v) time. Then, in O(Mqlogq+ vqe) time,
we can find ( E E .mch that the mapping (k f-t pk, 0 < i < q, define$ a field
i$omorphi$m from E to IF {O}.
Proof. Recall that we have stored the expression pC = L:g- 1 b"p' using some
b'i E GF(p). Fix some 1 of a E A and check for each e: E E whether ae:e =
L:g- 1 ab'ie: i . A solution e: of this equation is appropriate as (. 0
In our applications, the "procedures" for computing ae: will be conjugations by elements of some overgroup B c> A or taking the product of a with a
conjugate of a as in the proof of the following lemma.
As an additional technical difficulty, sometimes we have available only a
(large) part of the field acting on an elementary abelian subgroup A. This will
occur in the following situation. We have a listing of A, iA = q, and also we
have the coefficients of each a E A in terms of a fixed basis. We also have a
set E ' of (q 1) /2 endomorphisms, given by conjugation with powers of some
element b E B , where B c> A , such that E' is cyclic of order (q 1)/2.

Lemma 2.4 Suppo$e that A and E' are given a$ de$cribed above. Then q - 1
procedure$ for E a$ in Lemma 2.3 can be found in O(Mq logq) time.
Proof. Let e: denote the endomorphism defined by conjugation with b, and let
ai , ... , ae be the given basis of A. First, we construct the e x e matrix l'vI over
GF(p) corresponding to e: ; the rows of l'vI are the coordinate vectors of a'ie: .
Then we fix 1 of a E A , with coordinate vector vo , and construct the list L of
the coordinate vectors Vk for ae:k, 0:; k < (q 1)/2. Finally, we search for Vk
such that Vk + Vo rf. L. For such a k we have E = E' U E'(e: k + 1).
The matrix l'vI can be constructed in O(Me) time, by identifying a~ in the
listing of A for 1 :; i :; e. The elements of L are the vectors volvl k , computed
in O(qe 2 ) time. Then L can be ordered lexicographically in O(eq logq) time,
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E L for a fixed j

We will always use only naive linear algebra: Gaussian elimination to solve
systems of linear equations, and multiplication and inversion of d x d matrices
in O(d'l) time.

2.4

Primitive divisors and irreducible linear transformations

By a fundamental theorem of Zsigmondy [Zs], if p is prime and m :0: 2 then
there is a prime dividing pm 1 but not pi 1 for 1 :; -i < m, except when
either p = 2, m = 6, or m = 2 and p is a Mersenne prime. Such a prime is
called a primitive prime divi$or of pm l.
We will call an integer j a ppd#(p; m) if jlpm 1 and either p = 2, m = 6
and 21 , m = 2, p is a Mersenne prime, and 41J; or j is divisible by a primitive
prime divisor of pm l.
Any element 9 E G = GL(d,pC) of ppd#(p; ed)-order is irreducible on
GF(pc)d. Moreover, CC:L(d,p,)(g) SO' GF(pcd)* and NC:L(d,p,)((g))/CC:L(d,p,)(g) is
isomorphic to the Galois group of GF(pcd) over GF(pC). From this it is easy
to check that there are many such elements:

Lemma 2.5 [NP] Exclude the ca$e$ p = 2, ed = 6 and p = 3, ed = 2. If
9 E G = GL(ed,p) ha,9 ppd#(p; ed)-order, then at lea,9t half of the element$ of
CC:L(d,p,)(g) have ppd#(p;ed)-order. GL(d,pC) ha$ more than IGL(d,pC)1/2d
element$ of ppd# (p; ed) -order.
We will need to find elements 9 E GL(d, q) of ppd#(p; m)-order for a
variety of choices of m. We will abuse language and abbreviate this by using
= ppd#(p; m), or Ig = p' ppd#(p; m) if is to be p
expressions such as
times a ppd# (p; m).

Lemma 2.6 If the ca,ge p = 2, m = 6 i$ excluded, then a group element 9
m .
ITn~l
k
$uch that gP - I = 1 and 9 1 (P -I) of 1 ha$ ppd#(p; m)-order unle$$ m = 2,
p = 3 (mod 4), and
i$ a power of 2. Hence, if m > 2 and gpm_ 1 = 1,
O(m 2 Iogp) muitiplication$ can be u$ed to te$t whether 9 ha$ ppd#(p; m)-order.
Proof. Let x := I17'- 1(pk -1). For any odd prime r dividing pm -1, if r is not
ppd# (p; m) then (pm l)r = r . (pm/r l)r:; (pm/r l)r . (p2m/r l)r:; x r .
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Similarly, (pm Ih > X2 if and only if m = 2 and p = 3 (mod 4). Hence any
odd prime divisor of !gX is a ppd# (p; m )-number and if !gX is a power of 2
then m = 2 and p = 3 (mod 4). 0
We note that [NP] contains a procedure with running time O(m:; log m log:;p
that checks the ppd#(p; m) property of a group element of order
dividing pm L
We will use the following when dealing with all of the classical groups:

+ wnlogp)

yi
Lemma 2.7 Suppo$e that 9 E GL(d,pC) ha$ ppd#(p;ed)-order. Then {v
o :; i < ed} i$ a GF(p)-ba$i$ of GF(pc)d and {v yi 0:; i < d} i$ a GF(pC)
ba$i$ ofGF(pC)d for any nonzero v E GF(pcd).
Proof. The minimal polynomial of 9 over GF(p) has degree ed. The span of
9 is a field GF(pcd), and GF(pcd)* acts regularly on GF(pc)d
{o}, so that
y
{v ' 0:; i < d} is linearly independent over GF(pC) and hence is a basis of
GF(pc)d. 0
Also ppd#(p; 1). In 3.1.4, 4.1.4, 4.2, 4.6.2 and 5.2.2 we will need to
consider factors of p L Therefore, it is convenient to extend the notion of
primitive divisors by calling an integer j a ppd#(p; 1) if j!p 1, j > 2, and j
is not a power of 2 if p 1 is not.

2.5

Probability estimates

We shall mostly use elementary probability estimates. The only exception is
a slight extension of Chernoff's bound [Che]:
Lemma 2.8 [BCFLS] Let Yj , ... , Yt be not nece$$arily independent, 0, 1 valued
random variable$ with the property that, for $ome r and each i, the conditional
probability Prob(Y; = 1 Yj = XI, ... , }i-I = Xi-!) :0: r for all 0-1 $equence$
(XI,"" Xi- I ). Then, whenever 0 < c < 1,
t

Prob

(L}i :; (1

c )rt) :; e -s'rt!2.

i= ]

We shall apply Lemma 2.8 in two situations.
(1) Suppose that at least r!H! elements of a group H satisfy a certain
property P. If we choose a sequence (Y I ,"" Ym) of uniformly distributed,
independent random elements of H and define that the random variable }i =
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1 if and only if Y" satisfies P, then I: ri simply measures the number of Y"
satisfying P.
(2) The second application is more complicated. Suppose that H is an
elementary abelian p-group with iHi = pm , and (Y I,"" Ys) is a sequence of
elements from H with the following property: for all 'i ::; s, if (Y I, ... , YH) of H
then Prob(Yi rt (Y I,"" YH )) :0: r. Then, if we define ri = 0 if and only if
(Y I, ... , YH ) of Hand Y" E (Y I,"" Y'H ), the condition I: Y; :0: Tn means
that the subgroup chain generated by the initial segments of the sequence
(YI,"" Ys) increases Tn times, so that the Y" '$ generate H.

Special linear groups: PSL(d, q)

3

In this section we will prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' when G is PSL(V)
PSL(d, q) or SL(V). As before we write q = pC with p prime.

3.1

Properties of G

We presuppose familiarity with the classical groups. See [As2, Ta, KLJ for
introductions to these groups. Here we will state those properties needed later,
in general not giving proofs or references for straightforward calculations.
3.1.1

Transvections

Let a = (u) be a point (I-space) of V and let 0 of I E V* (the dual space
of V), where I( u) = o. A tran$vection with axi$ W = ker I and center (or
direction) a is either 1 or a linear transformation of the form t: v f-t v + I( v)u.
vVe will usually abuse notation and write expressions such as "a E leV" instead
of "a ~ leV" when discussing points: many ideas in this paper are geometric.
The corresponding tran$vection group is
T

= T(oo, W) = {v

f-t

v

+ kl(v)u

k E GF(q)} '2" GF(q)+

(3.1)

Clearly, if 10ft E T then a = [V, tJ = [V, TJ and W = Cv(t) = Cv(T).
There are (qd 1)(qd-1 1)/(q 1) nontrivial transvections. In particular,
this number is q2 1 when d = 2, in which case there are (2, q 1) conjugacy
classes of such transvections in SL(2, q), each of size (q2 1)/(2, q 1).
3.1.2

Commutator relations

Consider transvection groups Ti = T(OOi, leVi), i
ities for the way TI and T2 interact:

(ii) 001 E W 2, 002 E W I , [TJ , T2J

= 1,2. There are five possibil-

= 1.

(iii) 001 E W 2, 002 rt W I , and [t l , T2J = [TI , t2J = T(ooJ, W 2) whenever 1 of t l E
T J , 1 of t2 E T 2. Moreover, [T I, T2J commute$ with both TI and T 2.
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001 r:J. W 2 , 002 r:J. W I, and (t l , T 2 ) = (TI , T 2 ) '?,! SL(2, q) whenever 1 of t l E
T I . Here, (TI , T2 ) preserves the decomposition V = (00 1 , (02) EEl (WI n W 2 ) ,
inducing SL(2, q) on the first summand and 1 on the second one.

These, and similar assertions in later sections, are easy to check using either
linear algebra or the geometry of V. They are special cases of the commutator
relations for groups of Lie type rCa, pp. 76-77].
3.1.3

Q and Q(oo)

If leV is a hyperplane of V then its set-stabilizer G w can be written
Gw
Here, Q

'?,!

= Q:x;Gw~ for any point! r:J. W.

(3.2)

G F( q )d-I consists of all transvections

r(u)=(~ ~)

foruEGF(q)d- l .

(3.3)

with axis W (using a basis of V that starts with a basis of W), and Gw~ acts
irreducibly on Q as a subgroup of GL(d 1, q) containing SL(d 1, q):

r(u)l = r(u 1) for I E SL(W).

(3.4)

Moreover, CG(Q) = Q x Z(G). Here, Q is regular on the set of points of V
not in leV: there i$ a unique element of Q taking any given point of thi$ $ort
to any other $uch point. This will be crucial for 3.5.1. By 3.1.2(iii,iv), if t
i$ any nontrivial tran$vection with center on leV and axi$ not leV, then [Q, t] i$
the tran$vection group with axi$ leV having the $ame center a$ t.
Dually, for any point a of V, let Q(oo) denote the group of all p-elements
inducing 1 on V / a; this is the group of all transvections with center oo. With
respect to a suitable basis, matrices for Q( a) look like the transposes of the
ones just given for Q.
We need one further property of Q:

Lemma 3.5 Let d :0: 3. Each element h E G w induce$ on Q a GF(q)-linear
tran$formation 17 who$e determinant i$ a dtll power. If h ha$ matrix ('':

~)

for a generator p = (deL'vI)-1 ofGF(q)*, then deth generate$ the group ofdth
power$ within GF(q)*.
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Probabilistic generation

Throughout this paper we will need results concerning groups generated by
transvections (or their analogues in orthogonal groups). These results are of
two types: lists of irreducible subgroups generated by transvection groups,
and the probable structure of a group generated by a very small number of
randomly chosen transvections. In each section we will need slightly different
results of these two sorts.

Theorem 3.6 [Mel, Mc2] For d :0: 3, each irreducible $ubgroup of SL(d, q)
generated by tran$vection grouP$ i$ one of the following:
(i) SL(d, q),
(ii) Sp(2n, q) in SL(2n, q),
(iii) O±(2n,2) in SL(2n, 2), or
(iv) 8 2n+ 2 or 8 2n+ 1 in SL(2n, 2).

Lemma 3.7 If d :0: 4 then, with probability> (1

1/q)5:O: 1/2 5 , three nontriv-

ial tran$vection$ generate a group that pre$erve$ a decompo$ition V
with dim U = 3, inducing SL(3, q) on U and 1 on Z.

=

U EEl Z

Proof. For i = 1,2,3, let t., be randomly and independently chosen transvections, with center a" and axis leV,. Then 001 rt leV2 and 002 rt leVI with
probability> (1-1/ q)2. Next, a:; rt W I nW2 and a:; rt (001, (02) with probability
{[(qd l)/(q 1)] (q+1) [(qd-2 l)/(q l)]}/{(qd l)/(q I)} > 1 l/q.
Finally, W:; does not contain the point (001,002, a:;) n W I n W 2 with probability
{[(qd-l l)/(q 1) (qd-2 - l)/(q l)l! [(qd- l l)/(q I)]} > 1 l/q. It
follows that, with probability> (1 l/q)4, J = (t 1, t 2, t:;) is irreducible on
U = (001,002, a:;) and V = U EEl Z, where Z = W I n W 2 n W:;.
Since each pair ai, leVi determines the same number of transvections, this
reduces considerations to the case of an irreducible subgroup J of SL(U) generated by 3 transvections. If J is not S1(3, q) then it is contained in one of
the following: (1) SL(3,pi) with GF(pi) c GF(q), (2) SU(3, ql/2) (or SU(3, 2)'
when q = 4), (3) (Zq- l xZq_l )><l8:; whenp = 2 or (4) 3A6 when q = 4 [Mil, Ha].
Moreover, there is at most one G-conjugacy class of each of (2)-(3), one or
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three of type (1) (for any given i), and three of type (4). The probability that
type (1) occurs is at most
l)(pi + IlP
l)(q + 1)]'3

< 1/2q.

(Here,SL(3,q) = q:;(q:;
l)(q2
1), andPSL(3,q) =SL(3,q)/3 when
there are 3 conjugacy classes in cases (1) and (4). Also, SL(3,q) has exactly
(q:;
l)(q + 1) nontrivial transvections.) The probability that (2), (3) or
(4) occurs is estimated similarly. Hence, J is SL(3, q) with probability>
1 l/q. 0
This type of crude probability argument, similar to [KaLu], will be used
for all generation estimates. vVe will also need similar information concerning subgroups of classical groups generated by other types of elements. The
following is the simplest example of this:

Lemma 3.8 Let G = PSL(2, q) with q = pC :0: 4.

(i) Suppo$e that J = (g, h) i$ an irreducible $ubgroup of G withg =h =
ppd# (p; e) or ppd# (p; 2e). Then J i$ one of the following: G; cyclic; A 4 ,
S4 or A 5, where q i$ odd; or PSL(2, ql/2) or PGL(2, ql/2).
(ii) Suppo$e that either q :0: 8 i$ even, or that q :0: 17. Then, for i = 1 or 2,
two clement$ of the $ame ppd# (p; ie) -order generate G with probability
> 0.55. When q = 4 thi$ probability i$ :0: 0.3.
(iii) If q of 9 then, with probability :0: 1/4, two nontrivial tran$vection$ in G
generate
{ : dihedral group of order 2ppd#(2, 2e)

ifp of 2
ifp = 2.

For all q, with probability:O: 1/4 three nontrivial tran$vection$ generate G.

Proof. (i) The list of subgroups of G has been known for almost a century
[Mo, Wi] (cf. the more familiar reference [Di, pp. 285-6]), and leads to the
first statement. Moreover, there are at most two conjugacy classes of each
isomorphism type of subgroups A 4, S4 or A 5, and at most one of PGL(2, ql/2).
(ii) The case G = PSL(2,4) '?,! A5 is very elementary, so assume that
q :0: 8. We will estimate the probability that J := (g, h) < G, where now
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J might be reducible. This reducible case occurs with probability at most
(q + 1) . q2/{q(q + 1)/2F = 4/(q + 1). Also, J lies in PGL(2,ql/2) with
probability at most IPSL(2, q): PGL(2, ql/2) {(ql/2(q l/2 1)F /{q(q + 1)F =
(q l/2 1)2/(2, q 1)ql/2(q+ 1). Next , J lies in an irreducible cyclic group with
probability 1/{(2, q)(q + I)}. Adding probabilities completes the proof when
q is even, so assume that q is odd.
The only other cases to consider are when Ig =
is 3, 4 or 5. We
must take into account the fact that there can be two conjugacy classes of
isomorphic subgroups J. It is easy to check that the cases
= 3,
J "" A4;
= 3, J "" A5; Ig = Ih l = 4, J "" 8 4 ; and Ig =
= 5,
J"" A 5, occur with probability at most C(q2 l)/q(q ± 1)2, where cis 2, 1,2,
8/3 in the respective cases. Since q :0: 17, this yields the desired estimate.
(iii) This is proved as in (ii). (N.B. If q = 9 then G "" A 6 , and two
conjugate elements of order 3 never generate G.) 0

Corollary 3.9 Let G = A x B with A "" B "" PSL(2, q). If q :0: 8 i$ even or if
q:O: 17 then, for i = 1 or 2, two element$ of G, each projecting onto element$
of A and B of the $ame ppd#(p; ie)-order, generate G with probability:O: 1/20.
If q = 4 then two $1tch element$ of order 3 generate at le(h9t A with probability :0: 1/6.

Proof. Assume that q :0: 8 is even or that q :0: 17. For j = 1,2 we are
considering elements gj = ajb j , aj E A, bj E B. By the lemma, with probability> 1 0.45 0.45 we have both (a i , a2) = A and (b l , b2) = B. Then
J:= ((a l bl , a 2 b2 )) is G unless J = {(a, aX) a E A} for some x E AutA (where
we are identifying A and B). In this event bl = aT, and we need to know the
probability that we also have b2 = a~. Given ai, bl , there are (2, q - 1) (q ± l)e
choices for x (corresponding to NAutA((al)))' Thus, the probability that b2
also satisfies b2 = a~ is (2, q - l)(q ± l)e/q(q =F 1) < 1/2, so that J = G with
probability> 0.1 . 1/2.
Similarly, if q = 4 then the desired probability is at least 1/6. 0

3.2

Transvection groups

We now begin our algorithm when G "" PSL(d,q) or SL(d,q). We a$$1tme that
d:O: 4: the cases d = 2 and d = 3 can be dealt with by brute force, but will be
handled within our time constraints in 3.6.
For timing we always use the quantities ~, t£ appearing in Theorem 1.1.
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Sections 3.2-3.4 and 3.5.1 can be viewed as preprocessing, while 3.5.2
and 3.5.3 are the main parts of the algorithms.
In Sections 3-6 there will al ways be a vector space V underlying the classical
group G; we will seek to construct this space and, especially, the projective
action of G on it. Until it has been constructed, we can use the existence of
V for explanations and correctness proofs, but not for algorithmic purposes.

3.2.1

Finding transvections

We separate the cases d > 4 and d = 4. Let z :=

qd- 2

1.

(1) Case d> 4: Choose up to i4q(d 2) In(2d)1 elements rEG to find
one of p' ppd#(p; e(d 2))-order. If no such element is found, report failure.
Otherwise, we claim that t :=
i$ a tran$vection.
P
Namely, r has one irreducible constituent of degree d 2, the remaining
ones spanning a 2-space of the target vector space V. Then
induces 1 on
the first of these and a transvection on the second, and hence is a nontrivial
transvection of V. We will use this type of argument repeatedly in the future ,
usually without further comments.
(2) Case d = 4: We may assume that q > 17 if q 1 is a power of 2, as
otherwise brute force can be used to identify G. Choose up to 96q elements to
find rEG of p' ppd#(p; 2e) . ppd#(p; e)-order (this means that
is divisible
by the integers involved in the definition of these ppd#; cf. 2.4); we also
require that r 8p (q+i) of 1 if q 1 is a power of 2. Once again we claim that
t := rZ i$ a tran$vection. As in (1), this is the case if r leaves invariant a
decomposition of V into the direct sum of two 2-spaces, since then rP(q- i)
centralizes some 2-space.
In order to see that there is no other possibility we again use the element
rP(q- i) of order dividing q + 1. If it does not act homogeneously on V then
we have the situation of the preceding paragraph. If it acts homogeneously on
V, then the centralizer in G L( 4, q) of the corresponding linear transformation
is GL(2, q2) . 2. Then Cc;(rP(q- i) ) is a homomorphic image of (GL(2, q2) ·2) n
SL( 4, q); but for an element of order p in that group the order of its centralizer
is a factor of iZ(G)i2q(q + 1), where iZ(G) (4, q - 1). This contradicts our
requirements concerning
Time: Las Vegas O(qdlogd[( + /.lec(2logq]) in either case, since for each of
the O(qdlogd) elements tested it takes time O(/.l(ed)2Iogp) to find
and to
check the ppd property using Lemma 2.6.
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Reliability: ::0: 1 1/ 4d2 •
For, C G(r) preserves a decomposition V = V2 EEl Vd - 2 with dim V; = i.
Then CG(r) = A x B for a transvection group A of order q and an abelian
group B of order dividing qd-2 1 (since determinants must be 1). There
are iGl/q(q l)iB (d 2) conjugates (AB)Y, 9 E G, of AB in G (cL 2.4).
If d > 4 then each (AB)Y has at least (q
1) iB1/2 elements behaving in
the manner we required for r, and for each such element the centralizer is
just (AB)Y. Thus, the desired probability is at least {l/iBiq(q l)(d 2)}·
{(q 1)iBI/2} = 1/2q(d 2) (cL Lemma 2.5). Hence, the probability that
none of our i4q(d 2) In(2d)1 chosen elements has the desired order is at most
(1 1/2q(d 2))4q(d-2)ln(2d) < 1/4d2. The argument is similar if d = 4.
Once again, this type of argument often will be presumed.
3.2.2

Finding transvection groups and J

Choose up to i2 6 In (8d2 )1 pairs t l , t 2 of conjugates of t. By Lemma 3.7, for a
single pair J: = (t,t l ,t2) '2" 8L(3,q) with probability::o: 1/25 . (Moreover, J
then must split the target vector space V as V = U EEl Z , where dim U = 3,
the center a of t is in U and the axis W of t contains Z.)
Use Corollary 3.20 (or see 3.2.3) in order to test whether J'2" 8L(3,q) and,
if so, to obtain a set Sj of transvections generating J together with a vector
space VJ underlying J, and an isomorphism AJ: J -t 8L(VJ)' Use A.rl to find
the following:
(i) The transvection group T of J containing t;
(ii) The two subgroups X I , X 2 of J having order q2, containing T and consisting of transvections;
(iii) G a, the subgroup of NJ(XI ) generated by its transvections, and a subgroup D '2" 8L(2, q) of G a such that G a = X I >4D and DAJ fixes a nonincident point-hyperplane pair of VJ ;
(iv) jb) E J, a transvection such that D normalizes X~(~) (we are thinking
of X I as consisting of all transvections with the same axis in VJ as t and
X~b) as consisting of all transvections of VJ whose center is a point! of
VJ not on this axis and fixed by D); and
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(v) j E NJ(T) n NJ(Xg(~)) of order q 1 inducing on T an automorphism
of order q 1, together with a straight-line program of length O(logq)
from 8; to j.

The generating set 8*(3): In 3.3.3 we will define the generating set 8* in
Theorem 1.1 as the union of three sets 8*(1), 8*(2) and 8*(3) of p-elements.
The set 8*(1) will be obtained recursively in 3.3.3, 8*(2) is defined in 3.3.1,
and 8*(3) is our set 8; of generators, increased so as to include sets of transvections generating T, Xio X 2 , and G a, as well as j(f). We may assume that
18*(3) is O(e).
Reliability: > 1 1/8d2: by Lemma 3.7 a pair t], t2 produces a group J '?,!
SL(3, q) with probability :0: 1/2 5 ; and if actually J '?,! SL(3, q), then the call
to Corollary 3.20 tests this isomorphism and outputs the desired isomorphism
with probability> 1/2. Hence, a pair will produce an output with probability
> 1/2 6. Repeating i26In (8d2)1 times, we obtain an output with the stated
probability.
Time: Las Vegas
Corollary 3.20.
3.2.3

o (log d{ (qe + M log2 q})

for

o (log d)

groups J in view of

Isomorphism and nonisomorphism testing

Corollary 3.20, cited above, requires parts of 3.3-3.5. Those sections could
have been written as lemmas with long lists of hypotheses, which would have
made them harder to understand. Instead we assume that a reader will readily
verify the needed sections in the context of Corollary 3.20, although this makes
it somewhat harder to check some aspects of our timing that are faster than
mere brute force.
Nevertheless, brute force would indeed be a simpler approach to handle the
groups J, despite the much poorer timing estimates. For example, construct
the regular permutation representation of J in 0(/.£IJI 2) time, and then use
a variety of possible procedures to find the underlying 3-dimensional vector
space (such as those in [Ka3] and [KP]). Similar statements occur later as well.
The following table contains all such brute force "simplifications", including
sections into which the resulting inferior timings could be inserted. In each
case J is constructed having at most 6 generators.
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Section
3.2.2
0 SL(2, q)
4.2.1
n+(6, q)
5.2.2
n-(8, q)
4.2.2
Sp(4, q)
5.2.1
SU(4,q)
6.2.2
J
SL(3, q)
SL(2, q)

Timing
O(;.tq16)
O(;.tq12)

o (;.tq'lO)
o (;.tq54)
o (;.tq20)
o (;.tq'lO)

In fact, this paper was originally written using just such shortcuts. The requirements of Theorem 1.7 forced us to find faster ways to handle small-dimensional
groups.
In 3.2.2, we also had to decide whether t, t l , t2 generated SL(3, q) or a
proper subgroup of it. While brute force will nicely take care of the question
of isomorphism and nonisomorphism of (t, t J , t 2 ) and SL(3, q), we also need
f(h9ter noni$omorphi$m te$ting. Repetition of the algorithm for Theorem 1.1
or 1.1' produces a Monte Carlo non isomorphism test (this assumes that these
are repetitions of the entire algorithm, including the generators and relations
verification portion in Section 7). For the groups in the above list, a nonisomorphism test is possible in the contexts in which the groups occur: we
construct a subgroup J generated by certain types of elements of G, and the
number of possible subgroups of our classical group G that at most 6 of these
elements can generate is very limited. In each case, only the desired group
could survive the tests in 3.6.1, 3.6.2, 3.6.3, 4.6.2, 5.6.1, 6.6.1 and 6.6.2.
This means that if the constructed group J is only a proper subgroup of the
desired group, the algorithms in those sections will report failure.

3.3
3.3.1

Finding Q, Q(a), H, Land S*
Q, Q(a) and H

Let

Q := (X["i

0:; i < d

2)

and

Q(a):= (Xri

0:; i < d

2).

Then Q and Q(a) are generated by transvection groups, since X I and X 2 are.
Let 8*(2) denote the union of the generating sets for the transvection groups
X["' and Xri, 0 :; i < d - 2; 'We 'Will $tore the$e $ub$et$ of 8*(2), and hence
'We 'Will kno'W, for each member of 8* (2), generator$ for the tran$vection group
containing it. Here 18*(2) is O(ed) and 8*(2) contains transvections from
O(d) transvection groups.
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Notational convention: We will use single and double quotation marks in
this and later sections, according to the following convention: "Q" denotes the
matrix group appearing in 3.1.3; 'Q' denotes a copy of that group lying in G
and containing a $ubgroup Q already con$tructed.
Interchanging the roles of V and V* if necessary, we may assume that X I
consists of transvections all having the same axis leV, while X 2 consists of
transvections all having the same center a E leV in the target space V. Then
we may assume that Q lies in the group 'Q' consisting of all transvections
having axis leV. Since r P centralizes t, it leaves invariant leV and a (cL 3.1.3).
Then r P is irreducible on W/a, while X I contains T (cL 3.2.2(i)) as well as
transvection subgroups with center not a. Thus, by Lemma 2.7, Q = 'Q'.
Similarly, Q(a) is the group of all transvections having center a. This proves
the first two parts of the next result, which is fundamental to this section (as
are analogues in Sections 4-6):

Lemma 3.10

(i) Q = 'Q' .

(ii) Q(a) i$ the group of all tran$vection$ having the $ame center a$ t.
(iii) H := (Grt

0:; i :; d)

9,!

ASL(d

1, q)

9,!

Q >'l SL(d

1, q).

Proof. Let W denote the hyperplane of V in 3.1.3 centralized by 'Q'. Write
i
W I = [W, Gal, so that W I 9,! X io a E W["i and W = W ["i EElCw(Gr ) for each
i
i. Every
-invariant subspace of leV either contains leV["i or is contained in
i
Cw(Gr ).
For integers a:; b let Ha,b = (Grt a:; i :; b), so that H = HO,d'
We first show that H o.d - a is irreducible on leV. If Y is an Ho.d_a-invariant
i
subspace then, whenever 0 :; i :; d 3, either Y ;;2 Wr or Y C;; Cw(Glj"i).
i
Since a E W["i and a rf. Cw(Gt) , if Wr C;; Y for one i then it holds for all
o :; i :; d 3, so that Y contains the span of these subspaces leVT Pi , which
is W by Lemma 2.7. Similarly, if Y C;; n~-a(a, Cw(Gli"')) then Y C;; a by
Lemma 2.7 applied to the dual of leV/a, and hence Y = 0 since G a moves a.
It follows that Ho,d-a/Q is an irreducible subgroup of SL(d-l, q) generated
by transvection groups, so that Theorem 3.6 applies. If d is even then Ho,d-a/Q
is a subgroup of an odd-dimensional group SL(d - 1, q), so that possibilities
(ii-iv) cannot occur.
If d = 271, + 1 is odd then we need to eliminate (ii-iv). Suppose that
HO,d/Q < SL(d - 1, q). Note that r P cannot normalize any of the groups (ii-iv)
= ppd#(p;e(2n-l)). Thus, Ho,d-a of H I,d-2, so that Ho,d-a < HO,d-2.
smce

Gr
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Similarly, Ho,d-a < HO,d-2 < HO,d-1 < HO,d = H. However, there is no strictly
increasing sequence offour of the groups (ii-iv). This contradiction proves that
Ho,d/Q=SL(d l,q). 0
3.3.2

Effective transitivity of Q and Q(a); the complement L

Many times throughout this paper we will be dealing with an abstract group
but using language stemming from the isomorphic concrete group of (projective) linear transformations. This dual view might cause trouble for a computer, but it is intended to help the reader (and authors) keep track of the
underlying geometry.
Points: Point$ are defined to be the conjugates Q(a)9, g E G. We write each
point as Q((3), just as a label, making it easier to regard a and (3 as points of
the target vector space V = IF d . Recall that we cannot list the entire set of
points.
Equality testing: Two points are equal if and only if they commute; however,
we will use a faster test. Let 1 of g E Q(a); then Q(a)" = Q(a)Y if and only if
[gX, Q(a)Y] = 1, using one generator for each of the O(d) transvection groups
generating Q(a)Y (cL 3.3.1). (This condition implies that the center aX of gX
is fixed by all members of Q(a)Y.) Time: o (j.£d).
Incidence: We are thinking of Q as identified with the hyperplane W (of
V) it will eventually fix pointwise. With this in mind, in view of 3.1.2(iii,iv),
for x E G we say that Q((3) is on QX (or QX is on Q((3)) if and only if
[[Q((3), QX], QX] = 1 (in which case [[Q((3), QX], Q((3)] = 1). Once again we
will use a faster test: it is only necessary to test whether [[u, v], v] = 1 for one
u of 1 in Q((3) while letting v range over a single generator of each transvection
group from among the generators of QX (cL 3.3.1). Time: O(j.£d) for a given
pair QX, Q((3).
Lemma 3.11
(i) In determini$tic O(j.£[qe + qd]) time, given two point$
Q((3), Q(o) not on Q, an element ofQ can be found conjugating Q(o) to
Q((3).
(ii) In determini$tic o (j.£[qe + qd]) time, given two conjugate$ QX, QY not on
Q(a), an element of Q(a) can be found conjugating QX to QY.
Proof. By symmetry we only need to consider (i). Let ao be a generator of
Q((3), let A < Q((3) be the transvection group containing it (cL 3.3.1), and
list A.
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If Q(<5)ao of Q(<5) , let b be any generator of Q(<5), find a E A such that
Qb = Q, and let y := ba.
If Q(<5)ao = Q(<5), find a generator b of Q(<5) such that e := [aD, b] of 1, find
a E A such that Qca = Q, and let y := ca.
Find a generator x of Q such that [x, y] of 1; if this does not exist then
Q(<5)a o of Q(<5), and we replace b by any other generator of Q(<5) not lying in the
same transvection group as b. Find the transvection group X in Q containing
x. Find and list [X, y]. Find U E [X, y] such that Q((3)U = Q(<5). Output u.
a

Correctness: Let W denote the axis of Q, and write c = ((3, <5) n W.
If Q(<5)ao of Q(<5) then A is transitive on the points of ((3, <5) {(3} , so that
there exists a E A such that the center of ba is on Q; that is, <5 a = c. This
a
occurs for a if and only if Qb = Q. It may happen that [ba, Q] = 1, which
occurs only for b in the transvection group with center <5 and axis containing
the intersection of those of Q and A; hence an additional choice of b avoids
this possibility. (Note that a does not have to be recomputed in this event.)
By 3.1.2 , [ba , X] = T(c, W) , which contains the desired element u.
If Q(<5)ao = Q(<5) then A fixes Q(<5) but does not centralize Q(<5). Then b
exists, and e has center <5 and the same axis leV' as A by 3.1.2. Both A and e
act on the set of hyperplanes of leV' containing leV n leV', neither has center in
leV, and A acts transitively on this set of hyperplanes. Thus, a exists.
Since (A, c) consists of transvections with axis leV' and centers in ((3, <5),
ea must have center c and axis leV'. By 3.1.2 , [ea, X] = T(c, leV), which once
again contains the desired element u.
Time: O(;.t(qe + qd). Listing of elementary abelian groups of order q takes
O(;.tqe) time using Lemma 2.1. We just saw that equality testing can be
accomplished in O(;.td) time. If Q(<5)ao of Q(<5), find a in O(q . ;.td) time (in
view of our remark concerning incidence testing), x in O(;.td) time (testing
only one generator per transvection group), [b a, X] in o (;.tqe ) time, and u in
O(q· ;.td) time. If Q(<5)a o = Q(<5), find b in O(;.td) time, a in O(q . ;.td) time,
[ea, X] in O(;.tqe) time, and u in O(q· ;.td) time. 0
Remark. By (3.2) , the element of Q found in the lemma is unique, and there
is a complement to Q in G~. One of these complements fixes the point Q(,) :=
Q(a)jbl (cf. 3.2.2(iv)).
Corollary 3.12 In determini$tic O(;.t [qed + qa2 ]) time a $ubgroup L can be
found $uch that H = Q>4L, 'Where L fixe$ the point Q(f).
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Proof. We have H = Q(D TPi 0:; 'i :; d) , where D 9,! SL(2, q) in 3.2.2(iii)
fixes Qb), which is moved by X I and hence by Q. For 0 :; 'i :; d use the
preceding lemma to find Ui E Q such that Qbr Piui = Qb). Let L := (DTPiUi
0:; i :; d). Since DTPiuiQ = DTPiQ and DTPiui fixes Qb), we have H = QL
and Q n L = 1, and hence H = Q>4L.
This requires 0 (d) uses of the algorithm in the preceding lemma. 0
Remarks. The group Ljh)~ l is a complement to Q(a) in G~. Thus, we have
complete symmetry between Q and Q(a): anything we do for Q and H can
also be done for Q(a) and G~.
At this point we have the group L 9,! SL(d 1, q) and its d I-dimensional
module Q. What we lack is a matrix produced by any given element of L (cL
3.4.3(5)).
3.3.3

Recursion: S* and AI,

We will require that our $et S* of genemtor$ of G con$i$t$ entirely of tmn$vection$. This property will be preserved throughout our recursive calls in this
section; there are analogues in Sections 4-6 using "root elements" in place of
transvections. The restriction to elements of order p is needed for Theorem L 1',
and hence for the recursive call used for Theorem LL
The set S*: Our group G

=

(H, J) is generated by the set

S* := S*(I) U S*(2) U 8*(3),

where 8*(1) = S; will be obtained below recursively while S*(2) and S*(3)
were defined in 3.3.1 and 3.2.2. Then IS*(2) is O(ed) and 18*(3) is O(e), so
IS* is O(ed2 ).
The choice of AI) Recursively use Theorem L I' to obtain a d-l-dimen$ional
JF-$pace VI" a $et s; of genemtor$ of L and an i$omorphi$m AI,: L -t SL(VL ) =
SL(d - 1, q) defined on S;.
vVe may need to replace AI, by AL&, where & denotes the inverse transpose
map. Both AI, and AL& produce isomorphisms L -t SL(d - 1, q), but only
one of them will give the action needed: we need to know that, when we fix
a vector using LAL, the preimage will also fix a nontrivial element of Q. We
achieve this as follows.
In the derived subgroup Po of the stabilizer in LAL of a I-space find the normal subgroup Qo of order qd-2 (cL 3.1.3). Test whether [[Q, QoALI], PoAL l] of
1; if so then replace AI, by ALL
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Correctness: If [Q, QoA;:: I] is a hyperplane of Q then PoA;::1 acts nontrivially
on it; but if [Q, QoA;:: I] is a I-space of Q then PoA;::1 centralizes it.
Time: o (J.ufle logq), using Proposition 3.17 to apply A;::I; we may assume that
Po has 0(1) generators. (N.B. This speed can be improved to 0(j.£d2 Iogq)
by replacing Qo by the group of order p2 generated by two of its elements lying
in different transvection groups.)
Now AI, has the property that it $end$ the $tabilizer of $ome nontrivial
element of Q to the $tabilizer of $ome nontrivial element of "Q" .

Remark concerning timing and the recursive call: When we make a
recursive call we will refer to 3.5.3, 3.6.4, or their analogues for other classical
groups, rather than to Theorems 1.1 or 1.1', since those sections contain more
precise timing estimates than the theorems.
Computing preimages recursively: We have just applied A;::I to elements
of LAI" and this will be done often. This is the content of Proposition 3.17
(and of Theorem 1.1'(iv)), with L in place of G: in 0(j.£d2 Iogq) time hA;::1
can be found for any given h E LA. This result could be proved now, and
for timing purposes perhaps should be proved now. However, the pattern of
its proof is needed for the closely related Proposition 3.18, which cannot be
proved until we have more machinery available.
The same observation will also be used later in 4.3.3, 5.3.3 and 6.3.3.
We also note that, when using Proposition 3.17, we obtained a timing
of O(Wf2logq) instead of 0(j.£d2 Iogq + d4 Iogq). For, d 4 logq is 0(j.£d2 Iogq)
since we have assumed that j.£:O: N:O: (ct2 Iogq)/2 (cf. 2.2). We will use this
observation repeatedly without further comment.
The isomorphism A#: Throughout this section we are assuming that there
exists an isomorphism A#: G -t PSL(V) or SL(V). While the goal is to construct such an isomorphism, we can use its existence to motivate and prove
correctness of subroutines in the algorithm. If necessary, replace V by its dual
space in order to assume that A# sends the non incident point-hyperplane pair
Q(f), Q to a non incident point-hyperplane pair of V; we may assume that
this pair is !, W in the notation of 3.1.3. Recall the convention in 3.3.1;
for example "Q" denotes the matrix group studied in 3.1.3. Then A# sends
Q -t "Q" and L -t"L": = LAI, = SL(d -l,q). Note that AI,A#-I induces an
automorphism of L sending the stabilizer of some I-space of Q to the stabilizer of some I-space of Q (we just arranged this). It follows that AI,A#-I is
induced (via conjugation) by a semilinear map g: Q -t Q, and hence that AI,
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extends to the isomorphism ).":H = QL -t "Q""L" given by h -t hY)'#. By
following ).# with a field automorphism we see that there is an isomorphism
)." of the desired sort such that the map g =)." is linear. In Lemma 3.14 we
will find),"
For now we note only that)." is uniquely determined up to a
scalar transformation.

3.4

Deterministic algorithms for Q

All procedures in 3.4 and 3.5 will be deterministic.
3.4.1

Decomposition of Q and Q(a)

Lemma 3.13 In determini$tic o (t£d 2 log q) time O( e) -generator $ubgroup$ A'i
:; Q, 1 :; i :; d - 1, can be found $uch that the following hold:

(i) IAi = q and Q = A I

X ... X

Ad-I ; and

(ii) In determini$tic O(t£d) time, any given u E Q can be expre$$ed in the
1
form u = IT1- a'i with ai E A'i'
The $ame re,mlt hold$ for Q( a) in place of Q.

Proof. We use the fact that Theorem Ll'(iv) holds for L recursively. We have
an L-module VI, = lF d - 1 (cL 3.3.3, 2.3) with standard basis el , ... , ed- I.
Find d := (e l -t ... -t ed- I -t
l)d-2 el ) E SL(d 1, q). Let Eij be the
d 1 x d 1 matrix over IF having (i, j) entry 1 and all other entries O. Find
c:= C')'J: I , t21 := (I + E 2d)'J:1 and tj+1,j := t2~- 1 for 2:; j :; d 2.
Find a generator r E Q such that [r, t2d of 1, and let R < Q be the
transvection group containing it (cL 3.3.1). Then [Q, t2d = [R, t2d has O(e)
generators. Let
AI := [Q, t2d and A i :=

A( ' ,

2:; i :; d

L

Then Q is the direct product of the subgroups A'i' Given any u E Q, we
have u = IT1- 1 a'i, ai E Ai, where a'i := [u, ti,i_d C for 2 :; i :; d 1 and
a l := U(IT~-I ai)-I.

Correctness: If v = L'i kiei E VI, then kiei = [v, I + Ei,H]"' for 2:; i :; d-l
by elementary calculations. At the end of 3.3.3 we saw that there is an
isomorphism ).": QL -t "Q" "L" extending ).I,. Then, using (3.4) and the
isomorphism in (3.3), we have r(v)."-I = ITi r(kie'i)."-I with r(kici)."- I =
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[r(v)AO- I ,ti.i_dC E [r(Vr,),J + Ei:,_dc'A o - 1 = Ai for 2:; 'i:; d
for an arbitrary element u = r(v)AO-1 of Q.

1, as asserted

Time: It takes O(d2 ) time to write the two required matrices d and J + E 21 ,
O(;.td2 Iogq) to apply X;:I to them (using Proposition 3.17 with L in place
of G), O(;.td) to find r, and O(;.ted) to conjugate A I and t21 by the required
powers of c.
In order to handle Q(a) in the same manner, recall that L normalizes
Q([) = Q(a)jbl (cL 3.3.2). Thus, it suffices to use tj2 := J EI2 (the inverse
transpose of t~J , and c as above in order to obtain Q(a) = Q([)jbl~ ' =
rrt~g[Q([), t'12A;: l lci~%l~ ' . 0
3.4.2

A field of endomorphisms of Q
Let 8'1 :=

We have a field IF and generator p in 2.3.

(~ P;I ~)

E

SL(d 1, q). Use Proposition 3.17 to find 81 := 8jA;:1 and 8'i := 8( ' for 2 :;
'i :; d 1 (where c was defined in 3.4.1). Now define an automorphism 8 of
Q = A I X ... X A d- 1 by
8

:= conjugation by

8"

on A",

1:; 'i

:; d

1.

Then GF(q) := (8) U {a} is the centralizer of the group of automorphisms of
Q induced by L using conjugation.
Time: O(;.td2 Iogq) to find all

8i

and

8.

Identification of GF(q) and IF: We identify this field with IF using

3.4.3

8

I-t

p.

Q and Q(a) as IF-spaces and GF(p)-spaces

We can now compute with Q both as an IF-space and a GF(p)-space.

(1) Find and compute with an IF -ba$i$ B and a G F(p) -ba$i$ Bp of Q: We
use the notation of 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. Fix 1 i bl E AI, and let b" := b(' for
1 :; 'i :; d 1. Then B := {b, 1 :; 'i :; d I} is an IF-basis and Bp :=
'i:; d 1,0:; j < e} is a GF(p)-basis ofQ.
j

{b~

1 :;

For 1 :; 'i:; d - 1, we list Ai as {I} U {b: i 10:; j < q - I} in the notation
of 3.4.2.
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Recall that in 2.3 , we stored the coefficients of the linear combination in
the GF(p)-basis {I, p, ... , pe-I } for each element of IF. These coefficients can
be used to express all elements of Ai as linear combinations of A, n Bp. Time:

O(j.£qd).
We now handle Q(a) similarly. We have generators for Q(f) = Q(a)jbl.
The end of the proof of Lemma 3.13 uses the decomposition Q(f) = Aj' x
... X A~_I' where Aj' := [Q(f), tj2A-1] is a transvection group in Q(f) and
A;' := (Aj')Ci~ l for 2 :; i :; d - L Pick 1 of bj' E Aj' and let b;' := (bj')Ci~l. Then
B" := {b;' 1:; i :; d I} is an IF-basis of Q(f) and B~ := {(bnsij 1:;
i :; d 1,0:; j < e} is a GF(p)-basis of Q(f). Finally, B' := (B")jbl~ l IS an
IF-basis and B~ := (B~)jbl~ l is a GF(p)-basis of Q(a).
(2) Modify 8*(2): We may assume that 8*(2) contains Bp and B~.
Note that, if a transvection group contains a member of Bp or B~, then
generators for the transvection group are inside 8*(2). We assume that 8*(2)
has been stored as a union of subsets, each subset being the intersection of
8*(2) with a transvection group (cL 3.3.1).
(3) Computing the action of a given pi E IF on a given U E Q: write

= ITi Ui with U,' E A" using Lemma 3.13(ii); and then upi = ITi u~. Time:
O(t£dlogq).
(4) Linear combination$: Any u E Q can be written as an IF-linear com~
bination of B, as follows. Use Lemma 3.13 to write u = H, u, with U i E A,,;
looking up u, in the listing of A", we can find the coefficient of b" in the IF-linear
combination of each u,' in the basis B. Time: O(t£qd).
'eiJ
Straight-line program$: Given a "linear combination" u = IT i E1 b~ . of some
u E Q, where I ~ {I, ... , d I} , by looking up the coefficients of pi(il in our
GF(p)-basis of IF we obtain a GF(p)-linear combination of u in the basis Bp.
Hence we can also write a straight-line program of length O(dlogq) reaching
u from Bp. Time: O(t£dlogq).
(5) Matrice$ g: Using Band (4) we can find the d 1 x d 1 matrix 9

U

representing the linear transformation induced on the IF-space Q by any given
g E NG(Q). Time: O(d· j.£qd) by (4).
3.4.4

The extension A"

We have two isomorphisms of L with SL(d - 1, q): one of them, AI" coming
from the recursive call, and another one, hH-h, obtained in 3.4.3(5) from the
action of L on Q. vVe now show that these two isomorphisms coincide, and
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extend AI, to all of H. Recall that, in Lemma 3.13 and 3.4.3, we used the
standard basis el , ... , ed-I of VI, = lF d - 1 in order to find a basis bl , ... , bd- I of
Q. Identify VI, with the d-1-space W c lF d occurring in 3.1.3 by appending a
last coordinate 0 to each vector in lFd - l . Recall the isomorphism r: leV -t "Q"
in (3.3).

Lemma 3.14 AI, can be extended to an i$omorphi$m AO: H = QL -t "Q" "L"
"" lF d - 1 >:lSL(d 1, q) = ASL(d 1, q) with the following propertie$:

(i) if b E Q with b = L, kib., (for ki ElF), then bA" = r(L:; kiei), $0 that A"
i$ IF -linear on Q; and
(ii) [= lAo = IAL whenever I E L.
Proof. At the end of 3.3.3 we saw that AI, extends to an isomorphism
AO: QL -t "Q" "L" induced by a semilinear map AO Q -t "Q" = r(leV) =
r(VL ) that is uniquely determined up to a scalar transformation. We claim
that the definition
b.Y := r(ei) for 1 :; i :; d 1
is forced by the known actions of Land LAL (up to the aforementioned scalar
ambiguity). Since t21 = (I + E21 )AJ: I we must have (b IAO) = [Q,t2d Ao =
[r(W),J + E2d = (r(ed) (cf. (3.4)). Thus, bl Ao must be in (r(ed), and we
may assume that bl AO = r(el). By 3.4.1 we have c: bl -t ... -t bd- I and
CAL: el -t ... -t ed-I. Using (3.4) we see inductively that b.,Ao = b(' AO =
r(eH leA' = r(ei) for 2 :; i :; d - 1, as claimed.
Also, AO!Q must be semilinear, but in fact it is linear: by the definition in
3.4.2, 8'1 induces p on (r(el)) while 8 and 8 1 induce p on A I, so that linearity
follows from (pbl )AO = (b·;')AO = (bIAO)SlA' = (bIAO)S~ = p(bIAO). Now (i) is
clear.
(ii) Write [ = (mij), where b.; = Ljmijb j with mij ElF using the definition
in 3.4.3(5). Apply A" and use linearity to obtain e\A' = Ljmijej, so that
1A" = (mij). 0

Remarks. The spaces Q and VI, are related via b = L., kib., -t b = Li kiei, so
that
bA" = r(b) for all b E Q.

(3.15)

We defined AO using its restrictions to Land Q. While we will not need
to apply A° to an arbitrary h E H, this would be easy to do since h = ul
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with u E Q and I E L, where u satisfies Q([)hU~ l
Lemma 3.11.

3.5

= Q([) and is found using

The homomorphism A and straight-line programs

We have now finally set up the data structures needed for the proof of Theo~
rems 1.1 and 1. I' for the present G. Everything done so far is essentially just
preprocessing for that proof.
Points were defined in 3.3.2.
3.5.1

Labeling points

We now label any given point by a 1 ~$pace in V := JFd in an H ~invariant
manner.
Recall that Q([) is not on Q. Label it by the I-space (0, ... ,0,1) of JFd.
Given Q(o) of Q([) not on Q, use Lemma 3.11(i) to find the unique b E Q
conjugating Q([) to Q(O), find bA" E "Q" using 3.4.3(4) and Lemma 3.14(i)
and (3.15), and label Q(o) as (0, ... ,0, 1)(bA") = (b, 1) using (3.15) and (3.3).
Finally, we need to label any given point Q((3) on Q. Test the generators
a of Q((3) in order to find one such that b := [a, bi ] of 1 for i = 1 or 2. Then
bE Q, and we label Q((3) by ((0, ... ,0, l)(bA") (0, ... ,0,1)) = (b,O). (See
(3.3) and (3.15). Note that we used the fact that the elements bJ and b2 in
3.4.3(4) have different centers, at least one of which is not that of Q((3).)
We have labeled in a manner invariant under both Q and L, and hence also
under H. Moreover, this labeling is correct with respect to H (cf. 3.1.3) , and
hence preserves the relation of "collinearity" of points.
Time: O(/l [qe + qd]) to label one point, testing at most one generator a per
transvection group when labeling points lying in Q.
Remark. Note that, for any u, v E Q, the point (Q([)U)V is labeled by
(O, ... ,O,I)((uv)A") = ((O, ... ,O,I)uA")vA", which is the image under vA" of
the label of Q([)u.
3.5.2

The homomorphism A

We now con$tntct a homomorphi$m A from G onto PSL(V).
We have a basis 8 = {b J , ••• , bd - J } of the JF-space Q; each member is in
S*, and b'i = b( ' . Recall that the only points we can deal with are those given
explicitly as G-conjugates of known points. Therefore, we first find I E L such
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that t 1 = bJ, so that b'i E QU3i ) := Q(a)ICi~ l for each i. Namely, write t as
a linear combination '£ kibi using 3.4.3(4); let I' E L)'r, be any transvection
such that e\, = '£ kiei; then use I := lH ).LI . (For, using Lemma 3.14(ii) and
(3.4) we have bl = r(el )N- 1 = {r('£kiei )."- l }I'~ l A·~ l = (,£kib.;)l.)
Also, write Q((3d) := Q(f); this is not on Q. If (Vi) is the label of Q((3i),
then VI, . .. , Vd is the $tandard ba$i$ of V = IFd. Namely, this is clear for Vd
in view of 3.5.1, and for 1 :; i :; d 1 it follows from (3.4) and 3.5.1 since
b,,)." = r(e'i) by Lemma 3.14(ii).
vVe need one further vector Vo in IFd in "general position" with respect to
the d vectors Vi: let Q((3o) := Q(f)bo , where bo := rrf- I b". By 3.5.1, the label
of Q((3o) is (vd)(IT f- 1 bi )." = (vd)r(,£f- I ei) = (vo), where Vo := ,£fVi'
Now suppose that we are given x E G. In order to obtain a matrix X,
use 3.5.1 to find the label (Wi) of Q((3,,)" for each i ::0: O. Then x sends
(Vi) to (Wi). For i ::0: 0 write ViX = kiWi for nonzero scalars ki ElF, where
kowo = Vox = ('£fV'i)X = '£ fk,Wi uniquely determines the k i up to a scalar.
Now the required homomorphism). is defined by x f--t x modulo scalar ma~
trices for each x E G. This scalar ambiguity is essential when G "" PSL( d, q),
but when G "" SL( d, q) it will disappear once we have proved Proposition 3.18.

Correctness:
vVe have assumed that there is an epimorphism ).#: G -t
PSL(d,q). We will show that, after suitably modifying ).#, it coincides with
). modulo scalar matrices. vVe have already performed a modification in order
to identify)." = ).# in Lemma 3.14(i) and its proof.
#
•
If bE Q then Q(f)b).# = (Q(f).#)bA fixes a unique I-space (0, 1) (b)'") =
(b, 1) of IFd (cf. (3.15)). This is exactly our label for the point Q(f)b.
Now consider any point Q((3) on Q. Let 1 of b E [Q, Q((3)], so that Q(f) and
Q(f)b are labeled (0,1) and (b, 1), respectively. Then Q((3) must be labeled
(b,O) since the I-spaces determined by Q(f).#, Q(f)b).# and Q((3).# are
collinear.
Consequently, we have shown that , up to a semilinear transformation of
V, the labeling of the l-$pace$ of V i$ uniquely determined by the action of H
on {Q9 g E G}. Since G (or rather, G)'#) also must determine a labeling of
these I-spaces, it follows that our labeling is G-invariant. This means that,
for any point Q( a)Y and any x E G, the label for Q( a )yx is obtained from that
of QY by applying x).#. In particular, (ViX) = (W i) = (Vi)(X).#) for 0 :; i :; d.
These conditions for 1 :; i :; d determine x up to a diagonal matrix, and the
condition for i = 0 shows that this diagonal matrix is a scalar matrix. Thus,
the matrix x produced by our algorithm is just the matrix induced by x).# on
IFd (modulo scalars), as required.
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The same type of argument will appear implicitly later in this section and
in Sections 4-6.
Time: O(J.£qd + t£d 2 10gq) to find I and the Q((3.,); then O(d· t£ [qe + qd]) to
find 5: = XA. However, S* A can be found faster than just proceeding in this
manner for all x E S* , as we will see after the following observation:
Consistency of A and AI,. For any x E L,

\ = (XAI,
0

x/\

0)
1

(3.16)

modulo scalars. Namely, for bE Q we have bX = bX = b(XAI,) by Lemma 3.14(ii).
By 3.5.1, (Q([)b)" = (Q([)"~ l )bx = Q([)b says that (b,I)5: = (/fr,I) =
(b(xAr,),I). Since LA must fix (Vd), this proves (3.16).
We also claim that we may assume that bA = bA" for all b E Q. Namely, b
fixes every point on Q, so that bA acts as a scalar on the hyperplane (V I, ... ,
Vd- I) of V. Moreover, by 3.5.1, Q([)b is labeled (Vd) (bA"). Thus, b = bA and
bA" agree up to a scalar, which we may assume is 1 for all b E Q.
X

Recursively finding S* A: By definition, S* A is the union of three sets:
S*(I)A = Sf)' S*(2)A coming from the O(ed) generators of the groups Q and
Q(a), and 8* (3)A coming from the O(e) generators of J. By (3.16), Sp can
be obtained from S;,AI, by simple bordering in O(lS;,ld) time. S*(3)A can be
found using O(ed) applications of 3.5.1. Since b~ A = r(pie.,) by (3.15) and
3.4.2, we obtain Q n S*(2) in ([2IS*(2) time, and similarly for Q(a) n S*(2);
thus 8*(2) is obtained in time (fl, which is O(t£d).
Time:

o (edt£ [qe + qd])

to find S* A recltr$iveiy, in addition to the time to find

S;.
Finding S* A in Theorem 1.1': We now have found XA up to scalars for
each x E S*. This is all we need for Theorem 1.1. However, for Theorem 1.1'
we need to eliminate the ambiguity "modulo scalars". For this, recall that S*
consists of elements of order p, so simply replace each matrix XA by (XA) I-q
for each x E S*. This has the effect of killing any nontrivial scalars while not
changing the coset (xA)Z(SL(d, q)). We will use powers in this manner several
more times, later in this section and in Sections 4-6. Time: O(d'l· d2 elogq).
In the context of Theorem 1.1' we will find the precise image XA of any
x E G at the end of 3.5.3: the image will no longer be only modulo scalars.
For this we will need straight-line programs from S* to elements of G (cf.
3.5.3).
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The element m: For use in the next section we append an additional element
m to S*, where
m - I := 1\/\ =

(I"\L0 0)
= (I' 0)
1
01'

= I'Xi l E L was defined above. We also compute the GF(p)-basis
(8~,,\)m~ 1 = (8~,,\)m~ 1 of Q(;31)"\. Time: 0(cf1e).

where I

3.5.3

Theorems 1.1(iii,iv) and 1.1'(iii,iv)

Proposition 3.17 In determini$tic 0(d4 Iogq) time, given h E GL(d, q),

(a) it can be determined whether or not h E G"\ (modulo $calar$), and
(b) if h E G"\ (modulo $calar$) then a $traight-line program of length
0(d2 Iogq) can be found from S*"\ to h (only modulo $calar$ if G ~
PSL( d, q)), after which h"\ - I can be found in additional 0(j.£d2 Iog q) time.
!'vIoreover,

(c) in Theorem 1.1', Z(G) can be found in 0(j.£d2 Iogq) time.

Proof. The membership test for (a) just uses a determinant calculation. Except for the last part of (b) we will only consider G"\, not G. We know all
elements of S*,,\ = S*(I)"\US*(2)"\US*(3)"\. The groups (S*(I)"\) and (S*(3)"\)
behave exactly as (S*(I)) and (S*(3)) did; we will use properties of these
groups, but we will have much faster algorithms available than we had before:
most of the time expended in 3.3.1-3.4.4 was concerned with relating Land
L"\L, whereas in the present situation we only need to relate L"\L to itself using
the identity map. Therefore, as indicated below, we can perform Lemmas 3.11
and 3.13 faster.
We will prove the assertions in (b) concerning Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' simultaneously, writing elements of G"\ as matrices in either case. vVe proceed
recursively, the base cases d = 2 and 3 appearing in 3.6.1 and 3.6.3. Hence
we will assume that d :0: 4, but in fact everything we describe works for d = 3
as well. We begin by recalling the various ingredients at our disposal.
(i) VI , ... , Vd is the standard basis of V = IF d in 3.5.2, where (VI ) is the label
of Q(;31) and (Vd) is the label of Qb). All matrices are written using
this basis.
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= (VI ,"" Vd-I ), and any element of QA
1 - ITId-I ki "A.

(ii) QA is 1 on the hyperplane W

"

_ (I
k k

looks hke y -

0) _

b

I '" d-I
In O( de) time we can look up these coefficients ki in terms of the basis
{}v1d oflF using the tables stored in 2.3, and then we can write a straightline program of length O(dlogq) from BpA C 8*(2)A to y in O(dlogq)
time.

(iii) In 3.5.2 we saw that HA consists of all

(!

~)

with detB

= 1 (cf.

(3.16)).
(iv) The matrix Tn = (IA)-1 E 8* A, computed at the end of 3.5.2 , conjugates
Q(;3JA to Q(a)A. As in (ii), since Q(;3I )A is 1 on V/(VI ), any given
element y E Q(;3JA can be expressed as an IF-linear combination of
1
(B'A)m- in O(d'l) time. In O(dlogq) further time a straight-line program
of length O(dlogq) can be obtained from (B~A)m- l to y.
(v) The element j(f) E 8*(3) in 3.2.2(iv) conjugates Q(a) to Q(f), so that
k := j(f)A E 8*(3)A conjugates Q(a)A to Q(f)A.
(vi) We have a certain element j E J in 3.2.2(v) normalizing T and fixing I ,
and a straight-line program of length O(logq) from 8*(3) to j and hence
another one from 8*(3)A to jA.
We have [V, Q(;3d Al = (VI ) and [V, Q(f)Al = (Vd). In general, we can
identify any "point" Q(O)A with the point [V, fl of V whenever 1 i f E Q(O)A.
Clearly a I-space 0 is on leV if and only if the last coordinate of one nonzero
vector in 0 is O. If gl , 9 E GA and Q(OI )A = [Q(;3d Al9J are given, then
[Q(;31)Al919 can be found as oj, using matrix multiplication in 0(d2 ) time.
These are the only types of points we will encounter.
We will also need to deal with hyperplanes of V. If a hyperplane "is"
a conjugate [QAl 9 of QA, 9 EGA, then its equation is (x,,){ vdg-t}t = 0 in
coordinate form, and hence can be found in O(d'l) time (where g-t is the
inverse transpose of the matrix g). This hyperplane is on Q(;3I)A if and only
if the first coordinate of {Vdg-t}t is O.
With all of these preliminaries in mind, we can now begin our algorithm.
Let h E GA. By multiplying h with an appropriate scalar we may assume that
det(h) = 1 and hence that h EGA.
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We first reduce to the case in which h leaves leV invariant. We already have
a point Qb)'x = [Q(a),X]k = [Q(PI ),X]mk not on Q'x. Find u E S'x such that
[Q(PI ),X]mku is not on [Q,X]h. If the hyperplanes [Q,X](m W ' and [Q,X](mkuh~ l )~ l,
which are not on Q(PI )'x, have respective equations (x,,)(l, WI )t = 0 and

(x i)(l, W2)t = 0, then y := (

.t

w2

1

.t
WI

OJ)

is the unique element in Q(PI)'x

sending [Q,X](mk)~ l to [Q,X]Cmkuh~ l) ~ l . By (iv), y can be obtained from our
GF(p)-basis (s~,X)m~ l for Q(PI)'x by a straight~line program oflengthO(dlogq).
This produces a straight~line program to ym from S~ ~ S*(2)'x. We have
k E S*(3)'x and u E S*(2)'x. Since (mk)-I y(mkuh- I ) = k- 1ymkuh- 1 normal~
izes Q'x, if we can find a straight~line program of length 0(d2 Iogq) from S*'x
to this element then we can also obtain one of length 0(d2 log q) from S*'x to
h.
Thlls, we may now assume that h normalizes Q,X and hence fixes leV. vVrite
h= (:

~),wherehisad-1xd-1matrixandaEIF*.

with (iii), j,X E J,X has the form j,X

=

(b

~),

By3.2.2(v) together

where.J is a d - 1 x d

1

matrix, a' E IF* has order q - 1, and det(j,X) = 1; and by (vi) we have a
straight~line program of length O(logq) from our generators to j,X. Use the
exponents in the Zech table in 2.3 to find a power j' of j,X such that hj' has the
form

(!

~)

with det B

S;) to b:= (B;I

~).

= 1. Recursively find a straight-line program from
Then hj'b

=

(!

~)

is in Q'x, and by (ii) can be

obtained from S*(2)'x by a straight-line program of length O(dlogq). Hence,
in view of our recursive call, we can obtain h from S*'x using a straight-line
program of length 0(d2 Iogq) (whether G,X is PSL(d,q) or SL(d,q)).

dn

Time: The element u E S,X is found in O(d .
time, while y and ym, and
straight-line programs to them, can be found in O(da + dlogq) time. Also j'
can be computed in O(dalogq) time using O(logq) matrix multiplications. In
view of the recursive call, a straight-line program from S*'x to h is obtained in
O(d· dalogq) time. Moreover, the length of such a program is O(d· dlogq).
This proves the first part of (b).
Finally, in order to find h,X - I in (b), in G mirror the straight-line program
for h using the elements of S* in place of those of S*'x. The resulting straightline program ends with h,X-I. Then in G perform 0(d2 Iogq) multiplications
in 0(t£d2 Iogq) time.
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(c) We have Z(GA) = (diag(c, c, ... , c)), where c := p(q- I) !(d,q-I) in the
notation of 2.3. Hence, apply (b) to find a straight-line program to Z(GA) and
then also one to Z( G). 0
Remark. The algorithm could be sped up by a more standard use of Gaussian
elimination. However, we have tried to set the pattern to be used in later sections. The next argument, which uses this pattern , is more complicated than
the corresponding ones later, when only one conjugacy class of subgroups of G
arises (i.e., when the stabilizer of a point is also the stabilizer of a hyperplane).
Proposition 3.18 In determini$tic O(/l [qe + qd + d2 logq]) time, a $traightline program of length O(c(2logq) can be found from S* to any given 9 E G.
(Hence, the corre$ponding $traight-line program can be 'Written from S* A to gA,
and then gA can be computed in additional O(da . d2 logq) time.)
Proof. Again we begin by reducing to the case in which 9 normalizes Q.
Suppose that Qg of Q (using the test in 3.3.2). Recall that k := j([) E J is
an element of S* moving Q(a) to a point Q([) not on Q (cL 3.2.2(iv)). Find
1
u E 8 c Q such that Q(a)kU g- ' is not on Q. Then Q(a) is on neither Qk- nor
Q(kug- 1)- 1. Use Lemma 3.11(ii) and the test in 3.3.2 to find y E Q(a) such
that (Qk- 1)y = Q(kug- 1)- 1. Then k- 1ykug- 1 normalizes Q. Use 3.4.3(4) to
obtain a straight-line program of length O(d log q) from the generators of Q(a)
to y. Thus, if we can find a straight-line program of length O( d2 log q) from S*
to k- 1ykug- 1 then we can obtain one from S* to 9 also of length O(d? logq).
Now assume that Qg = Q. Use 3.4.3(5) to find matrices 9 and I representing elements of GL(d 1, q) induced by the actions of 9 and j on Q. By
Lemma 3.5 , det 9 is a power of detI. Use the exponents in our Zech table in 2.3
to find j' E (j) such that det(g],) = 1, and hence g]' is a matrix in SL(d 1, q).
Use Proposition 3.1 7 (applied to L) to find a straight-line program of length
O(d2 Iogq) from S*(l) = S; to r := (g]')AL- 1 E L. Then g.7' = rAL = f
by Lemma 3.14(ii), so that c := gj'r- I has matrix I on Q, and hence lies in
CG(Q) = QZ(G). Then c = c H & with c H E Q and & E Z(G). Use 3.4.3(4)
to find a straight-line program expressing c l - q in terms of our generators of
Q. The algorithm ends here in the case of Theorem 1.1. For Theorem 1.1' we
use Proposition 3.17(c) to obtain cq from S*. Consequently, we have obtained
9 from S*, as required.
The final assertion is proved as in the preceding proposition.
Time: The dominating terms for finding a straight-line program are O(/l[qe +
qd]) to find y and O(/ld2 Iogq) to find r. Then gA is obtained using O(d2 Iogq)
matrix multiplications, each taking O(da) time. 0
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Small dimensions and total time

In this section we will complete the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' for the
groups PSL( d, q) and SL( d, q), a$$ltming that we know d and q (except for
the additional verification using a presentation; cf. 7.2.2). We first need to
consider the groups PSL(2, q), SL(2, q) 0 SL(2, q) (the central product) and
PSL(3, q). These can all be handled reasonably quickly by brute force (cf.
3.2.3).
3.6.1

PSL(2, q)

The case G '?,! PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q) was not yet considered in this section. Here
'We handle it in O((qe + M log2 q) time. We may assume that q > 9. Note
that, unlike every other situation in this paper, here we will have no smaller
dimensional subgroup L to rely on.
Choose up to 6q elements of G in order to find, with probability> 1- .01.01, an element t of order p and an element s such that one of the following
= q 1; isi = (q 1)/2 = 1 (mod 2); or both = (q - 1)/2 = 0
holds:
(mod 2) and [SCq-])/4, t] of 1. (Note that
= (q2 - 1) /(2, q - 1). An element
of G has order p with probability :0: l/q, and has order (q-1) /(2, q 1) modulo
Z(G) with probability :0: l/(q 1).)
Now choose up to 128(q + l)e conjugates of t; a conjugate commutes with
t with probability (q
1)/(q2 1). An application of Lemma 2.8 of type
2.5(1) with the parameters r = 1/(q+1),t = 128(q+1)e,c = 1/4, shows that
we get at lea$t 96e tran$vection$ 'Which committe 'With t, and hence lie in the
same transvection group T, with probability> 1 1/50. We claim that the
96e tran$vection$ UI, ... , U96c generate T 'With probability> 1 1/50. For, if
(uJ, ... ,U.H) of T then Prob(ui rf. (UI, ... ,UH)):O: ((pC 1)/2_ pC- I)/(pC 1)
:0: 1/8 for p odd and Prob(ui rf. (uJ, ... , Ui- I)) :0: ((2 C 1) 2C - 1 )/(2 C 1) >
1/8 for p = 2. Hence an application of Lemma 2.8 of type 2.5(2) with the
parameters r = 1/8, t = 96e, c = 7/8, shows that the u;'s generate T with
the stated probability. The order of the group generated is tested, and a basis
{t l , ••• , t c } is obtained, using Lemma 2.1. Thus, we have obtained T with
probability> 1 0.02 2/50> 1 1/10 (compare [CLG2]).
For any given g E G note that we can find T9 = (tj, ... , t~) in O(t£e) time.
Find a generator j of G such that [tj, t] of 1, and hence j does not normalize
T. Although G acts 2-transitively on the set n := {T} U {Tju U E T} of
size q + 1 in a very familiar manner, we do not know how to determine the
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permutation action of the generators of G in a direct fashion. Instead we will
construct the 2-dimensional (projective) matrix representation for G using the
fact that each member of n contains exactly one member of Y := {t, t ju u E

T}.
First we need to construct a field GF(q). For each y E Y, test whether
[y", y] = 1 in order to find the two members Ta, TO of n normalized by s. By
conjugating s by some element of G that sends {Ta, TO} to {T, Tj}, we may
assume that s normalizes T and Tj. (Namely, if Ta of T, find u E T such that
Tau = Tj·, then find vET with Touj~lv = Tj·,and
finallv
<
/ replace s bv suj~lV.)
Then s induces an automorphism s of order q 1 or (q 1)/2 on T. The
desired field GF(q) is the GF(p)-span of s . Obtain the set GF(q)* by using
Lemma 2.4.
We use Lemma 2.3 to identify GF(q) and IF, letting p be as in 2.3. Applying
pk E IF to some u E T takes O(/.dogq) time, by writing l as a GF(p)linear combination of 1, p, ... , pC-I (recall that the coefficients in this linear
combination were stored in 2.3).
However, if this is the first time during the recursion in Section 3 that
PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q) is processed, so that IF has not yet been constructed (cL
2.3), then we have to search in GF(q)* for an element of order q 1 needed
in 2.3. If q is even then we just use conjugation by s. If q is odd then let
q - 1 = 2k m, with m odd. We have an endomorphism CI of order (q 1)/2 at
hand (conjugation by s), and another endomorphism C2 of order 2k m' with m'
odd, constructed by Lemma 2.4. Then c := cik~ 1c1!' has order q 1.
Once an element c of order q - 1 is found, we can write an e x e matrix
with entries from G F(p) for c in the basis t, tc, ... , tc c - I by expressing tc C as
a linear combination of the basis vectors. tcC can be computed in O(Me) time
if q is even and O(Mqe) time if q is odd and then tc", 0 :; i :; e, can be found
in the listing of Tin O(j.£qe). Since, during listing of T, we stored coefficients
for each element of T in a fixed basis, the linear combination for tc C can be
computed in O(e'l) time. After the matrix for c is constructed, we proceed
with the construction of the Zech table as described in 2.3.
Using p E IF = GF(q) in 2.3, we re-list T {l} as {tp' 0:; i < q I} and
Y {t} as {tj(tpi) O:;i<q I}.
Define S* := (tp", (tpi)j 0:; i < e), so that G = (8*) and S* consists of
transvections.
Using coordinates within IF2, label T = Too as (1,0), Tj = To as (0,1),
Tjt = TI as (1,1), and Tj(tpi) as (p",l) whenever 1 :; i < q - 1. Write
Voo = (1,0), Vo = (0,1), VI = (1,1) E IF2.
0 / .
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For any given x E G we obtain x E GL(2, q) as follows. Determine the
member of \1 equal to T;, as the one containing the element of Y commuting
with tX. Find Tff and T{ in the same way. Now find the label (Wi) of Tr,
so that x sends (Vi) to (Wi) for -i E {oo, 0, I}. As in 3.5.2 this uniquely
determines the matrix XA := x up to scalars. (N .B. Unlike the situation in
the rest of this section, there is no consistency required with lower-dimensional
linear groups. Note, however, that A was uniquely determined only due to our
labeling of the field. If A is followed by an automorphism of PSL(2, q), such as
a field automorphism, then another homomorphism is obtained, even though
the resulting group of matrices is the same.)
Correctness: vVe have assumed that there is an epimorphism A#: G -t
PSL(2, q); as usual we will write its images as matrices modulo scalars (actually
modulo ±I). We will show that A# can be modified so as to coincide with our
A modulo scalars.
By following A# by an automorphism of PGL(2, q) we may assume that T A#
consists of all

(!

~), ToA# consists of all (~ ~), and tA# =

TA# consists of all (tA#)O: =

(!

n,

(i

~).

Then

0: E IF, where [IF2, (ToA#)(tA#)"] = (0:,1)

is just our label for TJ". Also [IF 2 ,TA#] = (1,0) is our label for TA#.
If x E G then XA# acts on \1A# = {TA#} U (ToA#fA# exactly as it does
on the points of IF2, and hence produces exactly the same matrix x as above
(modulo scalars). Thus, A and A# coincide modulo scalars, as required.
Reliability: > 1

1/2 . 22.

Time: O((qe + M log2 q). It takes O(q[( + t-dog2 q]) time to find t and s
(note the last paragraph of 2.2.3), and O((qe + Me) to find and list Tusing
Lemma 2.1. It also took O(M log2 q) time to find the generator c. Finding j
takes O(IlISI) time, which we are assuming is 0(0 (cf. 2.2.2). In Lemmas 2.3
and 2.4 we have v = 0(1l). Note that, for any given x E G, XA ha$ been
computed in O(llq) time modulo $calar$.
Images of elements of order p. If
= p, replace XA by (XA) I-q in
order to obtain a matrix of order p: nontrivial scalars have been killed. In
particular, we now have S* A and T A. Moreover, for any x E G for which
we have a straight-line program from S* (see below), we can now obtain an
unambiguous image XA. Similarly, if y E SL(2, q) and we have a straight-line
program from S*A to y (see below), we can obtain a preimage yA-I.
Normalizers of TA and T.

We need to find preimages of elements of
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PSL(2, q) or S1(2, q) , as well as the straight-line programs in Theorems 1.1
and 1.1'. However, first we construct additional ingredients: the normalizers
of T,\ and T. Note that, in the basis voo , vo , the groups T>' and Tj>. consist of
all (:

~)

and

(~ ~ ), respectively;

normalizing one of these groups is the

same as fixing the I-space (v oo ) or (vo), respectively.

1) = (1 0) (1 1) - I (1 0) . we can 0 b
' a stralg
. IItLet J"' '
"= (0
tam
101
10111'
.
line program of length 3 from S* >. to j' and then also one from S* to j' >. - I in
order to find the latter element. Note that Tj = Tl;.,- l .
By looking up the GF(p)-coeflicients of
stored with IF in 2.3, find a
straight-line program of length O(logq) from S* >. to
l' := j' (

1_1
- p

1

Then NG;.,(T>') = T>':N(l') and NG;.,(T>') n NG;.,(Tj>.)
(l'). Similarly, we
obtain a straight-line program from S* >. to any given element of (l'); and then
alsoastraight-lineprogramfromS* tol:= l'>.-\ whereNG(T) n NG(Tj) = (l).
(N.B. (l) can contain (8) properly if Z(C) of 1. We could have searched for
an element 8 of C of order q 1 in this case.)

Time: O(logq) for j' and l' and then O(/llogq) for l.
Theorems 1.1(iv) and 1.1'(iv) (i.e., Proposition 3.17): Use a determinant
to test whether the given element h E GL(2, q) lies in SL(2, q). Suppose that
hE SL(2, q). We will construct a straight-line program of length O(logq) from
S* >. to h modulo scalars. If (T >.)h of T>' find u E T>' such that (T>.)hu = (T>')/;
write a short straight-line program from S* to u, and replace h by hUj'-I . Now
(TA)h

= TA.

Similarly, if (T>.)lh of (T>.)l find u E T>' with (T>.)lhu = (T>.)j'. Thus, we
may assume that h normalizes both T>' and (T>.)l. Now use the Zech table in
2.3 to find h as a power of l', and hence also obtain h by using a straight-line
program of length O(logq) from S* >..

Time: O(/llogq); u is found by solving a linear equation in IF in one unknown
in 0(1) time.
Theorem 1.1(iii) and 1.1'(iii) (i.e., Proposition 3.18): We are given 9 E C
and need a straight-line program from S* to g. As above first arrange for 9 to
normalize T, then for it also to normalize Tj, then to find 9 as a power of l,
and finally to find a straight-line program to 9 of length O(logq) from S*.
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Time: O(t£q) since this time we need to test all elements of T in order to make
g normalize first T and then also Tj.
Z(G): This is ((/A- I )2), since the only elements of G that interchange a
pair of conjugates of T have order 2 mod Z(G). Similarly, we obtain Z(GA) in
terms of a straight-line program from S* A.
A simple variation of the algorithm presented in this section produces the
following deterministic version that will be used in Lemma 6.9:
Corollary 3.19 In determini,qtic O(t£q 2 e ) time, given a black box group G =
(S) "" SL(2, q) 'With iSi = O(e), and given a ,qubgroup of order q, one can find
an i,qomorphi,qm A: G -t SL(2, q) behaving ~q in Theorem 1.1'.
Proof. Probability entered into the algorithm earlier in this section three
times: finding a transvection, finding a transvection group T, and finding
an element s. vVe are given the first two of these, hence all we need is a
deterministic procedure that produces s.
List the given subgroup T of order q using Lemma 2.1, and let 10ft E T.
Find a generator j E S such that [tj, t] of 1. Then X := {I} U tjT is a
transversal for Nc; (T) in G.
For each x E X and g E S find x' E X such that [txgx', t] = 1. Then
Nc;(T) is generated by the elements xgx' (they are "Schreier generators" for
this subgroup).
Similarly, T is a transversal for Nc;(T) n Nc;(Tj) in Nc;(T), and we can find
the cyclic group Nc;(T) n Nc;(Tj) of order q 1. List it and find a generator s.
Now continue with the remainder of the algorithm earlier in this section.

Time: Dominated by the time to process triples such as x, s, x'. 0
3.6.2

SL(2, q)

0

SL(2, q)

In 4.2.1 we will need to handle the central product G = (S) "" \1+(4,q) ""
SL(2, q) 0 SL(2, q) when q > 4 is even or q > 9 is odd.
Choose up to 2q elements T until one is found of order pz with z > (2, q - 1);
this occurs with probability :0: 2/ q for a single T and hence> 1 - 1/2 4 for 2q
choices. If t:= , choose up to 16 pairs t l , t2 of random conjugates of t. Then
each (t, t l , t 2) lies in one of the SL(2, q) factors; by Lemma 3.8, for a single
one of our pairs (t, t l , t 2) is one of these factors with probability :0: 1/4. Test
whether it is SL(2, q) by using up to four repetitions of 3.6.1 together with
a presentation as in 7.2.2. With probability> 1 2/24, for at least one of
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our 16 pairs we have (t, t l , t 2) '?,! SL(2, q) together with a successful test of this
fact.
Kow repeat in order to (probably) find the other SL(2, q) factor.

Reliability: > 1

1/4.

Time: O((qe+ ;.tqlog2q).
Kote that we have also obtained isomorphisms from each factor to SL(2, q).
Of course, the same algorithm handles PSL(2, q) x PS1(2, q).
3.6.3

PSL(3, q)

We now handlc thc b(h9C ca$C G '?,! PSL(3, q) or SL(3, q) in O((qe +;.tq log2 q)
timc. vVe may assume that q > 7.
3.2.1: Test up to 128 elements r in order to find one of ppd#(p; 2e) .
ppd#(p; e)- or ppd#(p; 2e) . ppd#(p; e) . ppd#(p; e/2)-order, respectively, depending on whether e is odd or even; in addition werequire thatr 2(q+I) > 3,
and if q is a Mersenne or Fermat prime also that 16, . (An element has this
order with probability> 1/16, so we will succeed with probability> 1 1/2 8 .)
Let a := r 2 (q+I). (Then a is not a scalar, but it will have i-dimensional
eigenspaces Vi for i = 1,2, on each of which it induces a scalar. If 9 EGis
such that VI of V? 1; V2 and VI 1; Vi, then (a, a9 ) preserves the decomposition
(V2 n Vi) EEl (VI, VjY). Moreover, (a, a9 ) then acts irreducibly on (Vi, Vn and
hence induces at least S1(2, q) on this subspace; see the proof of Lemma 3.8(i);
we have included a factor ppd#(p; e/2) in
in order to eliminate the possibility of a normal subgroup SL(2,,;q) arising here.)
Choose up to 16 conjugates b of a. With probability {(q2 l)(q2 q 1)/
(q2 + q + l)q2} > 1/2, for a single b we will have A := (a, b) '?,! SL(2, q) 0 (a),
and hence this will hold with probability> 1 1/28 for at least one of our
choices. Find the subgroup L '?,! S1(2, q) of A, testing this isomorphism and
finding an isomorphism AI,: L -t SL(2, q) by using up to three repetitions of
3.6.1. (There are various ways to find L. Csing our previous methodology,
choose up to 9q elements of A to find one of order divisible by p, find its power
t of order p, and then use L: = (t, t l , t 2) for random A-conjugates t l , t2 of t; cf.
Lemma 3.8(iii). Alternatively, use a Monte Carlo algorithm [BCFLS] to find

L=A'.)
C se A;:: I to find a transvection group T in L, and let 10ft E T.
3.2.2: Omit.
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3.3.1: Choose up to 8q conjugates t f of t. With probability> 2/2q for a
single choice, t l := [t, tf] will be nontrivial and commute with t, in which case
t l will be another transvection by 3.1.2. Let TJ := [T, tf ] and Q := (T, T J)
(these have respective orders q and q2).
Let Q(a) := (T, Tt ' ). (Up to duality we can view Q as the group of
all transvections having the same axis as T, and then Q(a) consists of all
transvections whose center is the same as that of both T and Tt ' .)
Let Q((3) := Q(a)f. Then H := (Q(a), Q((3)) and G~ := (Q,Qr ' ) are
isomorphic to ASL(2, q) by 3.1.2(v).
3.3.2: Lemma 3.11 is unchanged, while Corollary 3.12 is omitted.
3.3.3: Redefine L:= (Tf,Tt ' ) "=' SL(2,q). (This isomorphism follows
from 3.1.2: Tf and Tt ' have respective centers a f = (3 and (3f~ l = a, so
that both normalize Q although neither lies in Q.)
Apply 3.6.1 to L up to three times, obtaining a field IF, an isomorphism
AI,: L -t SL(2, q), and a generating set 51: of L with probability> 1- 1/8:;. Use
ALI to find j E L of order q 1 normalizing Tt ' and hence also [Q, Tt ' ] = T,
together with a straight~line program to j of length O(logq) from 51:. Use this
in place of the element j appearing in 3.2.2(v) within the remainder of the
algorithm.
We still need to find a substitute for the element j (!) occurring in 3.2.2 (iv),
taking Q(a) to the unique point Q([) fixed by L. Note that! corresponds to
Qf n Qr ' . Test all t' E T in order to find one such that [[Qf , tr ' t'], Qf ] = 1.
Let j'([) := f- It'. (Namely, Tr ' does not have the same center a as Tt',
and T :; £f~ l :; NG(Qr ' ). Thus T has an element t' sending Tf ~ l to the
transvection subgroup of Qr ' whose center is !, and hence for which tr ' t'
normalizesQ f . ) ,
Let Q([) := Q(a)l(~). Since (T,T/b)) "=' SL(2,q) we see that Tt' (0 ) has
an element j([) such that Q(a)jb) = Q([). Use j([) and Q([) as before (cf.
3.2.2(iv)).
3.4-3.5: Proceed as before.
Reliability: :0: 1 3/2 8 2/8:; > 1 1/2.32.
Time: O((qe + M log2 q). Note that we spend O(M log2 q) time on 3.4-3.5,
and O(Me) and O(/.dogq) in Propositions 3.18 and 3.17, respectively.
Corollary 3.20 In O((qe + Mq log2 q) time one can te$t whether or not the
group J in 3.2.2 $ati$fie$ J"=' SL(3, q), and, if $0, then find an i$omorphi$m
J -t SL(3, q) together with the element$ and $ubgroup$ in 3.2.2(i~v).
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Proof. In 3.2.2 we already have a transvection t. Find a 3-dimensional Jmodule using the preceding algorithm (or report failure). We assume that an
isomorphism AJ: J -t SL(3, q) is obtained. Find tAJ. Write 3 x 3 matrices in
order to find 3.2.2(i-v) within SL(3, q). Pull these back into J using >.:,1. The
timing comes from the preceding algorithm , then finding tAJ in O(t£q) time,
and finally applying >,:,1 to O(e) matrices in O(e· t£ log q) time (cL 3.2.2).
In order to test that J ~ SL(3, q), use a presentation as in 7.2.2. 0
3.6.4

Total time and reliability

Part (i) of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' will be discussed later, in Section 7; (ii) is
3.5.2; (iii) and (iv) are in 3.5.3; and (vi) is in 3.3.3. For (vii), by tallying
and recalling the recursive call we find that the total time i$

O(d{(q(e + d) logd + Md'l log2 q log d}),
dominated by 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
If d :0: 4 then the probability of failure before the recursive call is at most
2/4d2 , so the entire algorithm fails with probability :; I:~(1/2i2 ) < 1/4. By
3.6.1 and 3.6.3, this bound holds for the probability of failure in the cases
d = 2 and 3 as welL

4

Orthogonal groups: Pft (d, q)

We now turn to the other classical groups. We begin with orthogonal groups:
the analogue for them of the group Q is abelian (cf. 4.1.3,5.1.3,6.1.3) and
hence more closely resembles the situation studied earlier in 3.1.3. Moreover,
in the orthogonal case the elements of this group Q behave relatively nicely;
and there are commutator relations resembling those in 3.1.2. On the other
hand, the symplectic and unitary cases are much simpler in another respect:
those groups contain transvections. Not having these presents some serious
obstacles in this section, and leads to poorer timing estimates and lengthier
arguments. We will also have to deal with some minor difficulties with the
groups P\1+(8, q) and P\1+(10, q) caused by the triality outer automorphism
of P\1+(8, q). Overall, from a technical standpoint this is the most difficult
section of this paper.
We will prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' when G is P\1(V) or \1(V), where
\1(V) preserves a nonsingular quadratic form 'P on a d-dimensional vector
space V over G F (q). For each subspace leV, as usual leV ~ is the subspace of
vectors perpendicular to leV. The most important subspaces are those that
are either nonsingular (so that WnW ~ = 0) or totally singular (so that
'P(leV) = 0). We call a subspace "nondegenerate" if it has a I-dimensional
radical on which 'P does not vanish (this can only occur in characteristic 2).
There are three subfamilies of orthogonal groups: \1+(271" q), when V has Witt
index 71,; \1-(271" q), when V has Witt index 71, 1; and \1(271, + 1, q), where q is
assumed to be odd unless stated otherwise (cf. [As2, Ta, KL]; the Witt index is
the maximal dimension of a totally singular subspace). We write these groups
generically as \1s (d, q). If a is any singular point then a~ / a is an orthogonal
space of dimension d 2 belonging to the same family as V. When the field
is understood, V2t denotes an orthogonal 2k-space of Witt index k for any k;
the notation V2k is used similarly for index k 1.

4.1

Properties of G

4.1.1

Root elements

Whenever u and ware linearly independent and 'P( u)
subgroup

R((u,w)) = {v

f--t

v

k(v,u)w

+ k(v,w)u
53

= 0 = (u, w) there is a

k2'P(W)(V,u)u
k E GF(q)} '2" GF(q)+

(4.1)
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that depends on the 2-space (u, w) rather than on the choice of u and w.
"Long" root groups R((u,w)), for which 'P(w) = 0, are the natural analogues
of transvections. vVe will also need to use nonsingular vectors w, in which case
we will follow [Ta, pp. 147-148] and also call R((u,w)) a "root group" and its
elements "root elements"; in general these are not root groups in the sense of
Lie Theory, so as in [Ta, pp. 148-150] it might instead be preferable to call
them "Siegel transformations". (Within Lie Theory, n+(2m, q) has only one
type of root groups, which we have called "long root groups"; in n(2m + 1, q)
with q odd, in addition to the above long root groups there are also "short
root groups" R( (u, w)) when w~ has maximal Witt index; and in n-(2m, q),
in addition to the above long root groups there are "short root groups" of order
q2, but at least their elements are all "root elements" in the above sense.)
We note the following useful consequences of (4.1):

Lemma 4.2 Let 1 of r E R((u,w)).

(i) [V, r] = (u, w), Cv(r) = [V, r]~ contain$ all fixed 1-$pace$ of r, and
R((u,w)) induce$1 on Vj[V,r].
(ii) If 'P(w) of 0 then [V, r] h(h9 a unique $ingular point [V, r]O

= (u).

(iii) If q i$ odd then the totally $ingular 2-$pace$ fixed by rare tho$e in [V, r]~
and tho$e lying between z and z~ for $ome $ingular point z of [V, r].

4.1.2

Commutator relations

Consider long root groups R, for i = 1,2, and let Li
R2 interact in one of the following ways:

= [V, R;J. Then

R I and

(i) HI = R 2 •
(ii) L] and L2 are perpendicular, and [RI , R 2] = L
(iii) dim L] n L2

= 1, and [R ], R 2] = L

(iv) L] n L2 = 0, Lf n L2 of 0 and L~ n L] of 0, in which case both [r], R 2]
and [R ], r2] are the long root group R( (Lf n L 2, L~ n L])) whenever 1 of
r ] E HI and 1 of r2 E R 2. Moreover, [R ], R 2] commute$ with both RI and
R2 .
(v) (L ],L2) isanonsingular4-space, and (RI ,R2) "" SL(2,q). Here, (RI ,R2)
preserves the decomposition V = (L ], L 2) .L (L], L2)~' inducing SL(2, q)
on the first summand and 1 on the second one.
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Q

For any singular point a, let Q = Q(a) denote the group of all isometries
inducing 1 on both a and a~ 100. If a = (u) then Q consists of the maps

v

f-t

v + (v, z)u

(v, u)z with z E a~;

these are 1 and all of the root elements r for which a E [V, r]. Alternatively, if
u, w is a hyperbolic pair of vectors (i.e., rp(u) = rp(w) = 0, (u, w) = 1) then Q
consists of all isometries r(z), z E (u,w)~, defined by

r(z): u

f-t

u,

v

f-t

(v, z)u Vv E (u, w)~, w

v

f-t

w+z

rp(z)u.

(4.3)

Note that Q consists of $par$e matrice$ with respect to a basis consisting of
u, wand a basis of (u, w)~. Moreover, Q i$ regular on the $et of all $ingular
point$ not in a~, and
GO'

=

Q)4G,,~

where!

= (w).

(4.4)

We will focus on the geometry induced by G within Q. If ( E GF(q)* has
order (q 1)/(2, q 1), then the linear transformation defined by

s:u

f-t

(u, w

f-t (- I W ,

V f-t

v Vv E (u,w)~

(4.5)

lies in \1(V) (in view of the order restriction) and r(z)S = r((z) for all z.
This produces an automorphism of Q whose GF(p)-linear span is isomorphic
to the field GF(q), which then turns Q into a GF(q)-space. Moreover, if
d:O: 6 then (G,,~)' is the orthogonal group induced by (G,,)' on a~/a, and
the (G,,~)'-module$ a~/a, (a,!)~ and Q are i$omorphic. In particular, (GO')'
acts irreducibly on Q in view of (4.4). The quadratic form inherited on the
GF(q)-space Q is given by

rpQ(r(z)) = rp(z),
so that the long root element$ of Q are preci$ely the $ingular "vector$" in Q.
Hence, there is, indeed, "geometry" within Q.

Lemma 4.6 Let 9 E G $end u f-t ju, w f-t kw (for j, k E ]F); let g' denote
the re$triction of 9 to (u, w)~. If 9 induce$ by conjugation the linear tran$formation 9 on Q, then

(a) r(z)ii = r(z)9 = r(jzg') for all z E (u, w)~; and
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(b) If ij i$ an i$ometry of Q, then

(i) j = k = ±1, and
(ii) ij r:f. n(Q) if and only if q i$ odd, 9 =
i(u,w) .L g', and either d i$
odd or d i$ even and 1 r:f. n (V) (in the latter event q = 3 (mod 4)
and d

= 2 (mod 4)).

Proof. (a) We have jk = 1 and wg~'r(z)g = w+jzg 'fJ(z)j 2u for any r(z) E Q.
(b) For (i), since ij and g' are isometries, by (a) we have 'fJQ(v) = 'fJQ(v ii ) =
j2'fJQ(V) for all v E Q, so that j = k = ±1.
For (ii), note that 1 = detg = det(jI2) detg' = detg' and hence detij =
det(jld_ 2) detg' = jd-2. If d is even then this determinant is 1; if d is odd then
ij r:f. n( Q) if and only if det ij = 1, which occurs if and only if j = k = L
If d is even and N denotes the spin or norm, then 1 = N(g) = N(jI2)N(g')
and N(ij) = N(jIH)N(g') = N(jIH)N(jh) = N(jld). Then ij r:f. n(Q) if
and only if j = 1 and N( -Id ) i 1, as asserted in (ii). 0
Further properties of Q.
Lemma 4.7 Suppo$e that a and (3 = aX are di$tinct point$ 'With x E G, and
'Write Q((3) = QX.

(i) a and (3 are perpendicular if and only if, for one (and hence all) z E Q
'With [Q((3), Q((3)Z] i 1, Q act$ on {Q((3t r E R}, 'Where R i$ the root
group containing z.

(ii) If a and (3 are perpendicular, then [N Q (Q((3)), NQ(ll) (Q)] = Q n Q((3) =
R( (a, (3)). Moreover, iaQ(Il) = q; and, if S i$ any root group in$ide Q
not perpendicular to Q n Q((3) 'Within the orthogonal $pace Q, then S i$
tran$itive on the point$ of (00,(3) {a}.

Proof. (i) If a and (3 are not perpendicular, then (3Q is the set of points not
perpendicular to a, and hence cannot coincide with (3R. Conversely, if a and
(3 are perpendicular, then Q fixes the line (a, (3) and hence acts on the stated
set of size q (corresponding to the points i a of (a, (3)).
(ii) Note that [N Q( Q((3)), NQ(Il) ( Q)] ~ Q n Q((3) = R( (a, (3)). If Land l'vI
are totally singular lines such that a E L ~ (3~ and (3 E l'vI ~ a~ but l'vI 1; L~,
then [R(L), ROv!)] = R( (a, (3)) by 4.1.2. 0
Pairs of root elements are not as well-behaved as in 4.1.2. We will need
the following property that resembles 4.1.2(iv) but does not appear to be in
print (cf. Lemma 4.2(ii)):
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(i) A$$ltme that p > 2. Let t and r be root element$ bitt not
long root element$ $ltch that t and t r are di$tinct and committe, and rand
rt committe. Then [t, r] i$ a long root element. Moreover, [V, WE [V, r]~
and [V,r]O E [V,W.

Lemma 4.8

(ii) If t and r are long root element$ $ltch that t and t r are di$tinct and
committe, and rand rt committe, then [t, r] i$ a long root element.

Proof. (i) Let L = [V,t], a = [V,W, l'vI = [V,r] and (3 = [V,r]O (cf.
Lemma 4.2(ii)). We claim that a E lvI~ and (3 E L~. By symmetry, it
suffices to assume that a rf; lvI~ and derive a contradiction.
Since t and t r commute, t fixes L r as well as L , hence also L n L r • However, t
moves all points of L other than a (this is where we use the assumption p > 2,
since (w,w) = 2'P(w) of 0 in (4.1)); and a rf; L n Lr, since otherwise r would
send the unique singular point a of L to that of L r and hence fix a , whereas
a rf; lvI~ = Cv(r). Thus, L n £T = O. Since t fixes £T and L = [V, t], it follows
from (4.1) that L r ~ L~.
In particular, oo~ contains both Land £T. Since lvI = [V, r], we have
r
L ~ (L,lvI). Since (L, £T) is a 4-space it must be (L,lvI). Then L n lvI = 0,
so that (L,lvI) = (L, £T) ~ oo~, which contradicts a rf; lvI~.
Thus, a E lvI~ and (3 E L~ as claimed. Then t r induces 1 on oo~/oo, and
hence so does [t, r]. Similarly, [t, r] induces 1 on (3~ / (3. It follows that [t, r]lies
in the long root group determined by (a, (3).
(ii) This follows from 4.1.2. 0
Remark. Part (i) is false if p = 2.
Lemma 4.9 Let t be a$ in Lemma 4.8. If d ::0: 8 then the probability that a
conjltgate raft behave$ a$ in that lemma i$ ::0: (q 2)/2q:;::o: 1/6q2
Proof. (i) We only need to deal with points a, (3 and 2-spaces L, lvI behaving
as in the preceding proof. A singular point (3 lies in L ~ L with probability
::0: 1/2q2. Given (3 , a 2-space lvI such that (3 E lvI E LG lies in (oo,(3) ~ /(oo,(3),
but not in (L,(3)~/(oo,(3), with probability at least 1 2/q.
(ii) This is similar but easier. 0
0(1) generation. Finally, we note the elementary fact that G and (Ga~)'
can be generated by 0(1) matrices, which are easily written down using any
basis of V or (a, !)~. If d > 4 then (G a )' acts irreducibly on Q, and hence can
be generated by the generators of (Ga~)' together with any nontrivial element
ofQ.
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Probabilistic generation

Theorem 4.10 (a) [Ka2] If d :0: 5 then each irreducible $ubgroup H of G =
n s (d, q) generated by an H -conjugacy cla$$ of long root grouP$ i$ one of
the following:

(i) nS(d, q),
(ii) SU(2n, q) in$ide n+(4n, q) or SU(2n + 1, q)' in$ide n-(4n + 2, q),
(iii) a central exten$ion of n(7,q) in$ide n+(8,q) (obtained from the
u$ual $ubgroup n(7, q) by conjugating with a triality outer automorphi$m ofPn+(8,q)),
(iv) G 2 (q) in$ide pn(7, q),

(v) a $ubgroup ofpn±(2n, 2) pre$erving a decompo$ition of the 2rh9pace
a$ an orthogonal direct $um of ani$otropic 2-,mb$pace$, or

(vi) 3PW(6,3)2 in$ide pn+(12, 2).

(b) [Co, (3.8)] If H i$ a ,mbgroup ofG generated by long root element$, and if
Op(H) = 1, then H i$ the product of pairwi$e commuting ,mbgroup$ each
of which i$ tran$itive on the $et of long root grouP$ it meet$ nontrivially.
For future reference we note that, in (ii-vi), there is no subgroup n-(6, q)
acting in the natural manner on a 6-space.
We now turn to probabilistic generation, as in 3.1.4. We will not attempt
to obtain estimates that are at all precise.

Lemma 4.11

(i) If d :0: 7 then, with probability> (1 l/qj4j8:O: 1/2 7 , three

nontrivial long root element$ generate a ,mbgroup J 2' S1(3, q) acting
reducibly on the non$ingular 6-$pace [V, J], having two 3-dimen$ional
con$tituent$ on thi$ 6-$pace while inducing 1 on [V, J]~.
l/q)6/2 7 :O: 1/2 1:;, four nontrivial
long root element$ generate a $ubgroup J inducing n-(8, q) on the non$ingular 8-$pace [V, J] and 1 on [V, J]~. (The $ame e$timate hol!L9 if G

(ii) If d :0: 9 then, with probability :0: (1
i$ n-(8, q).)

Proof. For i = 1,2, 3 or 4, let ti be randomly and independently chosen long
root elements, let J denote the group they generate, and let L, = [V, t.;]. In
each case we will gradually build up the subspace spanned by the L i .
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(i) We can choose any L ]. Then vt := (L], L 2) is a nonsingular 4-space
with probability qd-aqd-4/!Lii > (1 1/q)/2.
Next consider any 6-space V 6+ of Witt index 3 containing vt; the number
of these is the same as the number of hyperbolic 2-spaces in vt ~. Choose
La inside V6+. In order to calculate it is easier at this stage to temporarily
switch from the group n+(6, q) to the group PSL(4, q). Then t ] and t2 become
transvections, and we are choosing a third transvection ta within this group.
By (the proof of) Lemma 3.7(i), (t ], t 2, t a) fixes a point and a plane of V6+'
and is isomorphic to SL(3, q), with probability> (1 l/q)'l; when this occurs,
V6+ = (vt, La).
Thus, the desired probability is more than {( # V6+ containing Vt)(l
1/q)/2} {(#La contained in V6+)(1
l/q)'l}/!L~i:o: {(I
1/q)4/2}/4.
(ii) The desired probability is at least that for V6+ := (L], L 2, La) to be
as in (i), multiplied by the probability that L 4, t4, Vs- := (V6+' L 4) and J are
then of the desired sort. Here, the probability that L4 and Vs- behave correctly
is at least (#Vs- containing V6+){(#L4 contained in V s-)(l 1/q)/4}/Wi:o:
(1 1/q)2/16, since the probability is at least (1-1/q)/4 that a totally singular
line L4 of V s- has trivial intersection with V6+. For each such L4 we have
J = (t], t 2, t a, t4) = n(Vs-) using Theorem 4.10, since J is irreducible and
(t ], t 2, t a) "=' SL(3, q) is generated by long root groups.
This time it follows that the probability that (t ], t 2, t a, t4) behaves as required is > {(I 1/q)4/8}{(1 1/q)2/16}. 0

(i) Sltppo$e that d :0: 5. If either q :0: 8 i$ even or q :0: 17 then,
with probability:O: 1/640, for two element$ g],g2 of the $ame ppd#(p;e)
or ppd#(p; 2e)-order > 4 $ltch that each [V, gjl i$ a non$ingltlar 2-$pace,
(g ],g2) indltce$ 1 on [V, (g] ,g2}l~ and n+(4,q) on the non$ingltlar 4$pace [V, (g] , g2) l·

Lemma 4.12

(ii) Sltppo$e that d :0: 7 and either q :0: 4 i$ even or q :0: 17. Then, with
probability> 1/2 10 10, for three G-conjltgate element$ g], g2, ga of the
$ame ppd#(p; e)-order $ltch that each [V, gjl i$ a non$ingltlar 2-$pace,
(g], g2, ga) indltce$ n+ (6, q) on the non$ingltlar 6-$pace [V, (g ], g2, ga) land
1 on [V, (g], g2, ga) l~·

(iii) Sltppo$e that d :0: 9 and q = 2. Then, with probability> 1/8, for two
element$ g], g2 of order 5 $ltch that each [V, gjl i$ a non$ingltlar 4-$pace,
(g], g2) indltce$ n-(8, 2) on the non$ingltlar 8-$pace [V, (g], g2) land 1 on
[V, (g] , g2W.
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Proof. Let Ui := [V, g.;].
(i) We begin by showing that, with probability> 1/32, U2 'lo ut and
V/ := (UI , U2) i$ a non$ingular 4-$pace of Witt index 2 on which J := (gl, g2)
i$ irreducible. Choose any UI • Each such 4-space V/ is determined as V/ :=
(Ulo V2) for a unique V2 E Ufi nut, where IUfi n ut > q2d-S/4. For each
such V/ we choose U2 C V/ with UI n U2 = 0 and U2 of ut n V/; there are
more than q4 / 4 choices for U2 • Then the desired probability is greater than
(q2d-8/4)(q4/4)/ Ufi > (q2d-8/4)(q4/4)/2q2H = 1/32.
Now Corollary 3.9 produces the desired lower bound (1/32)(1/20).
(ii) First suppose that q of 4. By (i), with probability :0: 1/640 we have
(gl ,g2) = \1(V/), where V/ := [V, (gl,g2)]' The nonsingular 6-spaces V6+
containing V/ and having Witt index 3 arise from the more than q2d-12/2
hyperbolic 2-spaces in V/~; and for each such V6+ we choose one of the more
than q8 / 4 members Ua of Ufi lying in V6+ and having 0 intersection with
both V/ and V/ ~. The probability that a member Ua of Ufi produces a
nonsingular 6-space V6+ in this manner is greater than (q2d-12 /2)(qS /4)/IUfi >
(q2d-12 /4)(q8 /4)/2 q2d-4 = 1/16.
Thus, with probability> (1/640)(1/16), J := (gl , g2, ga) induces an irreducible subgroup of \1(V6+) containing \1(V/). Using Theorem 3.6 we find that
J induces \1(V6+)' as required.
Now consider the case q = 4. As in (i), V4- := (UI , U2 ) is a nonsingular
4-space of Witt index 1 with probability :0: 1/32. Then (gl, g2) lies in H =
\1(V4-) '2" PSL(2, 16). The maximal subgroups of H generated by two conjugatesof(gl) areconjugatetoK = PSL(2,4), and there are INrr((gl)):Ng((gl))
= 4 + 1 of them. The union of these subgroups contains fewer than 5·10 subgroups of order 3. Thus, (gl , g2) = H with probability :0: 1 5· 1O/lg[' =
1 50/17 . 8 > 0.6.
As above, V6+ := (UI , U2, Ua) is a nonsingular 6-space of Witt index 3 with
probability :0: 1/32. Thus, with probability> (0.6)(1/32), (gl , g2, ga) is an
irreducible subgroup ofn+ (6,4) '2" PSL( 4,4) containing \1-(4,4) '2" PSL(2, 16),
and hence is \1+(6,4).
(iii) Here Ui is a 4-space of Witt index 1. This time, with probability :0: 1/5,
(UI , U2) i$ a non$ingular 8-$pace of Witt index 3 on which J = (gl, g2) i$
irreducible. Namely, for fixed UI the desired probability is at least (#4-spaces
V/ of Witt index 2 inside ut) (#U2 C (UI, V/) with UI n U2 = 0) /Iufi . Let
d = 271,. Then there are 2410-16(210-2 =j= 1)(2 210 - 6 _1)(2 10 - 4 ± 1)/2· (22 _1)2 of
these V/, and IUfi = 241O - S(2 1O =j= 1)(2 210 - 2 1)(2 1O - 2=j=1)/2·(2 2 -1)(2 2+1); the
number of indicated subspaces U2 is obtained from the total number 17·21· 27
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of members Ufi lying in (UJ , V/) by subtracting at most 5· (17·21· 27)5/17.7 +
10· (17.21.2 7)5/17.7 (corresponding to the numbers of these subspaces on a
singular or a nonsingular point of V/). It follows that the desired probability
is at least (1/2)(1/2 8 ) . (1/2 8 ) . (27 . 229) > 1/5.
Now we can focus on irreducible subgroups J = (g ], g2). All proper irreducible subgroups L of n-(8, 2) of order divisible by 5 are conjugate, and are
isomorphic to n-(4, 4)·2 (e.g., using [CCNPW]). The probability that g] and

en /
2

g2 lie in one of these conjugates is at most IG: LI
(g ])n-(8,2) 12 :; 1/8·3·7.
Thus, the probability in (iii) is at least (1/5)(1 - 1/8·3·7) > 1/8. 0

4.1.5

Irreducible and half-irreducible elements

0-(271" q) contains elements of order qn + 1, and each is irreducible [KL ,
p. 122]. In view of Lemma 2.5 , n-(2n, q) ha$ at lea.9t In-(2n, q)1/4n element$
of ppd#(p; 2en)-order, and then this order is necessarily a factor of qn + 1.
0+(271" q) contains elements of order qn 1 that split Vas V = Uj tBU2 for
totally singular n-spaces U J , U2 on each of which the element is irreducible.
If 71, is odd then each element of ppd#(p; en)-order fixes two such n-spaces
but no nonsingular n-space; as in Lemma 2.5, there are at lea.9t In+(2n, q)1/4n
.mch element$ of n + (271" q).
We need one property of such an element 9 of ppd#(p; en)-order when 71, is
odd: for any vector v in neither UJ nor U2 'We have V = (vg" 0:; i :; 271, 1).
For, we can write v = U ] +U2 with Ui E Ui . If the indicated vectors are linearly
dependent then there is a polynomial f of least degree such that vf(g) = 0
and 0 < deg f < 271" and then f divides the minimal polynomial Tn of g. On
the other hand, the minimal polynomial Tni of 9 on Ui is irreducible of degree
71" and Tn ] # Tn2' (Otherwise, Tn = Tn ], so that (V'g i 0:; i :; 71, 1) is a
g-invariant n-space for any nonsingular vector Vi , which is impossible since 71,
is odd.) Thus, Tn = Tn ]Tn2' Moreover, f # Tn ], Tn2 since v rf:. UJ , U2. It follows
that deg f ::0: 271" which is not the case.

4.2

Long root groups

We now begin our algorithm for the orthogonal case of Theorems 1.1 and
1.1'. The cases d :; 6 are essentially handled in other sections for isomorphic
copies of these groups (however, see 4.6.1 and 4.6.3). The cases d = 7,8 are
postponed to 4.6.2. Consequently, we will a.9.mme that d ::0: 9.
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Finding long root elements

We 'Will find a long root element t of G by considering several cases. Except
in 1 below we make at mO$t i8qdln(4d)1 te$t$ of randomly cho$en element$ r
of G and check their orders; t will be a power of r in 2 and 3. We will also
arrange that t satisfies additional conditions for later use; for example, t and a
suitable power r' of r fix a common singular point a of the target vector space
V.
Each case is followed by a Note, $tating propertie$ of the vari01t$ element$
and $ltbgroltp$ of G if G i$ (hq,mmed to be acting projectively on V. These notes
are for purposes of explanations and later proofs: they are nonalgorithmic.
Case 1. p of 2 and q < 17: Choose up to i4q2 dln(4d)1 elements r of G
in order to find one of p' ppd#(p; e(2n 4))-order, where d = 271, lor 271,.
Then a :=
i$ a root element, where z := qn-2 + L For, we have choso that r must split V as V = Cv(r P) ~ Cv(rP)~, where Cv(rP)
sen
is a nonsingular 3- or 4-dimensional subspace while r P induces on Cv( rP)~
an irreducible element of order dividing z. All p-elements of the orthogonal group on C v (r P ) are root elements for Cv( r P ) and thus also for V. By
4.1.5 and Lemma 2.5, a single choice for r behaves as required with probability:O: (l/q2)(1/2(2n 2)):0: 1/2q 2d. Thus, at least one of our i4q 2 dln(4d)1
choices has the desired order with probability> 1 1/16d2.
Now choose up to iI2q 2 In(4d)1 conjugates b of a, and for each test whether
[a, b] of 1 and [a, ab ] = 1 = [b, bal. Such an element b determines a long root
element t := [a, b] by Lemma 4.8 (this is where the assumption p of 2 is critical).
By Lemma 4.9 the probability is :0: 1/6q2 that a single conjugate b will behave
as in Lemma 4.8; hence, the probability is > 1 1/16c{2 that at least one of
our elements b is as desired.
Note: t E Op(G a ) for the unique singular point a = [V, a] n [V, t] of [V, t]
fixed by r' := r1+ l . (The exponent is needed since r can induce an element of
order dividing p(q + 1) on a 4-space when q + l!qn-2 + L) Also, r" := rP(q+ J)
acts irreducibly on the nonsingular 271, 4-space [V, r"].
Time: O(dlogd[( + /lc(2]) since q is bounded. The above procedure works for
all odd q, but we wish to avoid a factor q2 in our timing. On the other hand,
we needed to single out the present case in order to avoid minor difficulties
that would arise later for small odd q.
In the remainder of 4.2.1 we may assume that q :0: 17 if q is odd.
Case 2. G/Z(G) "'" n+(2n,q) with 71, :0: 5 odd: Find rEG of
p' ppd#(p; 2e) . ppd#(p; e(n 2))-order; we also require that 81
if q is a
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Mersenne prime, and
= 18ppd#(2; e(n 2)) if q = 8. (Recall that all of
these requirements for
mean that
is divisible by the primes, or 4, or 9
in the present situation, involved in the definition of these ppd#; cf. 2.4.)
Using 4.1.5 we find that an element of G has such an order with probability
:0: 2(1/q)(1/4) . 1/2(271 4):0: 1/4qd, and t := r'"Z i$ a long root element.
For, such an element r must split V as V = V/ ~ V2;'_4 , inducing elements
of order dividing pw := p( q + 1) on V/ and z := q,,-2 1 on V2;'-4 since
(w, z) :; 2. Since
and r P'" commute, rZ induces 1 on V2;'-4 and acts within
\1(V/) "" SL(2, q) 0 SL(2, q) as an element of p' ppd#(p; 2e)-order :0: 3p. Then
t = r'"Z has order p and lies in one of the SL(2, q) factors, and thus is indeed
a long root element.
The probability that at least one of up to 18qdln(4d)1 choices for r behaves
as desired is > 1 - 1/16({2.
Note: There are q + 1 singular points a fixed by r' := r'" lying in the
support [V, t] c V/ of t , and t E Op(G,,) for each such a. Also, r" := r P'"
has two irreducible constituents on [V, r"] = V2;'-4, each of which is totally
singular.

Case 3. G/Z(G) "" \1-(271, q) with 71 :0: 6 even: Find rEG of
p' ppd#(p; 2e) . ppd#(p; e(2n 4))-order; we also require that 81
if q is
a Mersenne prime, and that iri = 18ppd#(2; e(2n 4)) if q = 8. Such an element r must split V as V = V/ ~ V2;:;_4, inducing elements of order dividing
pw := p(q + 1) on V/ and z := q,,-2 + Ion V2;:;_4 since (w, z) :; 2; and hence
r occurs with probability :0: 2(1/q)(1/4) . 1/2(271 4):0: 1/4qd. As in 2 , for
such an element t := r'"z i$ a long root element.
Note: See the Note in 2, except that this time r" := r P'" acts irreducibly
on the nonsingular 271 4-space [V, r"].

Case 4. G/Z(G) "" \1+(2n,q) with 71:0: 6 even and q:O: 8: Find rEG
of ppd#(p; e) . ppd#(p; 4e) . ppd#(p; e(2n - 6) )-order; we also require that 81
if either q = p is a Fermat prime or q = p2 with p a Mersenne prime. Such an
element r must split V as V = V2+ ~ V4- ~ V2;:;-6' inducing elements of order
dividing h := q 1 on V2+, w := q2 + 1 on V4- and z := q,,-a + 1 on V2;:;-6
since h, wand z pairwise have gcd :; 2; and hence r occurs with probability
:0: (1/4)(1/8) ·1/2(271 6):0: 1/64d. Then a := r,"z!(2,q-1) induces an element
of ppd#(p; e)-order :0: 3 on V2+ and 1 on V2+~'
Now choose up to 1211 In(4d)1 conjugates b of a, and for each test whether
(a, b) "" \1+(4,q) using 3.6.2 (cf. 3.2.3). When this occurs use this isomorphism to find one of the SL(2, q) factors of (a, b), let T be one of its Sylow
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p-subgroups normalized by a, and let 1 # t E T. Then t i$ a long root element.
By Lemma 4.12(i), for a single choice of b the group (a, b) is as required with
probability :0: 1/640, and then 3.6.2 succeeds with probability :0: 3/4, hence
both succeed with probability :0: (1/640)(3/4) > 1/2 10 . Thus, the probability
is> 1 1/16d2 that at least one of our choices for b produces (a, b) SO' \1+(4, q)
and that this is proven using 3.6.2, in which case we obtain an isomorphism
(a, b) -t \1+(4, q) and the required group T.
Note: There are four possibilities for T normalized by a: two in each
SL(2, q) factor. Each of these fixes each singular point a of the nonsingular
2-space [V, a] < [V, (a, b)], and t E 02((a,b),,):; 02(G,,). Moreover, r':= r
fixes a = [V, t] n [V, a] but no other singular point of [V, t]. Finally, r" := rhw
acts irreducibly on the nonsingular 271, 6-space [V, r"].

Case 5. G/Z(G) SO' \1(271,+1, q) with 71, :0: 3 and odd q :0: 17, or \1-(271" q)
with 71, :0: 5 odd and q :0: 8: Find rEG of ppd#(p; e) . ppd#(p; e(2n 2))order; where once again we require that 81
if either q = p is a Fermat prime
or q = p2 with p a Mersenne prime. Such an element r must split V as
V = V* .L
.L V2;:;_2 with dim V* :; 1, inducing elements of order dividing
h := q 1 on
and z := q1O- l + 1 on V2;:;_2 since (h, z) :; 2; and hence r
occurs with probability :0: (1/4) . 1/2(271, 2):0: 1/8d. Then a :=
induces
an element of ppd#(p; e)-order :0: 3 on V2+ and 1 on V2+~' Now proceed as in
the preceding case.
Note: See the Note in 4, except that here r" := r acts irreducibly on the
nonsingular 271, 2-space [V, r"].

vt

vt

Case 6. G SO' \1+(271,,4) with 71, :0: 6 even: Find rEG of 51ppd#(2; 2(271,6) )-order. Such an element r must split V as V = V2+ .L V4- .L V2;:;-6,
inducing an element of order 3 on V2+, of order 17 on V4- and of order dividing
z := 410 -:; + 1 on V2;:;-6 since 3, 17 and z are pairwise relatively prime; and
hence r occurs with probability :0: (1/4)(1/8) . 1/2(271, 6):0: 1/64d. Then
a := rl7z induces an element of order 3 on V2+ and 1 on V2+ ~.
Now choose up to 1211 10 In( 4d) 1pairs b], b2 of conjugates of a, and for each
of them list (a, b] , b2) and test whether (a, b], b2) SO' \1+ (6,4) using brute force.
When this occurs use brute force to find the center T of a Sylow 2-su bgroup
normalized by a, and let 1 # t E T. Then t i$ a long root element.
By Lemma 4.12(ii), for a single choice of b] , b2 the group (a, b] , b2) is as
required with probability :0: 1/2 10 10. Then the probability is > 1 1/16({2
that at least one of our choices for b] , b2 produces (a, b], b2) SO' \1+(6,4).
Note: t E 02( (a, b),,) :; 02(G,,); r' := r'l is 1 on [V, a] and hence fixes
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a = [V, a] n [V, t] but no other point of [V, t]. Finally, r" := rhw acts irreducibly
on the nonsingular 271, 6-space [V, r"].

Case 7. G "" n-(2n, 4) with 71, 2: 5 odd: Find rEG of 3ppd#(2; 2(271,
2) )-order. Such an element r must split V as V = V2+ ~ V2~-2' inducing an
element of order 3 on V2+ and of order dividing z := 410 - 1 + 1 on V2~-2 since
(3, z) = 1; and hence r occurs with probability> (1/4) . 1/2(271, 2) 2: 1/8d.
Then a := rZ induces an element of order 3 on V2+ and 1 on V2+ ~. Now proceed
as in the preceding case.
Note: See the Note in 6, except that here r" := r acts irreducibly on the
nonsingular 271, - 2-space [V, r"].
Case 8. G "" n+(2n, 2) with 71, 2: 6 even: Find rEG of 5ppd#(2; 271,-6)order. Such an element r must split V as V = V2+ ~ V4- ~ V2~-6' inducing an
element of order 5 on V4- and of order dividing z := 210 -:; + 1 on V2~-6 since
(5, z) = 1; and hence r occurs with with probability 2: (1/5) . 1/2(271, 6) 2:
1/2d. Then a := rZ induces an element of order 5 on V4- and 1 on V4- ~.
Now choose up to i16In(4d)1 conjugates b of a, list (a, b), and test whether
it is n-(8,2). If so, there is a unique subgroup F "" n-(4,2) of (a, b) that
contains a (and centralizes a 4-space of the 8-space underlying n-(8, 2)). Let
a be a singular point of the 4-space underlying F, and let t be a nontrivial
long root element of 02((a,b),,) that does not commute with r5. (Note that
IC 02 «a,0)0) (r 5) :; 24 while i02((a,b),,) = 26 using 4.1.3.)
By Lemma 4.12(iii), for a single choice of b the group (a, b) is as required
with probability> 1/8; hence the probability is > 1 1/16d2 that (a, b) ""
n-(8,2) for at least one of our choices b.
Note: t E 02((a,b),,) :; 02(G,,); r' := r 5 is 1 on [V,a] = V4- and hence
fixes a = [V, a] n [V, t] but no other singular point of [V, t] (since t and r' do
not commute). Also, r" := r 5 acts irreducibly on the nonsingular 271, 6-space

[V, r"].
Case 9. G "" n-(2n, 2) with 71, 2: 5 odd: Find rEG of 5ppd#(2; 71, 2)order. Such an element r must split V as V = V4- ~ V2;'-4, ind ucing an
element of order 5 on V4- and of order dividing z := 210 - 2 1 on V2;'_4 since
(5, z) = 1; and hence r occurs with probability 2: (1/5) ·1/2(271, 4) 2: l/lOd.
Then a :=
induces an element of order 5 on V4- and 1 on V4-~ and hence
we can proceed as in 8.
Note: See the Note in 8, except that this time r" := r 5 has two irreducible
constituents on [V, r"] = V2;'_4, each of which is totally singular.

Reliability: > 1

1/8d2 •
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Time: Las Vegas O(dlogd[( + /ld 2 ] + qd log d[( + /lea2 10gq]
M log2 q]) since the test in 3.6.2 takes O((qe + M log2 q) time.
4.2.2

+ logd[(qe +

Finding the subgroups J and Jk

We now construct O(logd) subgroups J k 3,! n-(8,q) (recall that d:O: 9). We
need this many such subgroups for the probability estimate in Lemma 4.13.
Choose up to 122°ln(4d)1 triples I I, h,Ja E G, and for each choice let
J:= (t, t h , tf" t h ). For a single choice, J 3,! n-(8, q) with probability :0: 1/2 i:l
by Lemma 4.11(ii). If indeed J 3,! n-(8, q) then the algorithm in 4.6.2 (when
combined with 7.2.2) verifies this fact with probability> 0.99 (alternatively,
see 3.2.3). By Lemma 2.8 with the parameters r = 0.99/2 1\ C = 1 1/3.96
and t = 121610g( 4d)1, with probability at least 1 1/16d2 we obtain at least
1251n(4dll subgroups J3,! n-(8,q).
For each of these subgroups Jk , 1:; k:; 12 5 In (4d)1, our use of 4.6.2 yields
an 8-dimensional vector space VJk , an isomorphism AJk: J k -t n(VJk ) and a
generating set S'Jk consisting of root elements. For these k find the following:
(i) The long root group R containing t;
(ii) QSk := Op(stabilizer (JkAJk) "kX.i~ of a point O:k of VJk ) with t E QSk, so
that iQ8k i = q6 (the choice of O:k will be di$c1t$$ed below); a generating
set SQ.k for Q8k consisting of long root elements of Jk including t, such
that each long root group that meets SQ.k is generated by its intersection
with S*QSk'.
(iii) G Sk = ((JkAJk )"k)' A.i~, the subgroup of ((JkAJk )"k )A.i~ generated by
its long root groups; and a subgroup Dk 3,! n-(6, q) such that G Sk =
Q8k >4Dk and DkAJk fixes a point Ik of VJk not perpendicular to O:k;
(iv) j([k) E J k , where j([k)AJk moves O:k to Ik , together with a straight-line
program of length O(logq) from S'Jk tOj([k) (we will abbreviate J:= J 1 ,
0: := 0:1, ,:= I I , D := D I and j([) := j([1));
(v) s E J of order (q 1)/(2, q-l), normalizing Rand Rjhl and centralizing
D; we can find a straight-line program of length o (log q) from S'J to any
given power of s; and
(vi) s+ such that s+ AJ induces an element of order q - 1 on the I-space 0:;
we can find a straight-line program of length O(logq) from S'J to any
given power of s+ (when q is even use s+ = s).
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We have already used 4.6.2. It is straightforward to write the required
matrices and pull them back to J k using AJ~ , exactly as in the proof of Corollary 3.20. Note that j(fk) exists by (4.1), but it cannot be a long root element
since a and! are not perpendicular.

Choice of ak: Presently all that we know about ak is that it lies in [VJk , t]
(which we think of as "[V, t]"). We need to choose the ak in such a way that
they all are "fixed" by 7' and correspond to the same point of V. In 4-9 and
part of 1 there is exactly one point of "[V, t]" fixed by 7'; in the remaining
cases all points of "[V, t]" are fixed.
For each k find g~ E JkAJk of order q + 1 with (gD transitive on the points
of the totally singular line [VJk , tAJk]' Find gk := g~AJ~' We will use a power
of gk to conjugate all of the elements and subgroups in (i-vi) to others that
interact correctly.
Make initial choices of the points ak E VJk lying in [VJk , tAJk]' and find the
corresponding groups QSk (cf. (ii)).
1. Choice of ak in tho$c C~qC$ in 'Which

dOC$ not centralize t. In each
of these cases we must replace ak by a certain unique point of each
[VJk , tAJk] such that all of these points coincide within V if we think of
all VJk as subspaces of V. Fix k.
•.

. . .

7'

~

~Tf

~

Fmd 't such that 0 ::; 't ::; q and [Qs%, Qs% ] = 1; replace QSk by Qs%
( ')i
and hence a k bv_ a kYk ,

Correctness: In view of the hypotheses of this section, there is an
epimorphism A#: G -t P\1(V), Then JkA# acts on the 8-space Vk :=
i

[V, JkA#], inducing 1 on Vk~' Note that Qs(-i) = Q~p# < G uniquely
determines a singular point a(i) of V: the radical of [V, Qs(i)], Let 00*
denote the point of [V, tA#] fixed by T = 7' A#, It suffices to work within
groups, replacing QSk = Qs(O) by a suitable conjugate Qs(i), and hence
not having to deal with Ak at alL
There is some i for which aCi) = 00*, and then [QsCi), QsCi),,] = 1
by 4.1.3, Conversely, suppose that [QsCi), Qs(i)'] = 1. Each totally
singular line of (a*,a(i)) = [V, tA#] of Vk through aCi) is disjoint from
all members of a set of totally singular lines of V; through aCi), that span
a(i)' ~ n V;, Thus, from 4.1.2 it follows that aCi)~ n Vk and a(i)' ~ n V;
are perpendiculaL Both of these sets contain 00* = 00*', Thus, adn Vk ;;2
a(i)~ n Vk , while Vk is nonsingular, so that 00* = a(i), as desired,
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2. Choicc of all ak in tho.9c C~9C.9 in which T' ccntmlizc.9 t. This time we
choose a l arbitrarily in [VJ 1 , t], and then we must replace the remaining
ak so they will coincide with it. Consider any k :0: 2.
Find i such that 0 :; i :; q and [Q~1i)k, Qsd
(g' )i
hence ak by a k k .

=

1; Q8k by

Q~% and

Correctness: As above, J 1A# and JkA# act on the 8-spaces [V, J 1A#]
i

and [V, JkA#], respectively. Moreover, Q8k(i) = Q~%A# determines the
radical a(i) of [V, Q8kO)] while Qi = Q81A# determines the radical a* of
[V, Qi].
If a(i)

= a* then [Q8k(i), Qi ] = 1 by 4.1.3. Suppose that [Q8k(i), Qi ] =

a*. Each totally singular line i [V, tA #] through a* of the
7-space [V, Qi ] is disjoint from all members of a set of totally singular
lines of [V, Q8k (i)] through aO) that span [V, Q8k 0)]. Thus, from 4.1.2
it follows that [V, Qi ] and [V, Q8k(i)] are perpendicular. Both of these
subspaces contain [V, tA#], so the 2-space [V, tA#] is contained in the
radical [V, Q8k(i)] -L n [V, Q8kO)] = a(i) of [V, Q8k(i)]. This contradiction
proves that aO) = a*.
1 but a(i)

i

From now on we may assume that all Q8k lie in the .9ame group 'Q' (corresponding to some point of V) and that T' normalizc.9 'Q'.
Increasing the sets S'Jk : We assume that these are increased to include
SQ.k and a generating set of Dk consisting of long root elements.

1/16d2 to find Jk , AJk and S'Jk behaving as required.
Time: Las Vegas o (log d[(qe+!.lQ log2 q]): o (log d[(qe+!.lQ log2 q]) to choose the
elements f lo 12, fa and test the isomorphisms Jk "=' n-(8, q) , then O(logd[!.lQe])
to use Proposition 4.23 to find all of the elements tAJk' O(logd[/.lelogq]) to
use Proposition 4.22 to find the O(e) elements and subgroups in (i-vi), and
o (log d[q . /.le 2 ]) to adjust the points ak.
Reliability: > 1

Generating 'Q': By construction, each subgroup Jk is a random member of
the conjugacy class of naturally embedded n-(8, q) subgroups of G, subject
only to the condition that t E Jk • Then, within the orthogonal space 'Q'
(cL 4.1.3), each Q8k is a random nonsingular subspace having dimension
6, Witt index 2 and containing t. These i321n( 4d)1 subspaces generate 'Q'
with probability bounded away from O. However, we require a more precise
probability estimate using the element Til defined in 4.2.1:
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Lemma 4.13 'Q' = (QSk, ['Q' ,r"] 1:; k:; i32In(4d)1) hold$ with probability > 1 1/16d2
Proof. In each case listed in 4.2.1, Y = ['Q', r"] is a nonsingular subspace of
the orthogonal d 2-space 'Q' such that dim Y = 271, 2, 271, 4 or 271, - 6.
Moreover, r" either acts irreducibly on Y or splits Y as the direct sum of two
totally singular invariant subspaces of odd dimension (dim Y) /2 on each of
which r" acts irreducibly.
Now we consider the various cases. Fix k. We consider the probability
that Q8k lies in a hyperplane of 'Q' that contains Y. We note the following
straightforward count: (#) If U i$ a hyperplane of 'Q', then the probability i$
< 2/q5 that Q8k contain$ t and lie$ in U.
5,7 with d even in 5: Here Y = 'Q': there is no such hyperplane.
1,5 with dodd in 5: Ifd = 271,+1 then, by (#), Q8k lies in the2n - 2-space Y
with probability < 2/ q5. If d = 271, then Q8k lies in one of the q + 1 hyperplanes
of 'Q' containing the 271, 2-space Y with probability < (q + 1)2/q5.
2,3,9: Once again Q8k lies in one of the q+ 1 hyperplanes of 'Q' containing
the 271, 4-space Y with probability < (q + 1)2/q5.
4,6,8: This time Q8k lies in one of the (q2 + l)(q + 1) hyperplanes of 'Q'
containing the 271, 6-space Y with probability < (q2 + l)(q+ 1)2/q5 :; 15/16.
Thus, 'Q' = (Q8k, ['Q', r"]) with probability :0: 1/16. Consequently, this
equality holds for at least one of our i32In(4d)1 choices J k with probability
> 1 - 1/16([1. 0

Remarks. We have used the group n-(8, q) in order to avoid minor difficulties with n +(8, q) caused by the triality automorphism. We did not use
n + (6, q) in order to have available the observation following the statement of
Theorem 4.10. We could not use n-(6, q): in (iii) we need long root elements,
whereas none exist in n- (4, q).
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Finding Q = Q(a), Q(r), G~" Land S*
Q, Q([) and

4.3.1

With

A.

T'

G~

as defined in 4.2.1, let

Q
Q(a) := (Q~t 0:<; i:<; d, 1:<; k:<; i32In(4d)ll
G~ .- (G~t O:<;i:<; d, 1:<; k:<; i32In(4d)ll
Q([) .- Qjb)
We relate these to the groups 'Q' and '(G,,)"= Nc;CQ')' (cL 4.1.3):
Lemma 4.14 With probability> 1

1/16d2 , Q

= 'Q'

and G~

= Nc;(Q)'.

Proof. By Lemma 4.13 we may assume that 'Q' is spanned by the Q8k and
Y = ['Q' ,T"]. Thus, Q = 'Q' if Q:O: Y.
Recall that Til either acts irreducibly on Y or has two totally singular
invariant subspaces of odd dimension (dim Y) /2. If Til acts irreducibly then
Q contains Y by Lemma 2.7. The cases in which Til is not irreducible are 2
and 9. In each of these, for each 6-space Q8k we have dim (Q8k n Y) :0: 4
since dim Y = 271, 4, so that Q8k contains a nonsingular vector of Y; since
dim Y = 2 (mod 4), it follows that Q contains Y by the last paragraph of
4.1.5.

We now turn to H = G~/Q, which we may view as generated by subgroups
D"{Pi, 1 :<; k :<; i321n( 4d)1, each of which is generated by long root groups of
the orthogonal group !1(Q).
We first claim that Op(H) = L For otherwise, H would leave invariant a
nonzero totally singular subspace W. For 0 :<; i :<; d and 1:<; k :<; i32In(4d)1 ,
W is Dei-invariant, so that W ~ (Q~t)~. Consequently, W is in the intersection of these subspaces, which we have already shown is Q~ = O. This
contradiction proves our claim.
By Theorem 4.10(b), it follows that H is the product of commuting subgroups H j , j = 1, ... , I, each of which is generated by the Hrclass consisting of
the long root groups it contains, and hence also by an Hrclass of conjugates of
various subgroups D k • Let Yj = [Q, H j ]. If 0 :<;i :<; d and 1 :<; k :<; i32In(4d)1,
then D,,{Pi either lies in H j or commutes with H j , so that it leaves Yj invariant and hence either Yj ;;2 Q~:' or Yj ~ Q(t ~. Since Q is spanned by
these subspaces Q~:', it follows that yj is spanned by some of these subspaces.
Consequently, the yj are pairwise perpendicular.
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Now Q = Yj ..L ... ..L YI , where I ::: (d 2)/dimQsk = (d 2)/6. In
particular, I = 1 if d < 14, and 6 ::: dim Yj ::: d 2 6 if I :0: 2.
In order to show that I = 1 in general, we need to use the behavior of rip ,
even though that transformation is not (yet) known to permute the subspaces
Yj. Assume that I :0: 2. Since rip does not leave invariant any nonsingular
subspace of Q of dimension between 5 and d 7 (cf. 4.2.1), it must move
each Yj and hence does not normalize any H j . Consider the graph on the
G-conjugates of D lying in H, joining two conjugates if they do not commute;
each connected component generates a subgroup H j . vVe may assume that
QC" ::: Hz. Then the riP-images of those connected components lying in
H I U'" U HZ- l must lie in connected components of our graph. Thus, we can
renumber the H j so that HI'" ::: Hj+ J for 1 ::: j ::: d 1. By considering r ' - P
we see that riP: H l f-t H2 f-t ... f-t Hz and hence riP: Yj f-t Y;' f-t ... f-t YI.
Then y/"P must lie in (Yj , ... , Yl- J)',p ~ = Yj . Thus, rip permutes the Yj
cyclically. However, rip has a power () whose order is a prime r = ppd#(p; k)
with k :0: e(d - 2)/3 in each case in 4.2.1 (note that 271 - 6:0: (271 - 2)/3 since
d:O: 14). Then kir - 1. Since () acts nontrivially on {Yj , ... , Y/}, this produces
the contradiction (d - 2)/3 ::: k < r ::: I ::: (d - 2)/6.
Thus, Q = Yj. It follows that H acts irreducibly on Q. For, if W is a proper
H-invariant subspace then, as above, Q(t ~ leV U leV~ for all i, k. Then each
D~t fixes leV and leV ~, and hence the long root groups lying in H I = H cannot
all be conjugate.
By Theorem 4.10, G~ induces n(Q) on Q except, perhaps, if n(Q) is
n+(8, q) and G~ is n(7, q) acting irreducibly. However, it is not hard to check
that the latter group does not contain a subgroup n-(6, q) acting in the usual
manner (although it does contain a central extension of PSU(4, q) "=' pn-(6, q)
acting irreducibly on the 8-space). 0

Root groups: QSk and Q are generated by long root groups. We assume
that generating sets for all of these long root groups are stored so that for each
generator we can find the root group containing it (cf. 4.2.2(iii)).
4.3.2

Effective transitivity of Q; the complement L

Our present generating set for Q has size O( ed log d). In 4.4.3 (4) we will obtain
a generating set of O(ed) long root elements, at which point the running times
for the algorithms in this subsection can have all of their log d factors deleted ,
except for Corollary 4.18 (which is used for 4.4.3(4)).

Points: Conjugates of Q will be called point$.
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Equality testing: Two points are equal if and only if they commute; however,
there is a faster test. Let g, h E Q be generators lying in different root groups
(cL the end of 4.3.1); then QX = QY if and only if [gX,QY] = 1 = [hx,QY],
which are tested using one generator for each of the O(dlogd) long root groups
generating QY. (For, this condition occurs if and only if QY fixes [V, g"l n
[V,hX] = aX.) Time: O(t£dlogd).
Perpendicular points: Two distinct points QX and QY are called perpendicular if and only if the following holds for some (and hence all) Z E QX with
QYz # QY: QX acts on {QYU u E Z}, where Z is the root group containing z.
Note that this imitates Lemma 4.7(i). The following lemma tests for perpendicularity; it is unfortunate that it involves listing the elements of subgroups
of order q.
Lemma 4.15 There i,s a determini,stic algorithm that

(i) in O(M[e + d log d]) time te,st,s whether or not two given di,stinct point,s
QX and QY are perpendicular; and
(ii) if they are perpendicular, in O(Me[d log dj2) time fin!L9 O(e) genemtor,s
for QX n QY.
Proof. (i) Let z be a generator of QX, so that z is a long root element. If
QY = QYz then QX and QY are perpendicular by (4.1). Assume that QY # QYz.
Find the long root group Z < QX containing z (cL the end of 4.3.1). List Z
using Lemma 2.1. Then QX and QY are perpendicular if and only if, for each
generator g of QX , there is some u E Z such that Qygu = QY. In order to speed
this test up we use only one choice of g, namely a long root element in QX - Z.
Correctness: If aX and a Y are not perpendicular then (aY) (Z,g) > q since QX
is regular on the points not perpendicular to QX.
Time: Dominated by listing Z and finding u.
(ii) Test O(dlogd) elements z lying in different long root groups generating
QX in order to find one that does not normalize QY. Again let Z be the long
root group containing z. Then the regularity of Z on {QYU u E Z} implies
that NQx (QY) is generated by the elements gu as g ranges over the generators
of QX. We will not need this group, but instead we will use NQy(QX), which is
obtained in the same manner.
Now let z* E QX Z be another generator of QX, and let Z* be the long
root group containing it. If z* normalizes QY let it := Z*.
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If z* does not normalize QY then, as above, for each of the O(e) generators
9 E Z* find u(g) E Z such that gu(g) normalizes QY; these elements gu(g)
generate a subgroup A of QX.
In either case we have obtained a root group A < QX that normalizes QY.
Let a be a generator of A. Test all generators h of N Qy (QX) until one is found
having [a, h] of 1. List [A, h]; this group is QX n QY and has O(e) generators.

Correctness: We have described generators of NQx(QY): they are "Schreier
generators" for this subgroup. We obtained a root group A = Z* or (ZZ*)"y
(though this is not necessarily a long root group).
Since A normalizes QY it fixes aX and a Y, but [V, A]-L R (aX, ay)-L. Thus,
there are lines of (aX, ay)-L on a Y that are not in (aX, ay)-L n [V, AF. Correspondingly, there is some generator h of NQy(QX) such that [V, h] is not in
(aX,ay)-L n [V,A]-L. Note that [A,h] of 1 (as otherwise h would fix [V,A],
whereas [V, h] n [V, A] = 0 and [V, h] 'lo [V, A]-L). Now [A, h]lies in both QX
and QY; it is a root group, and hence its order is that of QX n QY.
Time: O(!-£qe[dlogdj2), dominated by finding NQy(QX). 0
In one circumstance we can deal with perpendicularity much faster than in
the preceding lemma:

Lemma 4.16 In determini$tic O(/l[qe + d log d]) time, given a long root element u not normalizing QX, a point QW can be found containing u and perpendicular to QX.

Proof. Test at most one element per long root group in order to find a generator a E QX such that [[a, u], u] of 1; let A < QX be the long root group
containing a (cf. 4.3.1). List AU. Find bEAu such that [u, ab] = 1. Output
QW:= QXb.
Correctness: First we show that a exists. For any generator a of QX, if
[[a, u], u] = 1 then [V, a] n [V, u]-L of 0 by 4.1.2; here aX E [V, a] but aX rf;
[V, a] n [V, u]-L since we have assumed that u does not fix aX. The 2-spaces
[V, a] span ax-L. If [V, a] n [V, u]-L of 0 for each generator a (or even just
one generator per long root group), then the I-spaces [V, a] n [V, u]-L span at
least a hyperplane ofax-L lying in [V, u]-L. Dimensions force [V, u]-L to be that
hyperplane, whereas [V, u]-L 'lo ax-L.
Thus, a exists, and J = (A, u) "" SL(2, q) by 4.1.2. Then AU is a Sylow
subgroup of J containing neither A nor u, and hence has an element b conjugating a into the Sylow p-subgroup of J containing u. Moreover, J fixes
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(aX, aX~ n [V, uJ) (by 4.1.2, since this line meets both [V, a] and [V, u] nontrivially), so that b sends aX to aX~ n [V, u], as required.

Time: Dominated by finding a and listing AU using Lemma 2.1. 0
Lemma 4.17 In determini$tic O(/lqe [dlogd]2) time, given two point$ QX, QY
not perpendicular to Q, an element of Q can be found conjugating QX to QY.
Proof. If QX and QY are distinct and perpendicular, find 1 of w E QX n QY
and Q n QW using Lemma 4.15(ii). Test the q elements v E Q n QW in order
to find one such that QXv = QY.
If QX and QY are not perpendicular, for each generator r of Q (taking only
one from any long root group) use Lemma 4.16 to find a point Qr' containing r
and perpendicular to QX; find a generator r such that Qr' is not perpendicular
to QY. Use Lemma 4.15 to find 1 of s E QX n Qr'. Use Lemma 4.16 to find
a point QX' containing s and perpendicular to QY. The preceding paragraph
produces elements of Q conjugating QX to QX' and QX' to QY.
Correctness: If aX and a Y are distinct and perpendicular, then QX n QY is
the long root group R((aX,aY)) by Lemma 4.7(ii). By (4.1), a and aWare
perpendicular; they are distinct since (aX,a Y) = [V, w] 1; a~. Then Q n QW
is the long root group R( (a, a W)) by Lemma 4.7(ii), and (aX, a Y) n (a, aWl is
a point 0 by (4.1). Here R( (a, a W)) induces all transvections of (a, 0, aX) with
axis (00,0) and center 0, and hence is transitive on the points not in a~ of
(aX,a Y) by (4.1). Thus, v E Q n QW exists as stated.
vVhen aX and a Y are not perpendicular we found points a r' spanning a~ n
aX~; one of these must not be in aY~. Then aX' is not perpendicular to a since
a r' is the point of [V,r] = (aX,a r') lying in a~ , where a r' is not perpendicular
to a Y, and hence aX' rt a~.
Time: O(/lqe [d log dj2).
Namely, if QX and QY are perpendicular, in
O(Me[dlogdj2) time find QX n QY using Lemma 4.15(ii), then find and list
Q n QW, and test all v E Q n QW, in O(Me[dlogdj2 + Me + q . /ldlogd)
time using Lemmas 4.15(ii) and 2.1. If QX and QY are not perpendicular,
we applied Lemmas 4.15(i) and 4.16 to O(d log d) choices ofr, and then used
Lemmas 4.15(ii) and 4.16 once again , before reverting to the previous case. 0
Remark. By (4.4) the element of Q found in the lemma is unique, and there is
a complement to Q in G~. One can be found as in the proof of Corollary 3.12:
Corollary 4.18 In determini$tic O(Me[dlogdj'l) time a complement L ""
G~/Q "" n E(d
2, q) to Q in G~ can be found that normalize$ the point Q([).
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Proof. By 4.2.2(iii) we have QSk :; Q and Q~1~k) :; Qjbk), where Q and Qjbk)
are not perpendicular since QSk and ~1~k) are not (e.g., use the test at the
beginning of this section). Since QSk is contained in only one conjugate of
Q, by 4.2.2(iv) Dk normalizes both Q and Qj(~k). Use the lemma to modify
each of the conjugates D,,{Pi generating G~ modulo Q to a conjugate DCiu,
U E Q, normalizing Q([). Let L be generated by these conjugates D"{Piu. Then
G~ = QL, and Q n L = 1 since L normalizes Q([).
This requires O(dlogd) uses of the algorithm in the lemma. 0
4.3.3

Recursion: S* and AI,

We will require that our $et S* of generator$ of G con$i$t$ entirely of root
element$. Recursively apply Theorem 1.1' to L, obtaining ad 2-dimen$ional

orthogonallF -$pace VI" a $et S'i of root element$ generating L, and an i$omorphi$m AI,: L -t n(VI, ) = nS(d 2, q) defined on S'i.
Temporarily exclude the case G/Z(G) '2" pn+(1o,q). Then G = (G~,J) is
generated by the set
S* := S*(l) U S*(2) U S*(3),
where S*(l) = S'i, S*(2) is our present set of generators for Q (cf. 4.3.1), and
S*(3) is the union of the O(logd) sets SJk (cf. 4.2.2). At present S*(2) has
size O(edlogd). In Lemma 4.19 we will obtain a new generating set S*(2) of
size O(ed), at which point S* will have size O(ed2).

The case G/Z(G) '2" pn+(1o, q).

Recursion is slightly less straightforward
here: whereas 4.6.2, or even just brute force, produces an 8-dimensional vector
space for L/Z(L), there are three vector spaces that might arise (permuted
transitively by a triality automorphism of L/Z(L)). This situation is analogous
to the one in 3.3.3, where the possibility of two equally natural L-modules
had to be considered. We eliminate two of the three vector spaces as follows.
Find commuting nontrivial long root elements rl , r2 E LAI, such that
[VI" rd and [VI" r2] have nonzero intersection but are not perpendicular. Then
[[VI" rd, r2] = [VI" rd n [VI" r2] (cf. 4.1). Find rlALI and r2ALI using Proposition 4.22. If [[Q, rl AL I], r2AL I] of 1 then AI, is an isomorphism of the desired
sort: the stabilizer of a nonzero singular vector of VI, is sent by ALI to the
stabilizer of a nontrivial element of Q. For a choice of T in 4.6.2 this will
happen with probability 1/3, assuming that 4.6.2 outputs an isomorphism.

Reliability: > 1-1/4(10 2 ) after up to 20 repetitions of 4.6.2: each repetition
produces an isomorphism of the desired sort with probability> (1-1/2.8 2 )/3.
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Time: 0(( + MC) in addition to the recursive calL
Now obtain VI" AI, and S* = S*(I) U S*(2) U S*(3) as before.
Correctne.9.9: By 4.1.2, there are two different ways two long root elements
r l AL I and r2AL I can commute: [Q,rIALI ] and [Q,r2AL I] can either meet or be
perpendicular; and , in the latter case, r2 induces the identity on [Q, T2AL I]. A
triality outer automorphism of LjZ(L) sends a pair of the first sort to one of
the second sort.
Computing preimages recursively: As in 3.3.3, we will need to be able
to apply AL I to elements of LAI,. This is the content of Proposition 4.22 (and
of Theorems IJ(iv) and Ll'(iv)), with L in place of G: in O(Wf2logq) time
hALl can be found for any given h E LA.
Two generators: It is straightforward to write down 2 generators (or, if
preferred, 0(1) generators) of LAI" chosen as a matter of convenience. Use
Proposition 4.22 to pull them back to generators of L.
The isomorphism A#: Throughout this section we are assuming that there
exists an isomorphism A#: G -t \1(V) or P\1(V). While the goal is to construct
such an isomorphism, as in 3.3.3 we use its existence to motivate and prove
correctness of subroutines in the algorithm. Recall the convention in 3.3.1
that , for example, "Q" denotes the matrix group studied in 4.1.3. Clearly A#
sends the non perpendicular points Q, Q(!) to a non perpendicular pair of points
of V, which we may assume is a, ! in the notation of 4.1.3. As in 3.4.4 we
can use A# to see that AI, extends to an isomorphism A": G~ = QL -t "Q" "L"
determined by a semilinear map Q -t "Q". (Note that we dealt with the
anomalous case L "" \1+ (8, q) above: even in that case the automorphism of L
induced by AI,A#-I arises from a semilinear map on Q rather than from a graph
automorphism of P\1+(8, q).) This time, A"iQ also preserves the form on Q in
the sense that, for some k E IF* and (J E AutIF, we have 'P1/(uA") = k'PQ(u)"
for all u E Q, where 'PI/ and 'PQ denote the quadratic forms on "Q" and Q,
respecti vely.
By following A# with a field automorphism we see that there is an isomorphism A" of the desired sort such that the map A" is linear. In Lemma 4.20
we will find A" iQ' For now we note only that in the present case A" is uniquely
determined up to a scalar transformation.

4.4

Deterministic algorithms for Q

All procedures in 4.4 and 4.5 will be deterministic.
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Decomposition of Q

As promised earlier, we now reduce the size of our generating set for Q to
O(ed):

Lemma 4.19 In ddermini$tic O(tuf2logq) time O(e)-generator $ubgroup$ Ai
:; Q, 1 :; i :; d 2, can be found $uch that the following hold:

(i) Ai = q and Q = AI

X ...

x A d- 2; and

(ii) In ddermini$tic O(t£d) time, any given u E Q can be expre$$ed in the
f
A
Jorm
u = dI -')- a'i W!'th a'i E fl·i·

rr

Proof. We have a representation AI, of L on the space VI, = IF d - 2 equipped
with a nonsingular quadratic form 'P' and associated bilinear form ( , )'. We
separate the cases p > 2 and p = 2, assuming that the forms on VI, arise in
different manners for these different cases.
Case p > 2: vVe may assume that the form is obtained from a decomposition VI, = leVI .L ... .L leVd - 2 for nonsingular I-spaces leVi with leVI,"" leVd _:;
isometric; for later reference, we rescale 'P' so that leVI contains a vector
e I such that 'P' (e I) = 1. Let c' and g' be any clements of LAI, such that
c': leVI f--t leV2 f--t ... f--t leVd _:; and g': leVI f--t leVI, leV2 f--t leV; f--t ... f--t leVd _:;.
If 2 :; i :; d 3, let
E LAI, be 1 on WI and Wi, and 1 on the remaining
TH
. , -- X. ,2"gU-' W-IlcnCVcr
- 3<
3 • For .'I; -- 1, 3, Ict .'
n j. TIlen X'i
_ .'I; <
_ d
X'i,d~2 E L'
/\1.

x;

be Ion both leVd - 2 and a I-space leV'i of leVi + leVi+ 1 isometric to leVd 1 on (Wi + W i+ 1 + Wd-2)~'
ese Proposition 4.22 to find c:= C'X;:I, g:= g'A;:I, XI :=
1
i~l
X'i,d-2 := x;.d_2A;: for i = 1,3. Let X'i := xg whenever 3 :; i :; d
Find generators rand r d-2 of Q such that

2,

and
and

[[r, x:;], X2] of 1 and [[rd-2,xl,d-2],X:;,d-2] of 1;
let R < Q and Rd - 2 < Q be the respective long root groups containing them
(cf. 4.3.1). Then

[[Q, x:;], X2] = [[R, x:;], X2] and [[Q, x l,d-2], X:;,d-2] = [[R d- 2, x l,d-2], X2,d-2]
have e generators. Let

AI
Ai

[[Q, x:;], X2]
i
:= Ai -' for 2:; i :; d
:=

A d- 2 := [[Q, XI,d-2], X:;,d-2]'

3
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Then Q is the direct product of the subgroups A".
Given u E Q we wish to express u = rr1- 2 a", with a" E A". First find
al := [[u, x:;], X2]1!4, where a l!2 can be calculated as a(y+I)!2 for any a E A".
Then find a" := [vail, x,d- I!2 for 2:; i :; d 3, as well as ad-2 := u(rr1-:; a,,)-I.
Correctness: vVe may assume that the standard basis vector e" spans leV,
for 1:; i:; d 2. Ifv = L;"k,c, E VI, then 4klel = [[v,x~],x~] E WI and
-2k,e" = [v klel,x;] for 2:; i:; d 3 by elementary calculations. Similarly,
4k d_2ed_2 = [[v, X'I ,d-2], X~1,d-2] E W d- 2 since X~1,d-2 = 1 on WI.
At the end of 4.3.3 we saw that there is an isomorphism A QL -t "Q" "L"
extending AI,. Then, using (4.3) together with Lemma 4.6(a), we have r(v)AO-1
= I1;r(k,C,)A O- 1 with r(4klel ),\"-1 = [[r(v)A O- I, x:;], X2] E A!, and also
r(-2k,e,,)A O- 1 = [r(v
klel)AO-I,x,d E A, for 2 :; i :; d 3, and then
ad-2 E A d- 2, as asserted for an arbitrary element u = r(v)AO-1 of Q.
O

:

Time: Dominated by five uses of Proposition 4.22.
Case p = 2: Let d = 2m. This time we may assume that the form is given
so that VI, = leVI .L ... .L leVm_ 1 with all leV, nonsingular 2-spaces such that
leVI,"" leVm- 2 are isometric; we may assume that leVI has a basis el x , ely such
that cp'(el x ) = cp'(el y) = (el x , ely)' = L
Let d be any element of LAI, sending leVI -t ... -t leVm-2 -t leVI and
leVm_ 1 -t leVm_ l . Let c'x = ef~-l and e"y = ef~-l for 2 :; i :; m-2. Let em-Ix E
leVI with cp'(em-Ix) = L If possible choose em_ly such that em-Ix, em_ly is
a basis of leVm_ 1 and (em-IX, em_ly)' = 1, cp'(em_ly) of 0; such a basis exists
except when q = 2, in which case we let em-Iy be any vector of leVm_ 1 (em-IX)'
Since LAI, does not contain transvections, instead we use products of two
transvections:
xj

IS
.'

yj

I'S'

.

(11 10) on leVI and a nontrivial transvection on leV
1
tl'2 .'-- (0 11) on leVI and a nontrivial transvection on leV
t'21 .'--

m-I ;

m-I ;

both are 1 on (WI + Wm_I)~'
In order to deal with the possibility that leVm-I is not isometric to leV!,
when q > 2 we need additional elements of LAI,. First let fo E leVI be such
that cp'(fo) = cp'(em-Iy) + 1; write (' := cp'(em-Iy)-I. Let eo := em-Ix + fo, so
that the basis em-Ix, eo of (em-Ix, eo) is isometric to el x , ely' Kow define the
following six elements of LAI,:
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is t21 on WI and W m- I

y:n-I

is t l 2 on W I,

(~

+ Wm- I )~
(WI + Wm-I )~
(Wo + W2)~
(Wo + W2)~
(WI + W2)~
(WI + W2) ~ '

and Ion (WI

f) on W m- I

and Ion

x~
y~
X~. I
y j ,2

is t21 on Wo and W 2
and 1 on
is t l 2 on Wo and W 2
and 1 on
is t21 on WI and W 2
and 1 on
is t l 2 on WI and W 2
and Ion
(Note that Xii and yj could have been defined to be X:n_ 1 and y:n-I if q > 2.)
When q = 2 we also use elements
1 :; 'i :; 4, inducing t l 2 on leVI and
four transvections of leVm - 2 + leVm _ 1 having linearly independent centers, and
Ion (Wm - 2 + Wm - l )~. (N.B. We have had to slide around the fact that the
orthogonal group on leVm - 1 may have order 2.)
Use Proposition 4.22 to find c:= dX;: I, XI := X'I,X;: I, YI := yj,X;:I, Xm- I :=
I
\-1
I
\- 1
I \-1
1\-1
1\-1
d
Xm~ l AL , Ym~ l := Xm~ l AL , X l ,2 := X 1. 2 "'L , Yl ,2 := Y l ,2/\'L , Xo := XOAI,.
an
~I \ - I L
X'~Ii := XiAI,
.et Xi := X2ci~ 1 an d y'i:= Y2ci~ 1 f or 2 <
_',. <
_ .Tn 2.
Let

x;,

A lx

:=

[[Q, yd, xd

A ly

:=

[[Q, xd, yd
2

except that, when q = 2, Am-Ix and A m- Iy are any distinct subgroups of
C A ((X m-2,Ym-2) where A:= [Q, {X I,X2,Xa,X4}] has order 16. Then Q is the
direct product of all of the subgroups Aix and A iy'
I
Any given u E Q can be written u =
(a'iXa'iy), where

rr:n-

a'ix := [[v, Y'i], Xi]

a'iy:= [[v, Xi], Yi]

for 1 :; 'i :;

Tn

2.

Finally, we deal with u' := u rr7'-2(a'iXa'iy) E Am-lxAm-ly somewhat less
directly: if q = 2 there are only four possibilities to consider for u' ; when
q > 2 find u" := [U', xo], am- Iy := U" [[U", XI,2], YI,2][[U", Y12], xd and am-Ix :=
I

U am~ l y.

The time requirement is the same as when p > 2.
Correctness: The calculations within VI, are similar to the earlier ones, and
then ,X0 yields the required aix and aiy. For the part involving u", note that
if Vi := v + I:7'-2(kiX + k iy) and v" := [Vi, x~], then km- Iyem- Iy := v" +
[[v", Xj,2]' y j ,2] + [[v", y j ,2]' X'I,2] and km- Ixem- Ix := Vi + km- Iyem-Iy' 0

Remarks. In the two cases, (ei),X°-1 = A'i and (eiX),X°- 1 = A.ix , (eiy),X°-1 =
A.iy for each 'i.
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For use in 4.6.2 we note that the above algorithms are also valid for d =
7, 8.
We used c and 9 only to cut the timing by a factor of d.
4.4.2

A field of endomorphisms of Q

We may assume that q of p. Let S E J be the element of order (q 1)/(2, q 1)
in 4.2.2(v). When viewed in the target space V we see that it fixes the points
a and! and acts trivially on the orthogonal complement of their span in the
8-space VJ and hence in the entire d-space. By the remark following (4.5),
the automorphism that s induces on Q by conjugation is scalar multiplication
by an element of order . Then GF(q) can be taken to be the GF(p)-span of
this automorphism; this is found using Lemma 2.4.
Time: 0 (t£q log q).
Identification with IF. We need to relate this field to the field IF already
available from L. For this purpose, let leVo be any subspace of VI, of dimension 2
and Witt index 1; we may take this to be the subspace WI + W 2 or WI in 4.4.1,
2

depending on whether

p

is odd or 2. Write

s~ := (~ p~2)

E n(Wo) :; L>.r,

in terms of a hyperbolic basis of leVo, where the generator p E IF* is as in 2.3.
Find So := s~X;: ] . Let u be any nontrivial element of Q, and replace s by
a power so that US = u So . Identify So with p2, and then identify p with the
element of GF(q) whose square is s and whose minimal polynomial is the same
as that of p (there are only two elements of GF(q) to test). Time: O(d? logq).
Time to apply a field element: We can use Lemma 2.4 to write any element
of IF* as p2'; + p2j for some i, j; and then this element can be applied to any
si
u E Q, obtaining (p2'; + p2j)U = u us! in O(t£) time.
4.4.3

Q as an IF-space

(1) BCh9C$ Band Bp of Q: We construct an IF-basis B of Q using the
notation in the proof of Lemma 4.19. First we find a suitable basis for VI,.

> 2: We already have e ] E leVI with 'P' (e ] ) = 1; we may assume that
ef~ l for 2:; 'i :; d-3. Find a (new) vector ed-2 in (Wd- 4 +Wd- a) Wd- a
such that 'P'(ed-2) = 1 unless q = 3, in which case find such a vector in
(Wd- 4 + Wd- a + Wd- 2 ) (Wd- a + Wd- 2 ). Also, find an element l'(d 2) E
1
n(vr,J such that e 1'(d-2)
]
= ed-2 , and find ltd 2):= l'(d 2)>';:. For the
Ca$c p

ei :=
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basis e1, ... , ed-2 of VI, we now have, whenever 1 :; i :; d 2, an element
l'(i) E !1(VI,) such that ei = e;'(i), as well as l(i) = l'O)Xr: 1 E L. Although this
may no longer be an orthogonal basis of VI" we can quickly pass between this
basis and the one in 4.4.1 since only the behavior of ed-2 has been changed.

Ca$ep = 2: Let [[VI"yj],xj] = (e l x) and [[VI"x'd, yj] = (e ly) with rp'(el x) =
rp'(el y) = 1; define e2x, e2y, em-Ix and em-Iy similarly. (Each of the indicated
vectors is in the center of an orthogonal transvection and hence is nonsingular.)
Let eix := e~~~ l and eiy := e2~~1 for 3 :; i :; m 2 (e' is defined in 4.4.1). Let
rjYl r~x' r~y, r:n~ l X' r~~ l y E n(l/L) send e l x to e l y, e2Xl e2Yl em~ l x, em~ l y, respectively, and find their images under A;:;I .
Reorder the basis {eix, eiy 1:; i :; m-l} of VI, in any way as el , ... , e2m-2,
and write Ai := (ei) for 1 :; i :; 2m 2. Once again, whenever 1 :; j :; 2m 2
we can use the elements in the preceding two paragraphs to obtain I' (i) E !1(VI,)
such that ei = e;'(i), as well as 10) = l'O)A;:;1 E L.
For any p we can now mimic all of this in Q: we now let 1 of bl E A l and
b, := bll(i) for 1 :; i :; d - 2. Now 8 := {b i 1:; i :; d 2} is an IF-basis of Q
and 8 p := {b: i 1:; i:; d 2, 0:; j < e} is a GF(p)-basis of Q.

Time: 0 (ttd210g q).
(2) IF -linear combination$: Any given u E Q can be written as an IF-linear
combination of 8, or of 8 p , or by means of a straight-line program of length
O(dlogq) from 8 p , by using Lemma 4.19(i) precisely as in 3.4.3(4). Time:

O(Md).
(3) Another ba$i$ Z: We have another generating set for the IF-space Q
using the union Zp of generating sets of the groups Q~:' , 0 :; i :; d, 1 :; k :;
i32In(4d)1. More precisely, by taking one long root element in each of the
long root groups containing generators for these conjugates of QSk we obtain
O(dlogd) long root elements (cf. 4.2.2(ii)); by (2) they can all be expressed as
IF-linear combinations using 8 in O(dlog d'Md) time. Use linear algebra to find
an IF-basis Z = {ZI,"" Zd-2} of Q using these O(d log d) linear combinations,
so that Z consists of long root elements. Now replace Zp by a subset consisting
of of e(d 2) members of Zp such that, for each long root group A in Q, Zp nA
is either is empty or a basis of A. Time: O(Md2 10g d + (d log d)d 2), including
the matrix algebra.
We have the transition matrix from 8 to Z. Thus, any given u E Q can be
expressed as an IF-linear combination of Z by using (2) followed by a matrix
calculation. Time: O(Md + d'l).
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(4) Modify 8*(2): As suggested in 4.3.3, we now redefine 8*(2) as 8*(2) :=
Bp U Zp. Consequently, whenever the algorithm$ in 4.3.2 are needed, we can
now U$e Zp to remove all factor$ log d from the timing$ within that $ection
except for Corollary 4.18. This is the main use of Zp. (The construction of Bp

in Lemma 4.19 shows that it has no long root elements.)
We could also use Zp in place of Bp throughout the remainder of this
section, with relatively few changes. For example, in Lemma 4.19(i) we can
use the transition matrix from Bp to Zp in order to obtain another straight-line
program from Zp to any given element of Q, again in O(t£qd) time and again
of length O(dlogq).
(5) Matrice$ g: Using Band (2) we can find the matrix 9 representing
the linear transformation induced on the IF-space Q by any given 9 E NG(Q).
Time: O(d· Md).
4.4.4

The extension A"

As in 3.4.4, we now extend AI, to G~. In 4.4.3(1) we found a basis c] , ... , Cd-2
of VI, and a basis b], ... , bd- 2 of Q (with the latter group written additively).
First we identify VI, with IF d- 2 in such a way that c], ... , Cd-2 becomes the
standard basis of IF d - 2 • We then identify this space (in any manner) with
the d 2-space (0:, ,)~ occurring in 4.1.3. Recall that we have an isometry
r: (o:,,)~ -t "Q" in (4.3). Let "L" "" !1S(d - 2,q) denote the centralizer of
(0:, ,) in the orthogonal group "G" implicit in 4.1.3.
Lemma 4.20 In O(t£d2 Iogq) time AI, can be extended to an i$omorphi$m
A": G~ = QL -t "Q" "L" "" IF d- 2 >:l!1S(d - 2, q) with the following propertie$:

(i) if b E Q with b = Li kib.; (for k i E IF found in O(Md) time), then
bA" = r(L.; kiCi); A" i$IF-linear and determine$ an L-invariant quadratic
form 'PQ on Q $uch that N
become$ an i$ometry; and

(ii) I = IN = IAL whenever I E L.
Proof. At the end of 4.3.3 we saw that AI, extends to an isomorphism
A": QL -t "Q" "L" induced by a semilinear map A" that preserves the forms
(up to a scalar and a field automorphism) and is uniquely determined up to a
scalar transformation. The definition
b.;..\" := r(ci) for i :; i :; d

2.
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was implicitly used in 4.4.1 and 4.4.3(1). In fact , it is forced by the known
actions of Land LAI, (up to the aforementioned scalar ambiguity). For, as
already noted at the end of 4.4.1, the desired map A" must send (b l ) to
(r(c i )); we may assume that bl A" = r(c l)' Recall that, in 4.4.3(1) , we obtained
l'(i) E LAI" 10) = 1'(i)Ar;1 E L such that , in view of Lemma 4.6(a) , r(ci) =
r(ci )I'(i) and bi = b~(i) for each i. Then we must also have b'iA" = (b~('i))A" =
r(ci )1(i)"'O = r(ci) for each i.
Also, we know that A" must be semilinear, but in fact it is linear: use
the elements sri and So (cf. 4.4.2) as in the argument within Lemma 3.14.
Moreover, since we know that the forms on Q and "Q" must be preserved up
to a scalar and a field automorphism, while A" is linear on Q, we can use A"
to determine the desired form on Q.
Now (i) is clear, and (ii) follows from linearity as in the proof of Lemma
3.14. 0

Remark. The spaces Q and VI, = (0:, !)~ are related via b = Li kib'i I-t b =
Li kiCi, so that
bA" = r(b) for all b E Q.
vVe have three orthogonal spaces: VI, = (0:, !)~, Q and "Q". vVe have seen
that A": Q -t "Q" is an isometry; so is r: VI, -t "Q" (cf. 4.1.3); hence, so also
is b I-t b in view of the above relation. The form on VI, was called 'P' in 4.4.1;
let 'P" denote the one on "Q". Then 'PQ(b) = 'P'(b) = 'P"(bA") for all b E Q.

4.5

The homomorphism A and straight-line programs

Points were defined in 4.3.2.
4.5.1

Labeling points

We now label any given point by a 1-,qpace in V := lF d in a G~ -invariant
manner.
Label Q by the I-space (0, ... ,1,0) and Q(f) = Qjb) by (0, ... ,0,1).
Consider any point Q(O) not perpendicular to Q (cf. Lemma 4.15). Use
Lemma 4.17 to find the unique bE Q conjugating Q(f) to Q(o), and find bA"
using Lemma 4.20(i). Then label Q(o) as (0, ... ,0, 1)(bA") = (0, ... ,0, l)r(b)

= (b, - 'PQ(b), 1) = (b, -'P'(b), 1 ) . '
.
Next consider a point Q((3) = Qg of Q perpendicular to Q. Clearly Q is
perpendicular to Qg~ ' ; find 1 of u E Q n Qg~ l using Lemma 4.15. In 4.3.3 we
found two generators of L; find one of these generators h such that Qg~ 1 h is not
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perpendicular to Qg~ l (although it is certainly perpendicular to Q; note that
L moves a~ n (ag~ l )~). If Qg~ l hg and Qg~ l hug are labeled (ZI, -rp'(ZI ), 1) and
(Z2, -rp'(Z2), 1), respectively, then label Q((3) as (ZI
Z2, -rp'(Z1) + rp'(Z2), 0).
It is straightforward to check that this labeling is forced by that of the points
not perpendicular to Q. (Since ag~ l h rt (ag~ l )~ we have ag~ l hu of ag~ l h. Now
(3 = a g, ag~ l hg and ag~ l hug are distinct and collinear, and the last two are not
in ((ag~ l )g)~ = a~.)

Time: O(;.tqedP) to label one point (see 4.4.3(4) for the disappearance of logd
factors here).
Remark. Implicit in the above is the fact that there is an epimorphism from
G onto a simple orthogonal group sending triples of collinear points to triples
of collinear points.
4.5.2

The homomorphism and the form

We now con$trltct a homomorphi$m A from G onto pn(V).
By 4.4.4, the label of Q([)bi is (Vi) with Vi := (ei, 1,1), since rp'(ei) = L
(These vectors have the property that they will be singular once we have the
quadratic form on V. This explains their slightly unpleasant appearance.)
Let bo := rr1- 2 b, and b* := bjbj " where '1" (ej + ej') of 2 (j and j' exist
in view of the construction in Lemma 4.19). Then the label of Q([)bo is
(vo), where Vo := (2::i e'i, -rp'(2::i ei), 1), while that of Q([)b. is (v*), where
v* := (ej + ej', -rp'(ej + ej'), 1).
Now suppose that we are given x E G; we wish to find a corresponding
matrix X. Find each image Q([)bix, 0 :; i :; d or i = *, and use 4.5.1 to find
its label (Wi)' Let ViX = kiWi for an unknown matrix x and unknown nonzero
scalars k i to be determined. Then

uniquely determines the scalars k;/k o, i :; d 2. Similarly, k*w* = v*x =
kjwj + kj'wj' + (2 - rp'(ei + ej'))kd-1Wd- 1 - kdWd determines x up to a scalar
matrix, and hence produces the desired homomorphism A: x f-t x modulo
scalars.
As in Section 3, this scalar ambiguity is essential when G SO' pn(V), but
when G SO' n(V) it will disappear once we have proved Proposition 4.23.
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Consistency of A and AI,. As in 3.5.2, modulo scalars we have

\ = (XAI,

x"

0

0)
I

(4.21)

for any x E L. For, if bE Q, then 4.5.1 and 4.4.4 together with (Q(f)b)x =
Q(f)b yield (b, -'P'(b), l)xA = (b'x, -'P'(bx), 1) = (b(XAI,), -'P'(b), 1). Since
LA = (LA)' fixes (Vd- I) and (Vd)' this proves our assertion.
We also note that, modulo scalars, A and A" coincide on Q. For, let bE Q.
Then Qb = Q, so that bA fixes (Vd- I); (vd)(bA) = (b, -'P'(b), 1); and, for
any cEQ, from (Q(f)")b = Q(f)cb we deduce that (c, -'P'(c), 1)(bA) = (c +
b, -'P'(c + b), 1). On the other hand, bA" also fixes Vd- I, and (using (4.3))
X

(C, -'P'(c), l)(bA")

(C, 0, O)r(b) 'P'(c)vd- Ir(b) + vdr(b)
(c, (c, by, 0) 'P'(C)Vd-1 + (b, -'P'(b), 1)
(c + b, -'P'(c + b), 1),

as asserted.
Recursively finding S* A: As in 3.5.2, by (4.21) we can obtain 8*(I)A = Sp
from S;,AI, by bordering; we just saw that the O(ed) elements of S* (2)A can be
found in O(ed·t£qd) time using A"; and S*(3)A can be found using e applications
of 4.5.1. Time: O(ed· j.£qed2 ) to find S* A recur$ively, in addition to the time

to find Sf.
Finding S* A in Theorem 1.1': As in 3.5.2, raise matrices to the power l-q
in order to find the exact image XA of each x E S*. Time: O(d'l· d2 elogq).
Finding a quadratic form: By (4.21), L acts on (VI" 0, 0) as it does on
VI" so that the quadratic form on (VI" 0, 0) arises from a scalar multiple of the
form 'P' on VI,; we may assume that this scalar is 1. In view of the labels for
Q and Q(,) in 4.5.1, since each point (b, -'P'(b), 1) is singular this determines
the form 'P on V.
Time: O(j.£qd) to determine 'P(v) for any given v E V: write v
u E VI" and then 'P(v) = 'P'(u) + kl.
4.5.3

= (u, k, I) with

Theorems 1.1(iii,iv) and 1.1'(iii,iv)

Proposition 4.22 In determini$tic 0(d4 10gq) time, given h E GL(d, q),

(a) it can be determined whether or not h (modulo $Galar$) i$ in GA, and
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(b) if $0 then a $traight-line program of length O(d? logq) can be found from
s*>. to h (only modulo $calar$ in the $ituation of Theorem L1(iv)), after
'Which

h>.-l

can be found in additional O(t£d2 Iogq) time.

!'vioreover,

(c) in Theorem 1.1', Z(G) can be found in O(t£d2 Iogq) time.

Proof. vVe reorder our basis VI ,"" Vd as CI ,"" Cd with Cl = Vd- I and Cd = Vd.
Then C2,"" Cd- l E (C l , Cd)~ and L>' is 1 on (Cl, Cd). We will write matrices
with respect to this basis.
Recall that [V,Q>.] = (Cl) and [V,Q(f)>.] = (Cd), where Q(f) = Qjbl. The
group Q>. is given in (4.3). We have a GF(p)-basis Bp>' of this group, and this
lets us express its elements using straight-line programs from S* >. in O( d alog q)
time. A similar statement holds for Q(f)>..
(a) Let h E GL(d, q). For membership testing use an O(da) algorithm for
the determinant and another one for the spin or norm employing vVali forms of
the generators of G [Ta, p. 163].
(b) If -h E n(V) then replace h by -h.
If [Q(f)>.]h is not perpendicular to Q>. (tested using the form on V found
at the end of 4.5.2), write a matrix u E Q>. with [Q(f)>.]hu = Q(f)>. (cf.
(4.3)), and find a straight-line program of length O(dlogq) from S*(2)>' to u.
Thus, in this case we may replace h by hu.
On the other hand, if [Q(f)>.]h is perpendicular to Q>. then (as in (4.3))
write a matrix u E Q(f)>. such that [Q(f)>.]hu is not perpendicular to Q>., and
proceed as before.
Thus, we may assume that h normalizes Q(f)>. = [Q>.]jbl A • Now replace h
by [j(f)>.]h[j(f)>.]- l in order to have [Q>.]h = Q>. (cL 4.2.2(iv)).
l
a- 0
We can write h =
* hi 0 for some a E ]F* and a d 2 x d 2
(

0)

*

*

a

matrix hi representing an isometry of (C l , Cd)~. Similarly, each element j E J>'
normalizing Q also can be written j := ( :

~

b);

use 2.3 to find one

1
:":.tl~;~r :!' ~r:::":;,d:p::~·~:::~::tf:: ~:;:~:,:)"
* *

a/~ J
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using a straight-line program

from Sf). Then hjb E QA, and hence hjb can be found as above using a
straight-line program from S*(2)A of the desired length.
(c) As in Proposition 3.17, Z(G) = Z(GA)A- I. Hence, apply (b) to find a
straight-line program to Z(GA) and then also one to Z(G). (N.B. Z(GA) of. 1
if and only if Z( G A) = (-1) , q is odd, d is even, and one of the following holds:
d = 0 (mod 4) and GA = n+(d,q), or d = 2 (mod 4), q = - 0 (mod 4), and
GA = n S(d, q).) 0

Proposition 4.23 In determini$tic O(J.£qed2 ) time, a $traight-line program of
length O(d2 10gq) can be found from S* to any given 9 E G. (Hence, the
corre$ponding $traight-line program can be 'Written from S* A to gA, and gA can
be computed in additional O(d'l· d2 10gq) time.)
Proof. Once again we begin by modifying 9 so that it normalizes Q.
Define Y E {I, j(f)} US*(2)j(~l such that QYY and Q are not perpendicular,
as follows: if QY and Q are not perpendicular let y = 1; if QY and Qj(~l are not
perpendicular let y = j(f)-\ if QY is perpendicular to both Q and Qjbl, test
the members of S*(2)j(~l c Q(f) (considering at most one per root group) in
order to find one of them, y, not normalizing QY (so that y moves a Y to a point
of (a Y , , ) not in a~). Then we have a short straight-line program from S* to
y (cf. 4.2.2(iv)). Use Lemma 4.17 to find u E Q such that QYYu = Qjbl, and
use 4.4.3(2) to find a straight-line program of length O(dlogq) from S*(2) to
u. Then gyuj([)- I normalizes Q, and if we can find a straight-line program
of length O(d2 10gq) from S* to this element then we can find one to 9 as well
(cf. 4.2.2(iv)).
Similarly, use Lemma 4.17 to find v E Q such that Q(f)YV = Q(f), use
4.4.3(2) to obtain v from S* (2) using a short straight-line program, and replace
9 by gv. Now we have reduced to the case in which 9 normalizes both Q and
Q(f).
Use 4.4.3(5) to find the matrix 9 representing the linear tranformation of
Q induced by the action of g. Recall that we have the quadratic form 'f'Q on
Q (cf. Lemma 4.20(i)). Let v E Q be a nonsingular element of Q (e.g., bl or
bi L l for q odd or even, respectively). Find 'f'(v) and 'f'(v ii ); by Lemma 4.6(a)
we have 'f'(v ii ) = F'f'(v) for some IE IF depending only on g. Use the exponents
in our Zech table in 2.3 to find a power (S+)i of the element in 4.2.2(vi) such
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that 'P(viiC"+li) = 'P(v) (here 8+ is found using 4.4.3(5) once again). Then
g(8+)" is an isometry of Q, we can find a straight-line program from S* to
(8+)" of length O(logq) (cL 4.2.2(vi)) and hence we can replace 9 by g(8+)'.
Now 9 is an isometry of Q; we wish to arrange to have it inside !1(Q). Test
for this property using both a determinant and a spin or norm computation
(again using Wall forms [Ta, p. 163]); each takes time O((fl). By Lemma 4.6(b),
if 9 rf:. !1(Q) then q = 3 (mod 4) and, if h := (8+)Cq-ll/2, we also have It rf:. !1(Q)
and a straight-line program from S* to h of length O(logq) (cL 4.2.2(vi)).
Hence we can replace 9 by gh in order to have 9 E !1(Q).
Use Proposition 4.22(b) to find I := gXi l by a straight-line program of
length O(c(2logq) from Sf,' By Lemma 4.20(ii), [= lAL = g, so that c:= gl- I
induces Ion Q/T, normalizes Q and Q(f), and hence lies in Z(G). Thus, we
have obtained an element I E gZ(G) from S*. The algorithm ends here in the
case of Theorem 1.1. For Theorem 1.1', use Proposition 4.22(c) to find a short
straight-line program from S* to c. Thus, we have obtained 9 by a straight-line
program of length O(c(2logq) from S*, as required.
Time: 0(;.tqed2 ), dominated by Lemma 4.17 and 4.4.3(5). 0

4.6

Small dimensions and total time

In this section we will complete the proof of Theorems 1. 1 and 1. I' for the
orthogonal groups P!1 S(d, q) and !1S(d, q), a$$1tming that we know d and q
(except for the additional verification using a presentation; cL 7.2.2).
4.6.1

From PSL(4,q) to P!1+(6,q)

It is straightforward to pass from the projective 4-dimensional representation of PSL(4, q) on a vector space V to the 6-dimensional one on V /\ Vas
P!1+(6,q). Passing from a linear transformation of V to one of V /\ V takes
0(1) time.
4.6.2

d

= 7 or 8

This is a refinement that can be handled reasonably quickly by brute force (cf.
3.2.3). We will handle the$e ca$e$ in O((qe +;.tq log2 q) time.
We may assume that q :0: 49. In particular, i!1+ (2, q) = (q -1) /(2, q -1) >
4. Choose up to 320 elements to find T E G with
= WoYoZo as follows:
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Wo

Zo

pn(7, q)
PW(8,q)
pn+(8, q)

ppd#(p; e)
ppd#(p; e)
ppd#(p; e)

ppd#(p; 4e)
ppd#(p; 6e)
ppd#(p; 2e)
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v
Yo
.L V4- .L VI
1
V
+
.L V61
2
ppd#(p; 4e) V2+ .L V2- .L V4-

vt

We make the additional restriction that 81 if q is a Mersenne or Fermat prime.
For pn+(8, q) there is more than one way T can act, but all ways are equivalent
under AutPn+(8, q) and lead to modules that are permuted transitively by this
automorphism group; therefore, we may assume that the action on V in the
last row is as stated up to triality. There is no such ambiguity in the action of
T for the remaining cases. In all cases it follows from the decomposition of V
that we obtain such an element with probability> 1 1/4d2 (the probability
is :0: 1/26 for one choice in view of 4.1.5).
Let w := q 1. When Zo = ppd#(p; 2e-i) for i = 1,2 or 3 write z := q" + 1,
and proceed similarly for y. Then
IWYZ, and the integers w, z, y pairwise
have g.c.d :; 2. Then a := Tlcm(y,z) induces an element of ppd# (p; e)-order on
and 1 on vt~.
Now select up to 214 10 pairs ai , a2 of conjugates of a. Then J := (a, ai, a2)
is n+(6, q) with probability> 1/2 iO lO for each choice, by Lemma 4.12(ii). If
indeed J"" n+(6, q) then the algorithm in Section 3 combined with 4.6.1 and
7.2.2 recognizes this fact with probability> 3/4. Hence, with probability
> 1 1/8:;:0: 1 - 1/8d?, for at least one of our choices ai , a2 we obtain a
6-dimensional space VJ , a generating set S:; consisting of root elements, and
an isomorphism AJ: J -t n(VJ ) = n+(6,q). Use A.rl to find the stabilizer J"
of a singular point a chosen in the 2-dimensional support V2+ of a within the
6-space VJ . Then T fixes a.
Use A.rl to find the subgroup G 6 generated by the long root elements of J"
and to find Q6 := Op(G 6). Then G6/Q6 "" n+(4, q).
Let G~ := (G~i 0:; i :; d) and Q := (Q~i 0:; i :; d). The argument in
Lemma 4.14 shows that Q = 'Q' and G~ = Nc;(Q)'.
Now proceed as before, starting from 4.3.2.

vt

Reliability: > 1

1/2d2 •

Time: O((qe + M log2 q), with most of the time spent either using Section 3
for J or in 4.5.2. Note that O(t£qe) time is spent on 4.4-4.5.
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We have not encountered the group P!r(6, q) in this section. Since it is
isomorphic to PSU(4, q) it will be handled later in 6.6.2. However, in that
section the timing involves q2 in order to obtain the unitary space. Here
we wish to provide a faster algorithm in order to obtain the 6-dimensional
orthogonal space. We may assume that q :0: 17.
Choose up to 25 5 elements r in order to find one of ppd#(p; e)ppd#(p; 4e)order, so that a :=
has ppd#(p; e)-order where z := q2 + 1, and r q - I has
ppd#(p; 4e)-order.
Choose up to 26 640 conjugates a' of a, and for each use 3.6.2 to test whether
J:= (a, a') "" n+(4,q) "" SL(2,q)oSL(2,q), in which event find a generating set
S:; consisting of long root elements, an isomorphism AJ: J -t n+ (4, q) = n(vJ)'
and the following:
(i) The stabilizer Joe of a singular point a of [VJ , aAJ];
(ii) Q4 := Op(Joe), of order q2, with a generating set consisting of nontrivial
long root elements; let r be one of these elements;

(iv) an element j([) such that j([)AL sends a to the singular point! of a of
[VJ , bAJ], together with a straight-line program of length 0(1) from S:;
to j([) .
Define Q := (Q'4(Q-')i 0:; i :; 3) and G~ := (Q, r 2(1-I), r 2(q-1)0). Then
Q = 'Q' (by Lemma 2.7) and G~/Q "" n-(4,q) "" PSL(2,q2) (since b was
chosen so that (r 2(q-I))0 of (r 2(q-I))).
Define Q([) := Qj(~).
Lemmas 4.15-4.17 hold as before.
Corollary 4.18: As in that corollary, use Lemma 4.17 to find u E Q such
that r 2(q-I)Ou normalizes Q([), and obtain L := (r 2(q-l), r 2(q-I)OU) < G~ normalizing Q([) and such that G~ = Q>4L. Then L "" n-(4,q). We wish to
recognize L constructively; since using 3.6.1 would involve q2 in the timing,
we proceed indirectly as follows.
Choose up to 225 elements I E L in order to find one of ppd# (p; e)-order.
Choose up to 26 640 conjugates aX of a in G, and for each use 3.6.2 to try
to find an isomorphism (lq+ l , aX) "" n+(4, q); when this is obtained use the
isomorphism to find y E (lq+l, aX) such that (aX)Y = (a). Then a E £9, where
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9 := (xy)-I, and l'vI := (£9, r) 9,! \1(5, q) for r in (ii). Use up to 2 applications
of 5.6.1 and 5.6.3 to find an isomorphism AM: l'vI -t \1(5, q); use it to find an
isomorphism £9 -t \1-(4,q) and then another one AI,:L -t \1-(4,q) = \1(VIJ
Use AI, to replace the original generating set for L by a generating set S;
consisting of O(logq) root elements (these are not long root elements).
Now proceed as before, starting with 4.3.3.
Correctness: We used the power 7 2 (q- 1) in order to guarantee that L lies in
(G a )'; and two cyclic subgroups of PSL(2, q2) of ppd#(p; 4e)-order generate
PSL(2, q2). Since IE \1-(4, q) we have Ilq+ 1 iq 1, so the elements 11+1 and aX
behave as required in Lemma 4.12(i). Note that [V, r] n [V, £9] = [V, r] n [V, a]
can be viewed as the singular point a, and L9 is transitive on the totally
singular lines meeting [V, £9] in that point. Then (£9, r) lies in some subgroup
\1(5, q), and hence is such a subgroup since £9 already is \1-(4, q).

Reliability: > 1 - 5/25 : a single choice of 7 has the desired order with probability:O: 1/2 5 in view of 4.1.5; a single choice of a' has satisfies (a, a') 9,! \1+ (4, q)
with probability :0: 1/640 by Lemma 4.12(i), and then 3.6.2 produces an isomorphism with probability :0: 1/2; similar statements hold for a single choice of
aX; a single choice of I has the desired order with probability :0: 1/4; and each
application of 5.6.1 produces an isomorphism with probability :0: 1- 1/2.2 2.
Time: O((qe + M log2 q), dominated by 3.6.2 and 5.6.1.
4.6.4

Total time and reliability

Part (i) of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' is in Section 7; (ii) is 4.5.2; (iii) and (iv) are
in 4.5.3; and (vi) is in 4.3.3. For (vii) , by tallying and recalling the recursive
call we find that the total time i,s

dominated by 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 (recall that factors logd in timings in all but the
last corollary in 4.3.2 were removed in 4.4.3(4)). By 4.5.3, the straight-line
algorithms for (iii) and (iv) take time O(MedY + d5 10gq) and O(;.uf2logq),
respectively.

Reliability: > 1/2.

Symplectic groups: PSp(2m, q)

5

In this section we will prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' when G is PSp(2m, q) or
Sp(2m, q), 2m ::0: 4, arising from the group of isometries of a nonsingular alternating bilinear form (, ) on a 2m-dimensional vector space V over GF(q).
When the characteristic p is odd, this is probably the easiest case of Theorem 1.1'. However, when p = 2 there are complications caused by the fact that
G behaves like the isomorphic orthogonal group n(2m + 1, q).
In the characteristic 2 case we let V' denote a 2m + I-dimensional orthogonal module for G, with radical radV', such that V' IradV' ~ V as G-modules.
In some places we will switch our focus to V' and simply use algorithms from
the preceding section.
If a is any point then a~ 100 is a symplectic space of dimension 2m 2.

5.1
5.1.1

Properties of G
Transvections and root groups

For each point a = (u), G" has a normal subgroup consisting of transvections,
the tmn$vection group

T(a) = {v

f-t

v + k(v, u)u k E GF(q)} ~ GF(q)+

(5.1)

While T( a) is a "long root group", we will also need the $horl root group
determined by any distinct perpendicular points (uJ)' (U2):

v + k(v, UJ)U2 + k(v, U2)UJ

k E GF(q)} ~ GF(q)+
(5.2)
Note that R((UJ),(U2)) induces 1 on (ui)~/(ui) for i = 1,2. This subgroup
depends on the choice of points (uJ)' (U2) of (UJ,U2) when p is odd but not
when p = 2. Moreover, each nontrivial r E R( (uJ)' (U2)) completely determine$
R( (uJ)' (U2)). Namely, when p = 2 any two points of[V, r] = (uJ, U2) determine
the same group R( (uJ)' (U2)); when p is odd the assertion follows from the fact
that (uJ) and (U2) are the only points (3 such that r induces 1 on (3~/(3.

R( (uJ)' (U2)) = {v

5.1.2

f-t

Commutator relations

If a and (3 are points, then

[T(a), T((3)] = 1 if a and (3 are perpendicular, in which case T(a) UT((3)
is the set of transvections in (T(a), T((3)), and
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(T(a), T((3)) is Sp(2, q) 9,! SL(2, q) if a and (3 are not perpendicular. In
this case V = (a, (3) ~ (a, (3)"- , and (T(a), T((3)) induces Sp(2, q) on the
first surnrnand and 1 on the second one.
5.1.3

Q

For any point a let Q = Q(a) denote the normal subgroup of G" consisting of
all isometries inducing 1 on both a and a"- /a. If a = (u) then Q consists of
all maps

Vf-tv+(z+ku,v)u+(u,v)z

with

zEa"- , kEGF(q).

Those with z = 0 comprise T = T(a), and Q/T 9,! a"- /a. Note that all maps
mentioned in 5.1.1 are conjugate to elements of Q(a).
Alternatively, if (u, w) = 1 then Q consists of all maps

r(z,l):uf-tu,

Vf-tV-(v,z)uVVE(U,w)"-,

wf-tw+z+lu

(5.3)

for z E (u, w)"- and I E GF(q). Once again Q consists of $par$e matrice$ with
respect to a basis consisting ofu,w and a basis of (u,w)"-. We have

r(z, l)r(zl, I') = r(z + Zl, I + I'

(z, Zl)) and

[r(z', I'), r( z , l)l = r(O, 2(z , Zl))

(5.4)

for all z , Zl E (u, w) "- and I, I' E GF(q). It follows that Z(Q) = T if q is odd,
and Q is elementary abelian if q is even.
Moreover, Q i$ regular on the $et of all point$ not in a"- , and

G"

=

Q)4G,,~

for

, =(w).

(5.5)

If p E GF(q)* is a generator, define s by

u f-t pu, w f-t p-I w, v f-t v Vv E (u, w)"-, so
r(z, l)-' = r(pz, p2 1) for all z and I.

s:

(5.6)

This turns Q/T into a GF(q)-space. We exclude the cases 2m = 4, q :; 3.
Then (G,,~)' is the symplectic group induced by G~ on a"-/a, and the (G,,~)'
module$ a"- /a, (a, ,)"- and Q/T are i$omorphic. In fact,

If g E

(G ,,~)'

then r(z,I)9 = r(z9,1) for all z and I.

(5.7)
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Morever, G~ is irreducible on Q/T. The alternating form inherited on the
GF(q)-space Q/T is given by (r(z, I)T, r(z', 1')T) = (z, Zl); once again there is
"geometry" within Q /T.

Remark. If p = 2 then Q is the natural module for 11(2m 1, q) '?,! Sp(2m
2, q), with radical T; the action of G~ is indecomposable if 2m :0: 4 but G of
Sp(4,2). In the characteristic 2 case, Q is probably best viewed using the
description in 4.1.3.
5.1.4

Probabilistic generation

Cases (ii-iv) of Theorem 3.6 can occur. However:

Lemma 5.8 If q i$ odd then, with probability> (1 l/q)(1 l/q2)(1 2/q)
(1
l/q2) > 1/10, four nontrivial tran$vection$ generate a $ubgroup J '?,!
Sp(4, q) inducing Sp(4, q) on the non$ingular 4-$pace [V, J] and 1 on [V, J].L
Proof. Consider randomly and independently chosen transvections t.i with
centers a'i, i = 1,2,3,4. vVe may fix t l • Then the conditions 002 rt af, aa rt
(001,002) and 004 rt (rad(al, 002, aa))1. U (0010002)1. occur with probability:O: 1
l/q, 1 l/q2 and 1 2/q, respectively.
Kow J = (t l , t 2, t a, t4) acts irreducibly on (001,002, aa, (04). By [Ka2J, the
only possibilities for J are Sp(4,pi) with GF(pi) ~ GF(q) (recall that q is
odd). As in the proof of Lemma 3.7, the probability that J of Sp(4, q) is at
most
( 4i 1)4
Sp( 4, q): Sp( 4, pi) -C-(~-C-4------C),'4--c- < 1/ q2,
1
eli is prime
where p4'i

1 is the number of nontrivial transvections in Sp( 4, p'i). 0

Remark. This lemma in false for p = 2, since O±(4, q) can be generated by
four transvections but Sp(4, q) never can be. In this case, the same proof
shows that five transvections probably generate a subgroup J '?,! Sp(4, q), but
there are two possible conjugacy classes of such subgroups, for one of which
dim [V, J] = 5. These remarks are most easily seen by using the 2m + 1dimensional module V'.
Lemma 5.9 If q i$ even and l'vI of G i$ an irreducible $ubgroup of G generated
by l'vI -conjugate $hort root grouP$, then l'vI either i$ a $ubgroup of a naturally
embedded .mbgroup 11±(2m, q) of G, or i$ G 2(q) embedded naturally in 11(7, q) '?,!
Sp(6, q).
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Proof. This follows from [Ka2] if G is viewed as n(2m + 1, q), in which case
short root groups become long root groups. 0
Lemma 5.10
(i) If m :0: 3 and if q :0: 8 i.9 even then, with probability :0:
1/640, for two element.9 gl, g2 of the .9ame ppd#(p; e) or ppd#(p; 2e)
order .9ltch that each [V, gj] i.9 a non.9ingltlar 2-.9pace, (gl, g2) indltce.9 1
on [V, (g l ,g2)j-l- and n+(4,q) on the non.9ingltlar 4-.9pace [V, (gl,g2)].
(ii) If q > 2 i.9 even and 2m :0: 6 then, with probability> 1/2 10 10, for
three element.9 gl ,g2,ga having the .9ame ppd#(2;e) or ppd#(2;2e)
order and .9ltch that each [V, gj] i.9 a non.9ingltlar 2-.9pace, (gl , g2, ga)
indltce.9 n+ (6, q) on the non.9ingltlar 6-.9pace [V, (gl , g2, ga)] and 1 on
[V, (gl , g2, ga)j-l-.
(iii) If q = 2 and 2m :0: 8 then, with probability> 1/8, for two element.9 gl , g2
of order 5 .9ltch that each [V, gj] i.9 a non.9ingltlar 4-.9pace, (gl, g2) indltce.9
n-(8,2) on the non.9ingltlar 8-.9pace [V, (gl , g2)] and 1 on [V, (gl , g2)j-l-.
(iv) If q = 2 or 4 and 2m :0: 6 then, with probability> 1/q2, for two element.9 gl, g2 of order 3 .9ltch that each [V, gj] i.9 a non.9ingltlar 2-.9pace,
(gl ,g2) indltce.9 n-(4,q) on the non.9ingltlar 4-.9pace [V, (gl ,g2)] and 1
on [V, (g l , g2)j-l-; and hence, in particltlar, (gl) and (g2) are conjltgate in
(gl, g2)'
(v) If q :0: 5 i.9 odd then, with probability:O: 1/32, for two element.9 gl, g2 of the
.9ame ppd#(p; e)-order not dividing 4 (or ppd#(p; e)· ppd#(p; e/2)-order
if e i.9 even, or order 8 if q = 9) .9ltch that each [V, gj] i.9 a non.9ingltlar 2.9pace, (gl, g2) indltce.9 1 on [V, (g l , g2)j-l- and Sp( 4, q) on the non.9ingltlar
4-.9pace [V, (gl, g2)].

Proof. If q is even we work in the 271, + I-space V' and let Uj = [V', gj].
(i,ii,iii) Since dim Uj = 2 or 4, the argument in Lemma 4.12 can be repeated,
and yields the same result.
(iv) If q = 2 then the number of V4- containing U1 is the number of hyperbolic 2-spaces in U 1., which is > 24m - 6 /2. In each such V4- there are 3
subspaces U2 of the correct isometry type that intersect U trivially; for each
of these the corresponding group (gl, g2) is n-( 4,2) "" A. 5 . Hence, the desired
probability is > (2 4m - 6 /2)3/ {(22m 1)2 2m - 1 /(2 + 1)2} > 1/4.
A similar argument handles the case q = 4, where this time there are two
possibilities for the irreducible group (gl, g2)'
j

j
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(v) The argument in Lemma 4.12(i) shows that (gl, g2) is irreducible on
the 4-space [V, (gl, g2)] with probability :0: 1/32. When q is odd all irreducible
subgroups of Sp(4, q) have long been known [Mi2]. None of them other than
Sp( 4, q) is generated by two elements gl, g2 of the stated order and for which
each [V, gj] is a nonsingular 2-space. Thus, (gl, g2) must be the desired group
Sp(4,q). 0

5.1.5

Irreducible elements

Sp(2m, q) contains elements of order qm + 1, and each such element is irreducible. As in Lemma 2.5, at le(h9t iSp(2m, q) 114m element$ of Sp(2m, q) have
ppd#(p; 2em)-order.

5.2

Transvections and root elements

We now begin the symplectic case of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1'. We postpone the
case 2m = 4 until 5.6.1. Thus, we (h9$ume that 2m :0: 6. vVe also assume that
2m :0: 12 if q = 2 and 2m :0: 8 if q = 4.

5.2.1

Finding transvection groups and J: p of 2

This time we will present two approaches. The first is slightly faster and
resembles what we will do for even q, but it does not work if q is too small;
the second is simpler and works for all odd q.

Case q > 5: Choose up to i32mlog(4m)1 elements T E G in order to find
one whose order behaves as follows:
ppd#(p; e) . ppd#(p; 2e(m 1))
if e is odd,
ppd#(p; e/2) . ppd#(p; e) . ppd#(p; 2e(m

1

8ppd#(3; 4(m - 1))

1))

if e is even but q of 9,
if q

= 9;

if q is prime or the square of a Mersenne prime we also require that 81
Then T must split V as V = V2 .L V2m - 2, inducing elements of order dividing
w:= q Ion V2 and z:= qm- l + Ion V2m - 2 since (w,z) = 2. As in 5.1.5, a
single choice of T has the required order with probability> (1/4)(1/4m); hence
at least one of our choices has the desired order with probability> 1-1/16m2 ,
in which case a :=
has ppd#(p; e)-order :0: 3.
7
Choose up to i2 Iog(4m)1 conjugates b of a. For each conjugate let J :=
(a, b), and use Corollary 5.21 to test whether J ~ Sp(4, q) (cL 3.2.3). For each
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conjugate the probability of this isomorphism is :0: 1/2 5 (by Lemma 5.1O(v)),
and Corollary 5.21 succeeds with probability :0: 1 1/8. Thus, we obtain the
desired type of J with probability :0: (1/2 5 )(7/8) > 1/2 6 for each conjugate
and hence with probability> II/16m 2 for at least one of our i2 7 In (4m)1
conjugates.
If Corollary 5.21 succeeds then we can find the 4-space VJ underlying J,
the generating set S:; and the isomorphism AJ: J -t Sp(VJ), and hence also
the following:
(i) A transvection group T of J such that the aArinvariant center a of TAJ
is in [VJ , aAJ];
(ii) Q4 := Op((JAIJ,)X;:I , so that iQ4i = q'l; and, for each generator x of
Q4, generators of the root group containing x;
(iii) G 4 , the subgroup of Joe generated by its transvection groups, and a subgroup D '?,! Sp(2, q), such that G 4 = Q4>4D and DAJ fixes a point, of
VJ not perpendicular to a;
(iv) j([) E J such that j([)AJ is a transvection moving a to ,; and
(v)

E J of order q
1, such that SAJ fixes a and, and induces the
identity on the orthogonal complement of (a, ,) within VJ ; we can find
a straight-line program of length O(logq) from S:; to any given power of
s.
S

Increasing the set S:;: We assume that S:; is increased to include generating
sets of T, Q4 and G 4 consisting of root elements, as well as the transvection
j([).
Reliability: :0: 1

2/16m 2 •

Time: Las Vegas O(mlogm[( + j.lem2 10gq] + logm[(qe + j.lqlog2 q]).
Case of small q: We still need to deal with the possibility that q is small.
(N.B. In the present context this means that q = 3 or 5. However, we note
that a slight modification of the above procedure, and of definitions in the next
section, produce the desired information if we use q = 5 and w = 5 + 1.)
Choose up to i8qmln(4m)1 elements T E G in order to find one of p .
ppd#(p; 2e(m l))-order. Then t:=
is a transvection, where z:= qm-I +1.
2
The probability is > 1 - 1/16m that some T will have the desired order (this
probability is :0: 1/4(m l)q for one choice of T, in view of 5.1.5).
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Choose up to 1241n(4m)1 triples t l , t 2 , ta of conjugates of t. For each triple
let J:= (t,t l ,t2 ,ta), and use Corollary 5.21 to test whether J"" Sp(4,q) (cL
3.2.3), in which case dim [V, J] = 4. For each triple the probability of this
isomorphism is > 1/10 (by Lemma 5.8), and Corollary 5.21 succeeds with
probability ::0: 1 1/8. Thus, we obtain the desired type of J with probability
::0: (1/10)(7/8) > 1/12 for each triple and hence with probability> II/16m 2
for at least one of our 1241n( 4m) 1 triples.
If Corollary 5.21 succeeds then once again we can find (i-v), where (i) provides us with the transvection group T in J containing t (and hence normalized
by r).
Reliability: ::0: 1

2/16m2 •

Time: Las Vegas O(qmlogm[( + llem2 logq]
for bounded q, is O(mlogm[( + Wn2]).
5.2.2

+ logm[(qe + M log2 q])

which,

Finding root groups and J: p = 2

Here it seems difficult to generate a subgroup of G that is isomorphic to Sp( 4, q)
and is in the desired conjugacy class of such subgroups. Instead we revert to
the methodology of Section 4 since G "" n(V') = n(2m + 1, q).
Case q > 2: Choose up to 116mln(8m)1 elements of G in order to find
r of order ppd#(2; e) . ppd#(2; 2e(m 1)). Once again r must split V as
V = V2 .L V2m - 2 , inducing elements of order dividing w := q
1 on V2 and
z := qm- I + Ion V2m - 2 since (w, z) = 1. Then a:= rZ has ppd#(2; e)-order.
Choose up to 12 12 10 In(8m)1 pairs b, c of conjugates of a, and for each
pair use Section 3 to test whether J := (a, b, c) "" n+(6, q) (here n+(6, q) ""
PSL(4,q)). For a single choice J will be as desired with probability::o: 1/2 10 10
(by Lemma 5.1O(ii)), and our isomorphism test will succeed with probability
::0: 1/2. Thus, with probability> II/64m 2 , for some choice of b, c we obtain
the desired J together with AJ: J -+ Sp(VJ) and a generating set
(cf. 4.6.1).

S;

Case q = 2: Choose up to 18mln(8m)1 elements of G in order to find r of
order 5ppd#(2;2(m-2)) if 4/m and 5ppd#(2;m-2) if 4im; let z:= 2m - 2 +1
or 2m - 2 - 1, respectively. This time r must split V as V = V4 .L V2m - 4 ,
inducing elements of order dividing 5 on V4 and z on V2m - 4 since (5, z) = 1.
Then a :=
has order 5.
Choose up to 18In(8m)1 conjugates b of a, and for each use brute force
to test whether (a, b) "" n-(8, 2), in which case find an isomorphism AJ: J -+
n(VJ ) = n-(8,2). By Lemma 5.1O(iv), (a, b) behaves in this manner with
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probability :0: 1/4, and hence with probability> II/64m 2 for at least one
of our choices b we will have (a, b) 3,! n-(8, 2).
For any even q we now have an orthogonal 6- or 8-space VJ underlying J, a
generating set S:;, and an isomorphism AJ: J -t n (VJ) = n+ (6, q) or n- (8, 2).
As in Corollaries 3.20 and 5.21 we can use these to find the following:
(i) A long root group R of J such that [VJ, RAJ] contains a singular point
a of [VJ , aAJ] that is aArinvariant if q > 2;
(ii) Q6 := 02( (JAIJ,)Ar;i , so that iQ6i = q4 (or 26if q = 2) and R :; Q6; a
generating set for Q6 consisting of long root elements of J, one of which
is r E R; and, for each such generator x, generators of the root group
containing x;
(iii) G 6 , the subgroup of J" generated by its long root groups, and a subgroup
D 3,! n+(4, q) (or n+(6, 2) if q = 2) such that G 6 = Q6>4D and DAJ fixes
a point, of VJ not perpendicular to a;
(iv) j(f) E J such that j(f)AJ moves a to " together with a straight-line
program of length O(logq) from S:; to j(f); and
(v)

1 such that SAJ fixes a and, and induces the identity
on the orthogonal complement of (a, ,) within VJ ; we can find a straightline program of length O(logq) from S:; to any given power of s.
S

E J of order q

Increasing the set S:;: We assume that these are increased to include
generating sets of R, Q6 and G 6 consisting of long root elements.
Reliability: > 1

2/64m2 •

Time: Las Vegas O(mlogm[( + llem2 10gq] + logm[(qe + M log2 q]).
A second element r': vVe will need a second element r', conjugate to r,
having the same element a E (r'), and such that rand r' are independent
element$ of C(I(a).
Case q :0: 8: Choose up to 180log(8m)1 conjugates r 9 , 9 E G; test whether
(a, a9 ) 3,! n+(4, q) by using 3.6.2; when this isomorphism occurs use it to find
h E (a, a9) such that a9h = a. Let r' := r9h .
In order to prove correctness, note that (a, a9 ) 3,! n+(4, q) with probability
:0: 1/20 for a single choice a 9 (by Lemma 5.1O(i), since q :0: 8), and 3.6.2
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succeeds with probability :0: 1/2 if this isomorphism holds. It is clear that 7
and 7' are independent of one another.
Case q = 2: Choose up to i1610g(8m)1 conjugates 7 9 , 9 E G; then (a, a9 ) ""
n-(8,2) with probability> 1/8 for a single choice a 9 by Lemma 5.1O(ii). Use
brute force to test this and to find h E (a, a9 ) such that a9h = a, and let
r':= rgh.
Case q = 4: Choose up to i3210g(8m)1 conjugates 7 9 , and for each use brute
force to test whether (a) and (a 9 ) are conjugate in the group (a, a9 ) of order
< 46 . By Lemma 5JO(iv) we will succeed with probability> 1/16 for a single
choice 7 9 . Now find 7' as above.

Reliability: > 1- 1/64m2 •
Time: O(logm[( + ((qe + !.l9log2 q)]).

5.3
5.3.1

Finding Q = Q(a), Q(r), G~" Land S*
Q, T and

G~

Write w := q 1 if q > 5 is odd, w := q if q = 3 or 5, w := q
even, and w := 5 if q = 2. Let

i

+ 1 if q

> 2 is

0< i< 2m)
G'Ct := (GTWi
if p > 2
4
i
i
i
Q := (Qr , Q'C 0:; i :; 2m), G~ := (Git, G'C 0:; i :; 2m) if p = 2.

Q := (Qr

O:;i:; 2m),

Here Q is generated by root groups (cL 5.2.1(ii) and 5.2.2(ii)), and we assume
that generators of each of these root groups are stored. As in 3.3.1 and 4.3.1,
Q lies in 'Q' = Op(Cc;(t)) (cL 5.1.3).

Lemma 5.11 With probability :0: 1

1/16m 2 , Q = 'Q' and G~ = Nc;(Q)'.

Proof. Case p > 2: Both for large and small q we have arranged that both
G 4 and 7 fix a. Also, 7 acts irreducibly on a~ /00 and hence on 'Q'/T. By
Lemma 2.7, the subgroups Qri/T, 0 :; i :; 2m - 2, generate 'Q'/T, where
T = <I'>(,Q'), so that Q = 'Q'. In view of 5.1.2, we can proceed exactly as in
the proof of Lemma 4.14. As in that proof, we obtain pairwise perpendicular
subspaces Qj of Q/T, so that there are at most (2m- 2) /2 such subspaces. On
the other hand, as in that proof, 7'" permutes these Qj. If there is more than
one subspace Qj then there is a power of 7 that permutes the Qj and has order
a prime r = ppd#(p; 2e(m-1)), and hence 2m-2ir-1, whereas r:; (2m-2)/2.
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Thus, there is just one Qj, and G~/Q is isomorphic to an irreducible subgroup
of Sp(2m 2, q) generated by transvection groups. By Theorem 3.6, since
2m 2:0: 4 and p > 2 the only possibility is G~/Q '2" Sp(2m 2, q).
Case p = 2 < q: The elements r10 and r"" of Cc; (a) fix the a-invariant singular point a of [VJ , a]. They have ppd#(2; 2e(m 1))-order and are conjugate
elements of Cc;(a) of that order that occur equally often (see the construction
in 5.2.2). There are qm-I (qm- I 1)/2 possibilities for each of the nonsingular
hyperplanes ['Q', r1O] and ['Q', r'1O], and hence these are different with probability 1 2/qm-1 (qm- I 1):0: II/16m 2 (recall that we have assumed that
m :0: 4 if q = 4). We now assume that these are, indeed, different.
i
By Lemma 2.7 the groups Qt and Qi;'wi, 0 :; -i :; 2m 2, generate
(['Q',r1O ]' ['Q ',r'1O ]) = 'Q'. Then 'Q' = Q, and we can proceed exactly as in
the proof of Lemma 4.14 (working in 'Q'/T, with dim ['Q'/T, Gti] = 4 instead
of 6) in order to show that G~ induces a subgroup of 11(2m-l, q) generated by
a conjugacy class of long root groups. Moreover, G~/Q cannot leave invariant
any hyperplane of Q since we have generated 'Q', and hence by Lemma 5.9
we have G~/Q '2" 11(2m l,q). (Note that G2(q) does not have a subgroup
isomorphic to 11+(4, q) generated by long root groups of 11(7, q).)
Case q = 2: Here r 5 and r'5 fix the singular point a of [VJ , a]. They have
ppd#(2; 2(m 2))- or ppd#(2; m 2)-order and are conjugate elements of
Cc;(a) of that order that occur equally often (see 5.2.2).
There are
2
m
2
2m
2:Jm-7(2 - ± 1)(2 1)/3 possibilities for each of the nonsingular 2m - 45
spaces ['Q' , r ] and ['Q', r'5]. The first of these lies in 7 hyperplanes of 'Q'; the
second also lies in one of these with probability < 7(2 2m - 2 1)3/2:Jm-7(2m- 2±
1)(2 2m - 2
1):; 1/16m2 since we have assumed that m :0: 6. Thus,
(['Q', r 5], ['Q', r '5 ]) = 'Q' with probability :0: II/16m 2; we now assume
that this equality holds.
This time dim ['Q' /T, Gi;Si] = 6, and once again the groups ['Q', G;;Si] and
['Q', Gi;'Si], 0:; ·i :; 2m 2, generate (['Q ', r 5], ['Q', r '5 ]) = 'Q'. Now proceed
as before in order to show that G~/Q '2" 11(2m 1,2). 0
Remark. We already have the transvection group T =
now use G~ to find T for even q.

Z(G~)

for odd q. We

Finding T when p = 2: Choose up to i350emlog(64m2)1 elements a E G~;
1
for each test whether
= 2ppd#(2;2e(m-l)), in whichcaseletu:= a qm - +1.
In view of 5.1.5, one element a has the stated order with probability :0:
(1/4m)(q-l)/q, and then 1 of u E T = Z(G~). An application of Lemma 2.8 of
type 2.5(1) with the parameters r = 1/(q+ 1), t = i350endog(64m2)1, c = 1/4,
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shows that we get at lea$t i32e log( 64m 2 ) 1 tran$vection$ U lying in T with
probability> II/64m 2 • We claim that the$e i32e log(64m2)1 tran$vection$ U I , ... , ura2elog(64m'll generate T with probability> II/64m 2 . For, if
e
(UI"",UH) of Tthen Prob(u.; rf. (uJ"",UH))::O: ((2
1) 2e - I )/(2 e 1) >
1/8. Hence an application of Lemma 2.8 of type 2.5(2) with the parameters
r = 1/8, t = i32e log(64m2)l, c = 7/8, shows that the u':s generate T with the
stated probability. Use Lemma 2.1 to test the order of the group generated,
and to find a basis {t l , ••• , t e } of T.
Reliability: > 1

2/64m2 •

Time: Las Vegas O(melogm[( + /lem2 Iogq]
5.3.2

+ Me).

Effective transitivity of Q; the complement L

Point$ are defined to be the conjugates T((3) = T9, g E G. (We could have used
conjugates of Q as in Section 4, but this definition is equivalent to that one and
is much easier to work with.) Points T((3) and Ttl) are called perpendicular
if and only if [T((3), Ttl)] = 1 (which can be tested by checking just one
generator of T((3) and one of Ttl)). We may assume that the elements of T
have already been listed. We have 10ft E T.
Lemma 5.12 In determini$tic o (/l[qe+m]) time an element of Q can be found
conjugating any given point T X not perpendicular to T to any other given point
TY not perpendicular to T.
Proof. Either [t X , t Y] of 1 or [t X , t yt ] of 1; since t E Q we may assume that
[t X , t Y ] of L
Test each U E (tY)T" in order to find one commuting with t. Test a single
generator in each of the O(m) root groups R generating Q in order to find one
such that [R, u] of L If no such root group is found then test all vET to find
one satisfying [t XV , t Y ] = 1, and output v.
Let it:= [R,u]T < Q. If q:; 3 find v E it such that t XV E TY, and output
v. For large q we wish to avoid searching through the q2 elements of it.
Find t' E T such that [(tY)I',t X ] = L Let z := yt'. It suffices to find an
element of Q conjugating T X to TZ.
For each generator a E it find a' E T such that [t xaa', tX] = L Let B be
the group (of order q) generated by the elements aa'. List B. (The desired
element is in B, but we need a test in order to determine this element.)
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Let t l := t and 1 of t2 E T
{tl ,t l l } (recall that q:O: 4). For -i = 1,2
find 1 of Si E T X such that [t, (txti)"'i] = 1. Let g:= t l Slt lt2S2t2 E (T,T X); this
normalizes T and T X but does not centralize either of them. Similarly obtain
h E (T, TZ) normalizing T and T Z but not centralizing either of them.
Find b E B such that [go, h] = 1. Output b.
Correctness: T X and TY correspond to points!, 0 rt a~. By (5.1), the points
a, 0, ot are collinear, and there is just one point of their line lying in !~. Thus,
either 0 rt !~ or ot rt !~; we may assume that 0 rt !~, so that (TX, TY) '?,!
SL(2, q) by 5.1.2.
If a E (!,o) then some vET sends! to o. Suppose that (a,!, 0) has
dimension 3 and let e = a~ n ([, 0). Since T X is transitive on the points of ([)
of ([, 0), it has an element w sending 0 to e. Then u = (t Y )'" E T(e), so that u
commutes with t and hence normalizes Q; no other element of (tYf" commutes
with t.
Note that u induces a transvection on Q/T with center [Q, u]T /T corresponding to (a, e)/a (cf. 5.1.3; note that T :; [Q, u] if and only if q is odd).
Thus, [R, u]T = [Q, u]T. Each element of [R, u] induces a transvection on
(a,!,o) having axis (a, e), and it contains all q2 such transvections. In particular, some element of this group sends! to O. Thus, the algorithm is correct
if q :; 3.
vVe found a Z = (a, a Y) n (aX) ~ . Then T X and T Z commute, and generate
the group of all transvections of (a,!, a Z) with axis (aX, a Z); the only elements
of (tX)A commuting with t X lie in this group and hence fix (aX,a Z). Thus, B
consists of transvections of (a,!, a Z) with center' = (aX, a Z) n a~ , one of
which moves! = aX to a Z.
We found h E (T, rz) '?,! SL(2, q) by using the identity

(~ ~) (

1

o

~)

for two elements k of IF: h is in the cyclic group N z = N(T,T")(T) n N(T,J'") (TZ)
of order q 1, but
> 2. The only points of (aX, a Z) fixed by hare, and
a Z, while the only ones fixed by 9 are' and aX. Thus, b E B sends a X to a Z
if and only if it conjugates 9 to an element of N z , which occurs if and only if
g" fixes a and a Z , i.e., if and only if g" commutes with h.
Time: O(/l [qe+m]), dominated by finding R, and finding and then listing the
elementary abelian group B using Lemma 2.1. 0
Remarks. 1. A simpler Las Vegas O((q + /lq log2 q) time algorithm for the
lemma is as follows. Find t' E T such that [txt', t Y] = 1, and replace t X by txt'.
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As in 3.6.1 (probably) find 9 E (T, T") of order q 1 normalizing T and
1 normalizing T and TY. Let v := [h, g]. Find
9i
..
i
o :; i :; q 2 such that [h, gV ] = 1. Output
v9 •
2. Let Q([) := Qjb) and T([) := Tjb).
By (5.5), the element of Q found in the lemma is unique, and there is a
complement to Q in G~. One can be found as in the proof of Corollary 4.18:

T", and h E (T, TY) of order q

Corollary 5.13 In determini$tic O(t£[qem + m 2 ]) time a complement L '"
G~/Q "" Sp(2m - 2, q) to Q in G~ can be found centralizing T([).
5.3.3

Recursion: S* and AI,

Once again we will require that our $et S* of generator$ of G con$i$t$ entirely of
root element$. Using Theorem 1.1', recursively test whether L "" Sp(2m 2, q);
by Lemma 5.11, this holds with probability> II/16m 2 , while the test verifies
this with certainty. As in 3.3.3 and 4.3.3, the recursive call provides a $et S;'
of generator$ of L, a vector $pace VI" and an i$omorphi$m AI,: L -t Sp(VI,) =
Sp(2m 2, q) defined on Sr,. Then G = (G~, J) is generated by the set
S*

= S*(I) U S*(2) U S*(3)

of O(em 2 ) root elements, where S*(I) = S;" S*(2) is the defining set of O(em)
generators for Q (cf. 5.3.1) together with generators for T, and S*(3) = S:; is
our set of O(e) generators for J.
Computing preimages recursively: Once again, as in 3.3.3 we will need to
be able to apply AL I to elements of LAI,. This is the content of Proposition 5.17
(and of Theorems 1.1(iv) and 1.1'(iv)), with L in place of G: in O(Wn2Iogq)
time, hALl can be found for any given h E LAI,.
The choice of AI, when G/Z(G) "" PSp(6,q) with q even: Recursion
is slightly less straightforward here: whereas 5.6.1, or even just brute force,
produces a 4-dimensional vector space for L, there are two vector spaces that
might arise (permuted transitively by Aut( L)). This situation is analogous
to the one in 3.3.3, where the possibility of two equally natural L-modules
had to be considered: as in 3.3.3 we may need to replace AI, by AI,&, where
& denotes the outer automorphism of LAI, constructed in 5.6.3. Both AI, and
AI,& produce isomorphisms L -t Sp(4, q), but only one of them will give the
action needed: we need to know that, when we fix a nonzero vector using LAI"
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the preimage in L will also fix a nontrivial element of Q /T. We achieve this
as follows.
In the derived subgroup Po of the stabilizer in LAL of a I-space find the
normal subgroup Qo of order q'l (cf. 5.1.3). Test whether [[Q, QoAL!], poAL!] of
1; if so then replace AI, by ALL
Correctness: If [Q, RAL!]T/T is a 2-space of Q/T then poA L! acts nontrivially on it; but if[Q, RAL!]T /T is a I-space then poA L! centralizes it and hence
centralizes [Q, RAL!] (since poA L! has no normal subgroup of index pl.
Time: O(/lelogq), using Proposition 5.17 to apply AL!: we may assume that
Po has 0(1) generators.
Two generators: It is straightforward to write down 2 generators (or, if
preferred, 0(1) generators) of LAL, chosen as a matter of convenience. Use
Proposition 5.17 to pull them back to generators of L.
The isomorphism A#: Throughout this section we are assuming that there
exists an isomorphism A#: G --+ Sp(V) or PSp(V). While the goal is to construct such an isomorphism, as in 3.3.3 we use its existence to motivate and
prove correctness of subroutines in the algorithm. Recall the convention in
3.3.1 that, for example, "Q" denotes the matrix group studied in 5.1.3.
Clearly A# sends the nonperpendicular points Q, Q(,) to a nonperpendicular pair of points of V, which we may assume is a, ,in the notation of 5.1.3.
As in 3.4.4 and 4.4.4 we can use A# to see that AI, extends to an isomorphism A": G~ = QL --+ "Q" "L" determined by a semilinear map Q --+ "Q",
and A" also preserves the form on Q /T in the sense that, for some k E IF* and
(J E AutIF, we have (uTA",vTA")" = k(uT,vT)'Q for all u,v E Q, where (, )"
and ( , )Q denote the alternating forms on "Q" j"T" and Q/T, respectively.
By following A# with a field automorphism we see that there is an isomorphism A" of the desired sort such that the map A" is linear on Q/T. In
For now, we note only that A" is uniquely
Lemma 5.16 we will find A"
determined up to a scalar transformation.
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Deterministic algorithms for Q

All procedures in 5.4 and 5.5 will be deterministic.

5.4.1

Decomposition of Q/T

Lemma 5.14 In determini$tic O(/lm 2 Iogq) time O(c)-genemtor $ubgroup$
Ai:; Q, 'i E {± 1, ... , ±(m

I)}, can be found $uch that the following hold:

(i) IAi = q and Q/T i$ the direct product of the grouP$ A"T/T; and
(ii) In determini$tic O(Wn) time, any given uT E Q/T can be expre$$ed in
the form uT = I1 l<: ii i<:m-l aiT with ai E A".
Proof. We have a representation AI, of L on the space VI, = \F2m-2 equipped
with a nonsingular alternating bilinear form. We may assume that the standard
. 0 f \F2m-2 IS
. C1 , C- l , ... , Cm- l , C-(m- J), an d t 1mt tIe
I form IS
. gIven
'1
b aSls
so t mt
this is a standard basis in the symplectic sense as well: VI, = leVI .L ... .L leVm-l
with W i = (Ci, C-i) and (Ci, C-i) = 1 for each 'i. Let c' E Sp(2m 2, q) send
Cl f--t ... f--t Cm-l f--t Cl and C-l f--t ... f--t c-(m-J) f--t C-l ' Let j' E Sp(2m- 2, q)
send Ci f--t C-i f--t -Ci for 1 :; 'i :; m L In notation corresponding to that
in the proof of Lemma 3.13, both tj := I + E-l,l and t'-l := I
E l,-l belong
to LAL. Also, let hj := diag(p, p-I, 1, ... , 1). Use Proposition 5.17 to find
. - c"
- 1 , y" .-- y'"
- 1 hJ .
.-- hiTAL
\ - 1 and
t J ..-- t'TAL
\ - 1 . L·et t ~ J ..-- t-1 j , t ± 't·.- t CH
C-".-" AI.
AI.,
.
±J
and hi := h( ' for 2 :; i :; m - L
Find a generator r l of Q such that [r l , t Il i 1; let HI < Q be the root
group containing r l (cL 5.3.1). By (5.1) and (5.4), [Q, t d = [HI, t d if p = 2,
while [Q, td = [HI, tdT if p > 2; in either case, we obtain O(c) generators for
[Q, t d. Let

[[Q, t d , h d
A 1 := (qlt)

Al

:=

A_ I :=
4. .-

if q > 2.
if q = 2, where [Q, t d = (ql)

A{
4.ci~ 1

" ±i .-"

±l

(5.15)

for 2 :; i :; m - L

Then Q/T is the direct product of the groups A ±iT /T, and IA±i = q since hI
centralizes the subgroup T of [Q, t d for any p. (Note that each A ±i is a short
root group.)
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where
if q > 2
if q

for an integer n satisfying pro

= (p

=

2

1) -I.

Time: O(/lTn2 Iogq) to find the subgroups A ±i, dominated by applying ALI
four times using Proposition 5.17.
Correctness: First assume that q > 2. Let v = r(z, I) E "Q" in the notation of (5.3) , where z = L"kiCi . By (5.7) and (5.4) we have [[v, t~.,], h;'f l ] =
r((p
l)k±ic'fi ,O) for 1 :; i :; Tn
1, where h; = hjC"- l . It follows that
ITi [[V, t~i], h;'fl j/'flh;±" = ITi r(k±ic±i, 0) = r(z, I) (mod "T"). At the end of
5.3.3 we saw that there is an isomorphism A": QL --+ "Q" "L" extending AI,.
Then
with
,\"-1 ,t~'t'
.]
[[ 'LA

h.'f
I ]j'f1hi±" E
[[Q
.] h'fi l ]j'fl T/T -_
'i
, t::r-z,

for an arbitrary element u = V,\"- I of Q.
Similarly, if q = 2 then [v, t~ i ] = r(k±ic'fi , k±i)
Tn
1. Now apply ,\"-1 as above. 0
5.4.2

=

A

.T/T.

.l"1.±z·

1 or r(c'fi , 1) for 1 :; i :;

A field of endomorphisms of Q/T

By (5.6), the element s in 5.2.1(v) or 5.2.2(v) acts on Q/T as an automorphism generating the multiplicative group of the desired field GF(q).
Note that this definition has the additional advantage that we obtain an
action ofGF(q) on Q, not just on Q/T.

Identification with IF. We need to relate this field to the field IF already
available from L. In the proof of Lemma 5.14 we found hj E LAI, and hi =
hj ALI E L, where hj induces p on W I . Let 1 of bl E A 1T/T, and find the
power s·' such that bf = b7'. Now identify S·i with p.
5.4.3

(1)
c±.,

=

Q/T as an IF-space
BCh9C,q

1, of VI" where
j'e'i-! for 1 < i :; Tn - 1. We chose

Band Bp: We have a basis C±i , 1 :; i :;

C;'(i) with

I'Ci) = e'i-! , 1'( -i) =

Tn
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b! in 5.4.2. Let b, := b~(i) for 1 :; Ii :; m 1, where l(i) := 1'(i)A;:! = cH
or jcH . Then 8 := {b±i 1:; i :; m
I} is an IF-basis for Q/T, while
j
8 p := W bE 8,0:; j < c} is a GF(p)-basis for Q/T. For 1 :; Ii :; m 1,
j
list A. i as {I} U {b: 0:; j < q I}. Time: O(;.tqm).
(2) Linear combination$. Once again, we can use the GF(p)-linear combinations stored with IF in 2.3 to switch between linear combinations of 8 and
of 8 p •

Time: O(t£qm) to write any u E Q/T using 8 or 8 p , or to obtain u by using
a straight-line program from 8 p of length O(mlogq).
(3) Modify 8*(2): We may assume that 8*(2) contains preimages in U, A.,
of all members of 8 p , together with generators for the specific transvection
group T obtained in 5.2.1 or 5.3.1.
(4) Matrice$ g: Using 8 and (2) we can find the matrix 9 representing the
linear transformation induced on the IF-space Q/T by any given g E Nc;(T).
Time: O(m· ;.tqm).

5.4.4

The extension A"

As in 3.4.4 and 4.4.4, we now extend AI, to G~. This time more care is
needed, since Q need not be abelian. Let "Q" and "T" denote the matrix
groups in 5.1.3. Recall that , in the notation of (5.3), we have a bijection
r: (0:, ,)~ x IF -t "Q" inducing an isometry (0:, ,) ~ -t "Q" /"T". Let "L" ~
Sp(2m 2, q) denote the centralizer of (0:, ,) in the symplectic group "G"
implicit in 5.1.3.
We identify VI, with the 2m 2-space (0:, ,)~ (in any manner) , so that
we now have r: VI, x IF -t "Q". Recall the bases c±! , . .. , c ± (m- I) of VI, and
b±lo "" b±(m-I) of Q/T in 5.4.3(1).
Lemma 5.16 In o (t£cm) time AI, can be extended to an i$omorphi$m A": G~ =
QL -t "Q" "L" with the following propertie$:

(i) if b E Q with bT = 2;.,k,bi (for k i E IF found in O(;.tqm) time), then
bA" = r(2;.,k,c." Po) for $ome Po E IF found in O(;.tq) time; A": Q/T -t
"Q" / "T" i$ IF -linear and determine$ an L-invariant alternating bilinear
form ( , )Q/T on Q/T $uch that A"IQ/T become$ an i$ometry; and

(ii) [= IN = /AI, whenever I E L.
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Proof. At the end of 5.3.3 we saw that AI, extends to an isomorphism
A": QL -t "Q" "L" induced by a semilinear map A"
that preserves the
forms (up to a scalar and a field automorphism) and is uniquely determined
up to a scalar transformation. We claim that the definition

b.,A" := r(ei, IF) for 1 :; Ii :; Tn

1.

of A" on Q /T is forced by the known actions of Land LAI, (up to the aforementioned scalar ambiguity). For, since [Q, tdA" = ["Q", tjJ in 5.4.1, we must
have bl A" E r( (el)' IF), and then we may assume that bl A" = r(el , IF). Use the
elements l'(i) E LAI, and 10) = l'O)AJ: 1 E L introduced in 5.4.3(1) in order
to deduce that we must have b.,A" = (b;Ci))A" = r(el , IF)I'Ci) = r(ei, IF) for each
i. Also, as in the proof of Lemma 4.20 we can use the elements h i and hj in
5.4.1 in order to see that A" is linear on Q/T: (L,ikibi)A" = r(L,ik,ei, IF) for all
scalars k i . Now (ii) follows as in 3.4.4.
Moreover, this produces an isomorphism A": QL/T -t "Q" "L" /"T". vVe
extend this to an isomorphism A" defined on QL(s}/T. Namely, conjugation by s on Q was identified with scalar multiplication by p on Q /T in
5.4.2, while in (5.6) there is an element "s" E "G" inducing scalar multiplication by p on "Q" j"T'. Hence, A" extends to an isomorphism QL(s}/T-t
"Q" "L" ("s"}/"T" using SA" = "s"; this is exactly how A# must behave (up
to a scalar; cf. 5.3.3).
Let b±i E A±i with b±iT = b±i for 1 :; i :; Tn 1. Define A" on Q and
ttl) E T, I E IF, as follows: t(O) := 1, and, for 0:; k < q 1 and 1 :; i :; Tn 1,

t( _2pk) .- [bt,LIJ if p > 2
.- t Sh
t(p2k)
ifp = 2
bshA"
.- r(pke±i'O)
±./

.- r(O, I).

t(I)A"

We claim that these definitions are essentially forced by the existence of A".
First note that the desired A" must satisfy Al A" = r((el }' 0). (For, by (5.15)
we have [Q,t d = [[Q,t d,hd if q > 2, while [Q,td = [[Q,t d ,Ld j when q
is even. Now apply A# in order to obain the 0 in r( (e l )' 0).) Then also
A±iA" = A;C±") A" = r( (e±i)' 0). Thus, whenever 1 :; i :; Tn 1 the desired
image b±.,A" must project onto r(e±i, IF) modulo "T" and lie in r( (e±i)' 0),
" k
."
·.k
so that b±iA" = r(e±i'O). Now we also must have bf A" = (biA")CSA) =
r(ei,OrS"h = r(pkei'O) using our extension of A" to QL(s} and the known
action of "s" (cf. (5.6)).
A

.

.
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Thus, we have reconstructed the isomorphism ).#!QI,: it is, indeed, )." as
defined above. Since we know that the forms on Q /T and "Q" j"T" must be
preserved up to a scalar and a field automorphism, while A" is linear on Q/T,
we can use )." to determine the desired form on Q/T.
Finally, our definition of )." on G~ = QL is effective on Q. Namely, let
9 E Q. Use 5.4.3(2) to write gT = xT for a product x of powers of the
for which )."-images are known. Find gx- I , and write it as ttl) E T (recall
that we have listed T). Then gA" = r(O, l)(xA"), as required for (i).

bt,

Time: For )." this is dominated by the time o (t£em + em· m 2 ) to write all of
the matrices
finding g)." uses 5.4.3(2). 0

bt ).";

Remark. The spaces Q/T and VI, are related via u = Li kibi f-t it
so that
bA" = r(bT, Po) for all b E Q and some Po ElF.

5.5

= Li k"e",

The homomorphism A and straight-line programs

Points were defined in 5.3.2.
5.5.1

Labeling points

We now label any given point by a 1-$pace in V := IF 2m in a G~ -invariant
manner.
Label T by the I-space (0, ... ,1,0) and T([) = Tjhl by (0, ... ,0,1).
Consider any point T(i5) of T([) not perpendicular to T. Use Lemma 5.12
to find the unique b E Q conjugating T([) to T(i5). If b)'" = r(bT, Po) (found
using Lemma 5.16(i)), label T(i5) as (bT, Po, 1). This conforms to (5.3).
Next consider a point T((3) = Tg of T perpendicular to T. In 5.3.3 we
found two generators of L; find one of these generators h such that tg~ 1 h does
not commute with tg~ l although it commutes with t (note that L fixes a
but moves a~ n (ag~ l )~). Some generator u E Q moves Tg~ l h (hence Tg~lhu
corresponds to a third point of the line (a, ag~ l h); then (3 = a g, ag~ l hg, ag~lhug
are distinct and collinear, and the last two are not in a~). If T(ag~lhg) and
T(ag~ l hug) are labeled (X I , PI , 1) and (X2, P2, 1), respectively, then label T((3) as
(XI
X2, PI P2,0). It is straightforward to check that this labeling is forced
by that of the points not perpendicular to T.
Time: O(t£[qe + qm]) to label one point: O(t£[qe + m]) to find b, O(j.£qm) to
find b)'", and O(t£) to test all generators h.
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The homomorphism and the form

We now con$tntct a homomorphi$m A from G onto PSp(V).
In 5.4.3(1) we have a basis 8 = {b i , Li 1:; i :; m
I} of QjT and
elements lO) E L with b;(i) = b.i . By 5.4.4 and 5.5.1, the label of T(--y)b i is (Vi)
with Vi: = (ei, Pbi' 1). We have already labeled T and T(--y) as (v m) and (v- m),
where Vm := (0,1,0) and V-m := (0,0,1).
Let bo be the product of the elements h'i in any order, and let b* := CIC_I,
where c.; E h.iT is such that CiA" = r(e'i,O). Then the label of Q(--y)bo is
(vo), where Vo := (b~T, Pbo' 1), while that of Q(--y)b. is (v*), where v* :=
(el +e_l,
,1) since r(el ,O)r(e_I'O) = r(el +e_ l ,-I) by (5.4) (recall that
(el, e- l) = 1 in 5.4.1).
Given x E G we now obtain a matrix XA, uniquely determined up to a
scalar, exactly as in 4.5.2.
Consistency of A and AI,. Equation (4.21) again holds modulo scalars for
any x E L. Namely, let b E Q. Then b"T = (bT)" = (bT)(x) = b(XAL)
X
by Lemma 5.16(i), 5.5.1 and Lemma 5.16 together with (Q(--y)b)" = Q(--y)b
yield (bT, Pb, 1)(xA) = (!r'T, PbX' 1) = (bT(xAL)' PbX' 1). Since LA must fix
(V2m-l) and (V2m), this proves our assertion.
Once again, modulo scalars A and A" coincide on Q. The proof is the
same as in 4.5.2: (cT, Pc, 1)(bA) = (cT + bT, Pc + Pb
(cT, bT)Q, 1) and
(cT, Pc. l)(bA") = (cT + bT, Pcb, 1), so that (5.4) implies the assertion.
Recursively finding S* A: As in 3.5.2, since (4.21) holds we know that
S*(I)A = SLA can be found from SLAL by bordering; we just saw that the
O(em) elements of S*(2)A are found in O(em· Mm) time using A"; and 8* (3)A
can be found using e applications of 5.5.1. Time: O(emt£[qe + qm]) to find
S* A recur$ively, in addition to the time to find S;'.
Finding S* A in Theorem 1.1': As in 3.5.2, raise matrices to the 1 q power
in order to find the exact image XA of all x E S*. Time: O(m:;· m 2 elogq).
Finding an alternating bilinear form on V: This is found as in 4.5.2.
5.5.3

Theorems 1.1(iii,iv) and 1.1'(iii,iv)

As in 3.5.3 we have
Proposition 5.17 In dGtermini$tic 0(m410gq) time, given h E GL(2m,q),

(a) it can be determined whether or not h E GA (modulo $calar$); and
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(b) if $0 then a $traight-line program of length O(m2 log q) can be found from
S*A to h (only modulo $calar$ in the $ituation of Theorem 1.1(iv)), after
'Which hA - 1 can be found in additional O(t£m2Iogq) time.
!vioreover,

(c) in Theorem 1.1', Z(G) can be found in O(Wn2Iogq) time.

Proposition 5.18 In determini$tic O(t£[qe + qm2 ]) time a $traight-line program of length O(m2 Iogq) can be found from S* to any given 9 E G. (Hence,
the corre$ponding $traight-line program can be 'Written from S* A to gA, and gA
can be computed in additional O(m:; . m 2 logq) time.)

The proofs are similar to ones in 3.5.3 and 4.5.3. No determinant computation is needed since Sp(2m, q) :; SL(2m, q). Since the remainder of the proofs
are similar to one another, we will only present one for Proposition 5.18. Once
again we arrange to have 9 normalize Q, but transvections make this easier
here and in the next section than it was in the situation of Proposition 4.23.
Define Y E {1,j(,)}US*(2)jbl such that [t gy , t] of 1, as follows: if[t g , t] of 1
let y = 1; if ltg, tjbl] of 1 let y = j(,)-I ; if ltg, t] = ltg, tjbl] = 1 test the
members of S*(2)jbl c Q(,) (considering at most one per root group) in
order to find one of them, y, such that [t, t gy ] of 1 (i.e., y moves a g to a point
of (a g , , ) not in a~). Then we have a short straight-line program from S*
to y (cL 5.2.1(iv) , 5.2.2(iv)). Use Lemma 5.12 to find u E Q such that
Qgyu = Qjbl. Use 5.4.3(2) to obtain uT from S*(2) using a straight-line
program of length O(dlogq); then observe that short straight-line programs
are readily obtained within T. Thus, we have a straight-line program of length
O(d log q) from S* to u. Moreover, gyuj(,)- 1 normalizes T, and if we can find
a straight-line program of length O(d'2Iogq) from S* to this element then we
can find one to 9 as welL
Now we may assume that 9 normalizes T and hence also Q. Similarly, use
Lemma 5.12 to find v E Q such that T(,)gv = T(,), use 5.4.3(2) to obtain vT
and then also v from S* (2) using a short straight-line program, and replace 9
by gv.
Now 9 induces by conjugation an element acting within (T, T(,)) 2" Sp(2, q)
and normalizing T and T(,). Use the exponents in our Zech table in 2.3 in
order to find the power Si of the element in 5.2.1(v) or 5.2.2(v) such that gsi
commutes with t. As usual we replace 9 by gsi .
Use 5.4.3(4) to find the matrix 9 representing the linear transformation
induced by the action of 9 on Q/T. Then 9 E Sp(2m 2, q) = LAr, since
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9 centralizes T. Use Proposition 5.17(b) to find I := gXi,1 by a straight-line
program of length O(m 210gq). By Lemma 5.16(ii), 1= lAL = g, so that
c := gl- I centralizes T and Ttl) , induces 1 on Q/T and hence lies in Z(G).
Thus, we have obtained an element I E gZ( G) from S*. The algorithm ends
here in the case of Theorem 1.1. For Theorem 1.1', use Proposition 5.17(c) to
find a straight-line program from S* to c. Thus, we have obtained 9 from S*,
as required.

Time: Dominated by 5.4.3(4) and Lemma 5.12. 0

5.6

Small dimensions and total time

In this section we will complete the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' for the
groups PSp(2m, q) and Sp(2m, q), "'9$uming that we know m and q (except for
the additional verification using a presentation; cf. 7.2.2).
5.6.1

PSp(4, q)

We will handle the base case G "" PSp(4,q) or Sp(4,q) in O(~qe+t£qlog2q)
time (cf. 3.2.3). This is the hardest of the special small-dimensional cases we
have toconsider in detail. We may assume that q :0: 17.
5.2.1, 5.2.2: Finding a transvection. We will ignore 5.2.2, instead working towards replacing 5.2.1 for all q.
Lemma 5.19 There i$ a La$ Vega$ algorithm which, with probability> 1
1/2 8 , in O(~q + MQlog2 q) time output$ a $ubgroup T that i$ AutG-conjugate
to a tran$vection group.

Note that, when q is even, an outer automorphism of G interchanges
transvections and short root elements, which are therefore indistinguishable
in this entire algorithm for G: in this case we can obtain a transvection group
only up to an outer automorphism.
Proof. Repeat the following procedure up to 217 times:
(I) Choose 7 E G and test whether it has ppd#(p; e) . ppd#(p; 2e)-order;
if q is a Mersenne or Fermat prime we also require that 161 i7 (Then 7
induces an element of ppd#(p; e) . ppd#(p; 2e)-order in G/Z(G).)
Let a :=

q l
7 - .
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(II) Choose a conjugate b of a. Use 3.6.2 to test whether (a, b) 9,! \1+(4, q)
or P\1+(4, q) and , if so, then to find the two factors it, B 9,! SL(2, q) or
PSL(2, q) as well as an isomorphism AA: it -t S1(2, q) or PS1(2, q).
Use AA to find a Sylow p-subgroup T of it.
We will show that T behaves as required in the lemma.
There are two types of cyclic subgroups of G of the order stated in (I). One
type decomposes the underlying vector space V as the perpendicular sum of
two nonsingular 2-spaces, while the other decomposes V as the direct sum of
two totally singular 2-spaces. View the second type of subgroup within the
context of \1(5, q): it decomposes the 5-space as the perpendicular sum of two
nonsingular 2-spaces and a I-space; in this case a has 2-dimensional support,
and our two conjugates probably generate as stated. On the other hand, if
q is odd then two conjugates of the first type can never generate a subgroup
9,! \1+ (4, q) or P\1+ (4, q) [Mi2]. Thus, if the test in (II) succeeds then T is as
required.
For future reference we note that it and B act on nonsingular 2-spaces V4
and VB = Vi- of the target vector space.
Reliability: :0: 1 1/2 8 . For, a single choice T has the stated order and the
de$ired type with probability :0: (1/2 2)(1/2 2) (as in Lemma 2.5), in which case
(a, b) behaves as desired with probability :0: 1/640 by Lemma 4.12(i) (since
q:o: 17), and then 3.6.2 and 3.6.1 succeed with probability> 3/4. Thus, (I)
and (II) succeed with probability> (1/2 4 )(1/640)(3/4) > 1/214, so at least
one of our 217 repetitions succeeds with probability> 1 1/2 8 .
Time: O(~qe + M log2 q), dominated by 3.6.2 and 3.6.1. 0
Remark. We will find the subgroups in 5.2.1(ii,iii) in the next lemma, after
which we will find the elements in 5.2.1(iv,v).
5.3.1: Finding

G~ :=

Cc;(T)' and Q.

Lemma 5.20 There i$ a La$ Veg"'9 algorithm, running in O(~qe + j.£q log2 q)
time and $ucceeding with probability> 1 1/2 6 , that find$ Cc;(T)' and Q :=
Op(Cc;(T)).

Proof. We will use the two subgroups it, B found in (II) above. When (II)
was run we obtained a field IF of order q, a generating set SA of it, and an
isomorphism AA: it -t SL(2, q).
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A random conjugate To of T commutes with neither it nor B with probability 1 2(q + 1)/(q2 + l)(q + 1). (That is, the center of To is in neither V4
nor VB, and together with VB spans a 3-space whose radical is in V4.)
Let H := (To, B). Then Z = Z(H) is a transvection group in it whose
center is the aforementioned radical. Moreover, H = Cc;(Z)'. For, if 'Q' =
Op(Cc;(Z)'), then Cc;(Z)' acts irreducibly on 'Q '/Z by 5.1.3. Then H =
Cc;(Z)' since H contains distinct complements Bto , to E To, to 'Q ' in Cc;(Z)'.
Soon we will find Z and 'Q'.
Test up to 40 elements ( E H in order to find one of p. ppd#(p; 2e)-order
> 4p. Since 'Q'/Z is the natural module for Hj'Q ' "" SL(2, q) by 5.1.3, a
cyclic subgroup of order q + 1 acts fixed point freely on 'Q'/Z, so that H has
at least iHI/4 elements of ppd#(p; 2e)-order > 4 (using Lemma 2.5). Thus,
Zn(() of 1, and a single choice for (will have the desired order with probability
:0: (1/4)(q l)/q> 1/5, so at least one of our choices for (has this order with
probability> 1 1/28 .
We just observed that (q+ ] lies in Z(H) < it. Use A.4 to find 9 E it such
that (q+ ] E T9, and replace T by T9. Then H = Cc;(Z)' = Cc;(T)'.
Let TJ := Tjb) of T, where j(--y) E SA will be used in 5.2.1(iv).
Let T2 := To for 1 of c E T J (so T2 i it and T2 does not commute with T.)
For -i = 1,2, let S'i E (T, T i ) have order q - 1 and normalize T and T i •
These are obtained by using isomorphisms (T, T i ) -t SL(2, q) or PSL(2, q).
vVe already have such an isomorphism A.4 when -i = 1, and one for -i = 2 is
obtained with probability> 1 1/2 8 using up to four applications of 3.6.1.
ph

Let Q := (T, [s] , S2](
0:; k < 2e). We claim that Q = 'Q'. By (5.6),
Si acts on 'Q'/T as a scalar. However, S2 fixes just two nonsingular 2-spaces,
hence moves V4 and so does not normalize T(s ]). Then [s] , S2] rt T. Since
[s ], S2] E 'Q' and (P is irreducible on 'Q'/T , it follows from Lemma 2.7 that
ph

'Q'/T = ([s ], S2]( TO:; k < 2e) , and hence that Q = 'Q'.
Since Cc;(T) contains L := B "" SL(2, q), we have Cc;(T)' = QL by 5.1.3.
Reliability: > 1

2/(q2 + 1)

2/2 8 > 1

1/26 .

Time: O((qe + M log2 q), dominated by 3.6.1. 0
As promised above, we can now complete 5.2.1(iv,v).
(iv) We just defined j (--y).
(v) We noted that s := s] acts on Q/T as a scalar; it centralizes L (which
is the group D in 5.2.1(iii)), and any power of it can be obtained from SA
using a straight-line program of length O(logq).
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5.3.2-5.5: We already found AI,: L -t SL(2, q) or PSL(2, q) when we called
3.6.2 in (II). Proceed as before, including 8 4 in S*.
Reliability: > 1

1/2 6

1/2 8 > 1

1/2 . 22.

Time: O((qe +;.tq log2 q), while 5.5.3 requires times O(;.tqe) and O(logq) for
Theorem 1.1 (iii) and (iv) , respectively (and likewise for Theorem 1.1' (iii,iv)).
As in Corollary 3.20, we have the
Corollary 5.21 In O((qe + t£q log2 q) time one can te$t whether or not the
group J in 5.2.1 $ati$fie$ J'?,! Sp(4, q) and, if $0, then find an i$omorphi$m
J -t Sp(4, q) together with the element$ and $ubgroup$ in 5.2.1(i-v).
5.6.2

Total time and reliability

Part (i) of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' is in Section 7; (ii) is 5.5.2; (iii) and (iv) are
in 5.5.3; and (vi) is in 5.3.3. For (vii), by tallying and recalling the recursive
call we find that the total time i$
O(m{((q + m)elogm + ;.tqm'l log2 qlogm})

for (ii), dominated by 5.2.1 , 5.2.2 and 5.3.1. By 5.5.3, the straight-line
algorithms for (iii) and (iv) take O(t£ [qe + qm2] + m 5 logq) and o (Wn2 log q)
time, respectively.
Reliability: > 1/2.
5.6.3

From PSp(4,q) to 11(5,q)

As in 4.6.1 , we now show how to $witch from the 4-dimen$ional projective
repre$entation of G = PSp(4, q) to the 5-dimen$ional one of 11(5, q); in fact
we will provide two different ways to accomplish this.
Let W be the 4-dimensional module underlying G obtained in 5.6.1.
Method 1: Sp(4,q) acts on the orthogonal 6-space W /\ W, and fixes a
nonsingular I-space leVo. Here, leVo is found using linear algebra as the common
eigenspace of all generating elements of Sp(4,q). The desired 11(5,q)-module
is Wl. Time: 0(1).
Method 2: We have the associated alternating form on leV. Find a standard
(hyperbolic) basis of W by solving linear equations. Write down matrices
generating the stabilizer Sp(4, q)A of a totally singular line A, and also ones
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generating the subgroup Q$ of Sp(4,q) inducing 1 on A. Then Q$ can be
viewed as the matrix group "Q" appearing in 4.1.3. Now proceed exactly as
in Section 4.

Outer automorphism: For even q we also can obtain an outer automorphism of Sp(4,q). Find the radical W I of Wo~, so WO~/WI is a symplectic 4space. Find standard bases of leV and leVo~ /leVI • Use them to define an isometry
W -t Wo~ /W1 , which induces the desired outer automorphism. Time: 0(1).

6

Unitary groups: PSU(d, q)

In this section we change the notation in Theorems 1.1 and 1.1': Cis PSC(V) =
PSC(d, q) or SC(V), where SC(V) preserves a nonsingular hermitian form ( , )
on a vector space V of dimension d:O: 3 over GF(q2) rather than GF(q). The
involutory field automorphism will be k f-t k. If a is any singular point then
a~ 100 is a unitary space of dimension d
2.

6.1

Properties of G

6.1.1

Transvections

For each singular point a = (u), C" has a normal subgroup consisting of
transvections, the (unitary) tran$vection group
T(a)

6.1.2

= {v

f-t

v + k(v,u)u. k = -k} "" GF(q)+

(6.1)

Commutator relations

If a and (3 arc singular points, then
[T(a), T((3)]

= 1 if a and

(3 arc perpendicular, and

(T(a), T((3)) is SC(2, q) "" SL(2, q) if a and (3 arc not perpendicular. In
this case V = (a, (3) .L (a, (3)~, and (T(a), T((3)) induces SC(2, q) on the
first summand and 1 on the second one.

6.1.3

Q

For any singular point a let Q = Q(a) denote the normal subgroup of C"
consisting of all isometrics inducing 1 on both a and a~ 100. If 00= (u) then Q
consists of all maps

v f-t v + (v, z + lulu

(v, u)z with z E a~, IE GF(q2), I + I + (z, z) = O.

The maps with z = 0 comprise T = T(a) = Z(Q), and QIT "" a~/a. Alternatively, using a hyperbolic pair u, w (i.e., (u, u) = (w, w) = 0, (u, w) = 1), Q
consists of all maps

r(z, I) : u f-t u, v f-t v (v, z)u l;iv E (u, w)~, w f-t w + z + lu
for z E (u, w)~ and I E GF(q2) satisfying I + I + (z, z) = O.
118
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Once again Q consists of $par$C matricc$ with respect to a basis consisting
of u, wand a basis of (u, w)~. We will call clements of conjugates of Q
"root clements". A $hort root group is any G-conjugate of {r(kz, kl kl)
k E GF(q2)} "" GF(q2)+ with z of 0 and (z, z) = 0 = 1+ l.
The following are the same as for the symplectic case:

r(z, l)r(zl, I') = r(z + Zl, I + I'
[r(z, I), r(z', I')] = r(O, (z, Zl)

(z, Zl)) and

If p is a generator of GF(q2)*, define an isometry s E GqV)

s: u

f--t

j5u, w

f--t

p-I W ,

V f--t

(6.3)

(Z', z)).

sqV) by

v "Iv E (u, w)~, where

r(z, I)S = r(pz, pj51) for r(z, I) E Q.

(6.4)

This turns Q/T into a GF(q2)-space. If we exclude the case d = 3, as well as
the cases d = 4, q :; 3, then

(Ga)' = Q~(Ga~)' where! = (w),

(6.5)

Q is rcgular on thc $ct of all $ingular point$ not in a~, (G a~)' i$ thc $pccialunitary group induccd by (Ga)' on a~ /00, and thc (Ga~)'-modulc$ a~ /00, (a, !)~
and Q/T arc i$omorphic. In fact,
If 9 E

(Ga~)'

thcn r(z,I)9 = r(z9,1) for all z and I.

(6.6)

The hermitian form induced on Q/T is given by (r(z, I)T, r(z', 1')T)= (z, Zl).
In particular, (r(z, I)T, r(z, I)T) = 0 if and only if z i$ $ingular.

Lemma 6.7 Lct 9 E G $cnd u f--t ju, w f--t kw (for j, k E GF(q2)) and inducc
by conjugation on Q/T thc linear tran$formation g. Thcn detg = k/k d - I.
Proof. We have jk = 1 and w9~lr(z,l)9 = w +k- IZ9 +l(kk)-I u for any r(z, I) E
Q, so that r(z,I)9 = r(k- 1 z 9',I(kk)-I) where g' denotes the restriction of 9
to (u,w)~. It follows that jkdetg' = 1 and hence detg = (k- l )d- 2 detg l =
k/k d- I • 0
6.1.4

Probabilistic generation

Let d:O: 3. By [Ka3], every proper irreducible subgroup H ofSqd, q) generated
by transvections is one of the following:
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(i) SU(d, q')' where q = q,a with a odd;
(ii) Sp(d, q') where q = q,a;
(iii) OE(d, q') with d and q' even and q = q'";
(iv) 3PW(6,3)2 inside SU(6, 2); or
(v) H lies in Zq+ lwrSd with p
Only (i) and (ii) can occur if H

= 2.
= H'.

The next results are proved as in 3.1.4, 4.1.4, 5.1.4.
(1) If d:O: 3 and q > 9 then, with probability> 1/5, two nontrivial transvections generate a group J splitting V = U EEl U~ with dim U = 2 and J
inducing 1 on U~and inducing on U one of the following: SU(2, q) and
pol 2, or a dihedral group of order dividing 2(q + 1) and p = 2.
(2) If d :0: 4 then, with probability> 1/2 7 , three nontrivial transvections
generate a group J inducing SU (3, q)' on the nonsingular 3-space [V, J]
and Ion [V, J]~.
(3) If d :0: 4 then, with probability> 1/2 9 , four nontrivial transvections
generate a group J inducing SU (4, q) on the nonsingular 4-space [V, J]
and Ion [V, J]~.
(4) If d :0: 6 then, with probability > 1/2 1\ six nontrivial transvections
generate a group J inducing SU(6, q) on the nonsingular 6-space [V, J]
and Ion [V, J]~.

6.1.5

Irreducible and half-irreducible elements

GU(2n + 1, q) contains elements of order q2n+1 + 1, and each is irreducible. As
in Lemma 2.5, at lea$t iSU(2n+l,q)if4(2n+l) element$ ofSU(2n+l,q) have
ppd#(p; 2e(2n + 1))-order.
GU(2n, q) contains elements of order q2n - 1 that split V as V = U1 EEl U2
for totally singular n-spaces U1, U2 on which the element is irreducible. If
n is even then each element of ppd#(p; 2en)-order fixes two totally singular
n-spaces but no nonsingular n-space; as in Lemma 2.5, there are at lea$t
iSU(2n,q)1/4n $1tch element$ ofSU(2n,q). If n is odd then some elements of
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order qn + 1 decompose V as the sum of two perpendicular nonsingular 71,subspaces. In order to prevent the occurrence of such invariant subspaces we
will consider elements of ppd#(p; en) . ppd#(p; 2en)-order. As in Lemma 2.5 ,
there are at le(h9t iSU(2n, q)1/8n $1tch element$ of SU(2n, q).

6.2

Transvections

We now begin our algorithm for Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' for the unitary groups.
The cases d = 3,4 will be handled within our time constraints in 6.6 (cf.
3.2.3). Thus, for now we (h9$1tme that d :0: 5.
6.2.1

Finding transvections

By making up to 116qdln(4d)1 choices find

T

E G of order

p. ppd#(p; 2e(d 2))
p. ppd#(p; e(d 2)) . ppd#(p; e(d

if d is odd
2)/2) if d is even.

(Recall that this means that
is divisible by the primes, or 4 or 21, involved in
the definition of these ppd#; cf. 2.4.) Then T must split V as V = V2 .L Vd - 2
(since, when d is even, the two ppd factors ensure that T is irreducible on two
totally singular (d 2)/2-subspaces that span a nonsingular d 2-space). If
z := q2d-4 1 then t := is a transvection.
In view of 6.1.5, a single choice of T has the desired order with probability
) :0: 1/8qd.

Reliability: :0: 1

1/16([2.

Time: O(qdlogd[~ + /led2 10gq]).
6.2.2

Finding transvection groups and J

As in 5.2.1, if q > 2 make up to 1211 In(4d)1 choices of three conjugates t J , t 2 , ta
oft; for each triple use 6.6.2 to test whether J:= (t, t l , t 2 , t a) "" SU(4, q) using
Corollary 6.19(i). By 6.1.4(3), with probability> 1/2 9 we have J"" SU(4, q),
in which case the isomorphism test succeeds with probability> 1/2; so for each
choice we obtain, with probability> 1/2 10 , an isomorphism AJ: J --+ SU(4, q),
together with a vector space VJ and generating set S:; of J. Consequently, we
obtain these for at least one of our choices with probability> 1 - 1/16d2 •
If q = 2 make up to 1214In(4d)1 selections of five conjugates of t in order
to have t and at least one quintuple generate a subgroup J "" SU(6,2) with
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probability> 1 1/16d2 (cL 6.1.4(4)); for each selection , use brute force to
test this isomorphism. Then find an isomorphism AI,: J -t SU(6,2) , and let
S:; denote any set of generators of J consisting of transvections.
Find the following using Corollary 6.19 (or brute force if q = 2):
(i) The transvection group T of J containing t, and the center a of tAL;
(ii) Q4 := Op((JAIJ,)Ar: i , so that iQ4i = q5 (unless q = 2, in which case
iQ4i = 29); choose a generating set of Q4 consisting of short root elements
x, chosen so that we also have generators of the root group containing x;
(iii) G4 , the subgroup of (JAL)"Ar: i generated by its transvection groups,
and a subgroup D "" SU(2, q) (or, if q = 2, D "" SU(4,2)) such that
G 4 = Q4>4D and DAJ fixes a point, of VJ not perpendicular to a; here
G4 = G~ if q of 3;
(iv) jtl) E J, a transvection such that jtl)AJ moves a to ,; and
(v) h, an element of order q2
1 that normalizes T and Ttl) such that
hAJ induces an element of order q2 1 on the I-space a; we can find a
straight-line program of length o (log q) from S:; to any given power of
h.
Increasing the set S:;: We assume that this is increased to include generating sets of the groups T, Q4 and G 4 consisting of root elements, as well as
the transvection j tl).
Reliability: :0: 1

1/ 16d2 •

Time: O(logd{(q2+M'llogq}), dominated by 6.6.2.

6.3
6.3.1

Let

Finding Q = Q(a), TCr), G~" Land S*
Q, Ttl) and G~
i

Q := (Qr 0:; i :; d 2)
G'a := (GTPi
0< i< d - 2)
4
Qtl) := Q(oo)jb) and Ttl):= Tjb).

In view of 6.1.3 we may assume that Q :; 'Q'.
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(i) Q = 'Q' .

= Nc;(T)' = Nc;(Q)'.

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.11, finding that Q = 'Q'
i
and H := (Gr
0:; i < d 2) induces on the unitary space Q/T an
irreducible group generated by transvection groups. Moreover, G4 = G~ if
q of 3 (cL 6.2.2(iii)), so that the only possibilities for H/Q are Sp(d 2,q)
and SU(d - 2, q) in view of 6.1.4.
If H/Q is Sp(d 2, q) then in view of its order, r P cannot normalize H, so
that G~ = (H, HTP) > H. Now the only possibility for G~/Q is SU(d-2, q). 0
6.3.2

Effective transitivity of Q; the complement L

Point$ are defined to be the conjugates T((3) of T = T(a). Points T((3) and
Ttl) are called perpendicular if and only if [T((3), Ttl)] = 1 (which can be
tested by checking just one generator of T((3) and one of Ttl)).
Lemma 6.9 In determini$tic O(!l [d + q'l log q]) time an element of Q can be
found conjugating any given point T X not perpendicular to T to any other given
point TY not perpendicular to T.
Proof. We have 10ft E T. Either [t X, t Y] of 1 or [t X, t yt ] of 1. Since t E Q we
may assume that [t X , tY ] of 1.
If some u E (tYf" commutes with t , test one member of each short root
group among the generators of Q in order to find a short root group R < Q
such that [R, u] of 1. List the elementary abelian group [R, u] , and find one of
its q'l elements v such that [t XV , t Y] = 1. Then v E Q and TXV = TY.
If no u E (tYf" commutes with t , let H := (T, t X, t Y), so that H 9,! SU (3, q)'.
Find an isomorphism A[[: H -t SU(3, q)' using Corollary 6.18(ii); use it to find
and list Op(N[[(T)). Find v E Op(N[[(T)) such that [t XV , t Y ] = 1. Then v E Q
and TXV = TY.
Correctness: We have T X = Ttl) and TY = T(i5) for singular points!, 15 </:. a~.
By (6.1), the points a, 15, i5 t are collinear, and there is just one point of their
line lying in ! ~ . Thus, either 15 </:. !~ or i5 t </:. !~; we may assume that 15 </:. !~,
so that (TX, TY) 9,! S1(2, q) by 6.1.2. As usual there is just one element of Q
conjugating T X to TY; the algorithm finds this element either in [Q, u] or in
Op(N[[(T)).
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Let c = (" (j) n oo~. This is singular if and only if some u E (tYf" lies
in T(c) and hence commutes with t. In this case u induces a transvection of
QjT with center [Q, uJlT (cL 6.1.3), and then [Q, u] is elementary abelian
of order q'l. A calculation using (6.3) shows that [R, u] = [Q, u], so that
listing [Q, u] only takes O(t£q'le) time by Lemma 2.1. Each element of [Q, u]
induces a transvection of the 3-space (a, " (j) having axis (a, c) (for, u 9 is a
transvection of V with center on (a, c) whenever 9 E Q, and hence [Q, u] fixes
all points of (a, c)). Then [Q, u] induces all q'l transvections of (a, " (j) with
axis (a, c) that are isometries of (a, " (j). In particular, some element v of this
group sends, to (j. Here v has center c and hence fixes the line (" (j). Since
commuting transvections in (TX, TY) 20' SL(2, q) lie in the same transvection
group, [t XV , t Y] = 1 implies that TXV = TY.
If c is nonsingular then no element of u E (tY)1 ~ commutes with t. Moreover, (a, " (j) is nonsingular (its radical must lie in (a, " (j) n oo~ = (a, c),
but that line has only one singular point). Consequently, H = (T, t X , t Y ) 20'
SU(3, q)'. This acts on V by inducing 1 on a nonsingular d 3-subspace, so
that Op(NH(T)) :; Q. Here Op(NH(T)) has a p-element v E Q sending, to
(j. Since commuting transvections in H lie in the same transvection group,
[t XV , tY] = 1 implies that TXV = TY.
The timing is straightforward except for handling H 20' SU(3, q)' deterministically. Namely, we already have T as well as L = (T, t X ) 20' SL(2, q). Use
Corollary 3.19 to obtain an isomorphism AI,: L -t SL(2, q) deterministically in
O(M2 e) time. Use this to find AH in O(M'llogq) time using Corollary 6.18(ii).
Use Proposition 6.15 to find TAH in O(t£q'le) time (only one use of AH is needed,
since TAH can be quickly determined from tAH using linear algebra). List all
q'l matrices in the Sylow p-subgroup of the normalizer of TAH, use xii to
pull all of them back to obtain Op(NH(T)) in O(q'l· t£logq) time, and test all
v E Op(NH(T)) in O(M'l) time. 0

Remark. By (6.5) , the element of Q found in the lemma is unique, and there
is a complement to Q in G~. One can be found exactly as in the proof of
Corollary 4.18:
Corollary 6.10 In determini$tic o (t£ [d2 + q'ld log q]) time a complement L
G~jQ 20' SU(d
2, q) to Q in G~ can be found centralizing Ttl).
6.3.3

20'

Recursion: S* and AI,

Once again we will require that our $et S* of generator$ of G con$i$t$ entirely
of root element$. Apply Theorem 1.1' to L, obtaining a $et s; of generator$
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of L, a vector .9pace VJ over a field IF of .9ize q2, and a homomorphi.9m AI,: L -t
SU(d 2,q) = SU(VJ) defined on Sf,. Then G = (G~,J) is generated by the
set S* = S*(I) US*(2) US*(3) of O(cd2 ) elements, where S*(I) = Sf, S*(2) is
the defining set of O(cd) generators for Q (cf. 6.3.1) together with generators
for T, and S*(3) = S; (cf. 6.2.2).

Computing preimages recursively: As in 3.3.3, we will apply ALI to
elements of LAI, = SU(d 2, q) in O(t£d2 Iogq) time using Proposition 6.14
with L in place of G.
The isomorphism A#: Once again we are assuming that there exists an
isomorphism A#: G -t SU(V) or PSU(V), which we may assume sends Q, Q( ,)
to a, , in the notation of 6.1.3. As in 3.4.4 we can use A# to see that
AI, extends to an isomorphism A": G~ = QL -t "Q" "L" determined by a
semilinear map Q -t "Q"; A" also preserves the form on Q IT in the sense
that, for some k E IF* and (J E AutlF, we have (uTA", vTA")" = k(uT, vT)'Q for
all u, v E Q, where ( , )" and ( , )Q denote the hermitian forms on "Q" I "T"
and Q IT, respectively. By following A# with a field automorphism we see that
we may also assume that A" is linear on Q IT; this requirement uniquely
determines A" up to a scalar transformation.

6.4

Deterministic algorithms for Q

All procedures in 6.4 and 6.5 will be deterministic.

6.4.1

Managing linear combinations for QIT

Lemma 6.11 In determini.9tic O(Wf2logq) time O(c)-genemtor .9ubgroup.9 Ai
:; Q can be found, where 1 :; Iii:; Tn 1 if d i.9 even and 0 :; Iii:; Tn 1 if d
i.9 odd, .9uch that the following hold:

(i)

IA,TI = q'l for

each i and QIT i.9 the direct product of the group.9 AiTIT;

and

(ii) In determini.9tic O(t£d) time, any given uT E QIT can be expre.9.ged in
the form uT

=

ITi a'iT with a" E A".

Proof. Let Tn := l dl2 J. Fix K, E IF such that R, = -K, of O. We may assume
that VI, = lF d- 2 is given as VI, = WI .L ... .L WrCd-2)!21, where W" 1 :; i :;
Tn - 1, is a nonsingular 2-space having a basis Ci, C-i of singular vectors such
that (c", C-i) = K.. Let d E SU(d 2, q) send CI -t ... -t Cm-I -t CI and
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e_1 f-t ... f-t e-(m-I) f-t e_I' Let j' E SU(d 2, q) send ei f-t e_i f-t -ei for
1 ::: i ::: m
L vVe may assume that el , e_l, ... , em-I, e-(m-I) are the first
2m - 2 standard basis vectors of lF d - 2 , and that leVm is spanned by the last
standard basis vector em if d is odd, where (em' em) = L
Find the transvections tj: v f-t v
(v, edel and t'- I := tj
of VI, (cf.
(6.1)),
having respective matrices 1+ E_1.1
and 1+
E I. _ I in notation corre..
.
.
sponding to that in the proof of Lemma 3.13. Find hj E SU(d 2, q) inducing
diag(p, p-I, p-I, p, 1, ... ,1), unless d 2 = 3 and h'l induces diag(p, p- l , p/ p)
on VI,.
Use Proposition 6.14 to. find c := cIALI , j := j' Xii, t l := tj ALI and hi :=
J
i
,-I
.- t C±l
,- 1 an
•
d h i ·.-- hc1H f or·2 <
1.
h 1 AI.. TIlen fi nd t ~ J .'- t1 , t ±i·_ /I; <
_ rn
Find a generator rl of Q such that [rl, td i 1; let HI be the short root
group containing r l (cL 6.1.3, 6.3.1). Then [Q, td = [HI,td by (6.3) and
hence has O(e) generators. Let
.

AI := [[Q,td,hd, A_I := A{
f or 2 <
"4 ±i:="4 ci-l
±I
_ ". <
_ m 1
Am := (u[u,

lr l

td- I [u, L

(6.12)

u E SQ) if d is odd

where SQ is our generating set for Q. Then Q /T is the direct product of
the d 2 groups A±'iT/T and (if d is odd) Am/T. Here lAm = q'l and
Z(Am) = T. Moreover, A±i is elementary abelian of order q2 and A~i = A±i
for 1 ::: i ::: m 1 (A±i is a short root group): since hi E L centralizes T we
have [Q, td = AI x T, so that [AJ, hd ::: [AIT, hd ::: A I.
Given any uT E Q/T we have
uT

= II;n-1(a.,a_i)T or uT = {II;n-1 (a'ia-i)}amT,

where, whenever 1 ::: i ::: m

1,

Q
h
.] haz. .. - [[ U, t ~z,
't ]j-l t,' E -'4·'t
··h~q1i

a-i := [[u, til, hiP

i

E A-i

am := u{II7'- 1(a.,a_i)) - I E Am if d is odd

for an integer n satisfying pn

= (p

1) -I .

Time: O(tuf2logq) to find the subgroups Ai and the elements hI' and hiQ,
dominated by four uses of Proposition 6.14; and then O(J1.d) to find the components a'i, a-i and am.
Correctness: This is essentially the same as in the case q > 2 of Lemma
5.14. 0
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A field of endomorphisms of Q/T

We have Q = IIT- r (Ai/Li)T or {IIT- r (A iA_.,)}Am; although these are not
direct products, we have uniqueness of the representation of each element of
Q as a product in the indicated order (cf. 6.4.1). When d is odd let v be an
integer such that (el + pVC_ I, er + pVe_r) = 1, let y' E SU(WI + W- r + W m )
with (er + pVe_ 1)y' = em, and find y := y').L r . vVe will define an automorphism
s of Q/T of order q2 1: if 1 :; i :; m 1 then
_
{hi
8:= hi q

on A,T/T
on /Li T / T ,

where hi was defined in 6.4.1. If d is odd then we define a:n := ar;: ' sy whenever
am E Am/T, where ar;: ' lies in Ar;: ' < AuLrT (cf. 6.4.1) and hence its
A rT/T- and /LrT/T-components can be found using Lemma 6.11 , so that
ar;: ' ·' has already been defined and belongs to A r/L rT/T.
In view of the end of6.3.3, there is an isomorphism ).#: Q -t "Q" cornrnuting with the actions of Land "L", and this must send some automorphism
of Q to an element "8" E Aut("Q") inducing scalar multiplication by p on
"Q" j"T' (namely, r(z, l) -t r(pz, ppl); cf. (6.3)) and commuting with the
action of "L". The behavior of "8" ).#- r coincides with that of Ii on each of
the subgroups A.,T /T, Am/T , 1 :; Ii :; m 1. It follows that s commutes
with the action of L , and induces an automorphism of Q /T generating the
multiplicative group of a field GF(q2) of endomorphisms of Q/T. We identify s with the scalar p it induces on each of the subgroups AiT/T , Am/T ,
1 :; iii:; m 1, thereby identifying the field IF in 2.3 with the present one.
While this restriction to AlT /T produces our field , the next timing remark is
more significant:
Time to apply a field element to uT E Q/T: O(t£d), using Lemma 6.11(ii)
to write uT as a product of O(d) elements of Q/T, on each of which it takes
time O(t£) to apply S.
6.4.3

Q/T as an IF-space

(1) B(h9i$ 8: vVe have an IF-basis e±r, ... , e±(m- I) or e±r, ... , e±(m- I) , em
of VI" where ei = e;'Ul for 1 :; i :; m - 1 for l'(i) := c'·,-r or j'c,·,-r when
1:; i:; m - l and em = (e l +pvL1)y' (cf. 6.4.1,6.4.2). Let 1 of br E A IT/T.
Define 8 := {b±r, ... , b±(m- I) }, or {b±r, ... , b±(m- I) , bm } if d is odd, where
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b, := b;(') with 10) := 1'(i)A;:1 = cH or jcH for 1 :; Iii < m
1, and
bm := (blb:I)Y. Then B is a basis ofQ/T. Time: o (j.£d).
Using the action of (8) we obtain a listing of each A.;/T, as well as a GF(p)basis Bp of Q/T. Time: o (j.£q 2 d).
(2) Linear combination$: Use Lemma 6.11(ii) to express any given uT E
Q/T as an IF-linear combination using B, or as a GF(p)-linear combination
using Bp, or by means of a straight-line program from Bp of length O(dlogq).
Time: O(j.£q 2 d).
(3) Modify 8*(2): We may assume that 8*(2) contains preimages in u,A.,
of all members of Bp.
(4) Matrice$ g: Using Band (2) we can find the matrix 9 representing the
linear transformation induced on the IF-space Q/T by any given g E Nc;(T).
Time: O(d· j.£q2 d).
6.4.4

The extension A"

As in 3.4.4, 4.4.4 and 5.4.4, we now extend AI, to G~. As in 5.4.4 some
care is needed, since Q is not abelian. Let "Q" and "T" denote the matrix
groups in 6.1.3. Recall that, in the notation of (6.2), we have a bijection r
from a subset of (0:, ,)~ x IF to "Q" inducing an isometry (0:, ,)~ -t "Q" / "T".
Let "L" "'" SU(2m 2, q) denote the centralizer of (0:, ,) in the unitary group
implicit in 6.1.3.
We identify VI, with the d 2-space (0:, ,)~ _(in any manner), so that we
now have a bijection r: {(z, I) E VI, x IF I + I + (z, z) = O} -t "Q". In
6.4.1 and 6.4.3(1) we used the standard basis CI , C_ I , ... of VI, and a basis
B = {bl ,b- l , ... } of Q/T.
Lemma 6.13 In O(j.£cd) time AI, can be extended to an i$omorphi$m A": G~ =
QL -t "Q" "L" with the following propertie$:

(i) if b E Q with bT = L,., ki b., (for ki E IF found in O(j.£q 2 d) time), then
bA" = r(L,ikiCi, Po) for $ome Po E IF that can be found in O(j.£q) time;
A": Q/T -t "Q" j"T" i$ IF-linear and determine$ an L-invariant hermibecome$ an i$ometry; and
tian form ( , )Q/T on Q/T $uch that A"
(ii) I = IN = lAI, whenever I E L.
Proof. At the end of 6.3.3 we saw that there exists such an extension of AI,
inducing a semi linear map on Q /T and uniquely determined up to a scalar
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Let lL := {I ElF 1+1 = O} (cf. (6.2)). We claim that the

transformation.
definition

b±i>'" := r(e±.i, lL) for 1 :; i :; d 2
bmA" := r(em, lL) if d is odd
of>."
is forced by the known actions of Land L>.r, (up to the aforementioned
scalar ambiguity). For, since [Q,t d >'# = ["Q",tl >'r,J = ["Q",tj] in 6.4.1, we
must have blA" E r((el},lL), and then we may assume that bl >'" = r(el ,lL).
Use the elements l'(i) E L>.r, and l(i) = 1'(i)>.J:1 E L introduced in 6.4.3(1)
in order to deduce that we must have b.,A" = (b;Ci) )A" = r(el , lL)I'Ci) = r(ei, lL)
whenever 1 :; iii:; Tn - 1. As in the proof of Lemma 4.20, use the elements
hi and hj in 6.4.1 in order to see that >'" is linear on the group generated
by all AiT/T, 1 :; iii:; Tn - 1. In particular, in the notation of 6.4.3(1),
(b l b:1 )>'" = r(el + pVe_l , lL) , and hence we must also have bm>'" = (b l b:JY >'" =
r((el + pVe_I)Y',lL) = r(em,lL), as claimed.
Now>." is linear on Q/T, and (ii) follows as in 3.4.4. Moreover, this
produces an isomorphism>'": QL /T -t "Q" "L" / "T".
We need three additional ingredients before continuing.
1. The element$

bl

b.i .

Let

E A I be such that bl T

E A_ I and b±i := b~~' E A±, for 1 :; i :;

L I :=

b{

bm

(b 1b:1)Y

:=

= bl
Tn

1

if d is odd.

Clearly b.,T = b, for all i.
2. Labeling T. Start with t(O) := 1 and t(".) := t. We use the element hi
0h'

in 6.4.2 in order to define ttl 15k ):= [bl ' , L I ] whenever 0 :; k < q2 1.
(N.B. Applying >'" will yield t(pk 15k )>." = r(O, pk 15k ).)
Before continuing we digress to determine the action of h'l on "Q". We
know its action on "Q" /"T" (cf. 6.4.1). By working within the group "Q" "L"
we can find an element of "L" sending r(kel , I) -t r(pkel , I) for all k, I, while
acting exactly as h'l does on "Q" j"T' (cf. (6.6)). Hence, hj must be this
element.
3. Alttomorphi$m S ofQ. We use essentially the same formulas as in 6.4.2:
first let
on A.,
0

on

iLi

on T
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in order to define s on a generating set of (Ai 0::: i :::
define

Tn

1); and then also

on a generating set b::;, 0 ::: k < 2e, of Am if dodd.
We claim that this dctcrminc,q an alttomorphi,qm s of Q that commlttc,q 'With
the action of Land indltce,q s on Q/T. For, there is an automorphism Ii of
G induced by conjugation by the preimage "s" ).#- 1 of the element in (6.4); Ii
normalizes T([) and commutes with L (since).# sends a,! to T(oo), T([)). By
6.4.2, Ii and s both induce scalar multiplication by p on Q/T. We just saw that
r( (e l ), 0) is hj-invariant. Then r( (e l ), 0).#-1 must be hi-invariant, and hence
is AI. Similarly, each r( (e±i), 0).#-1 must be hi-invariant for 1 ::: Iii::: Tn L
Let 1 ::: i ::: Tn 1. Since hi and Ii agree on A'iT /T it follows that they agree
on Ai. Similarly, s and Ii agree on iLi . Finally, since Ii must commute with
y we have b::; := (b;(' )"ky = (btbs:t)y = (btbs:t)y for 1 ::: k ::: 2e. Thus, s
and Ii coincide on a generating set of Q, as claimed. (Soon we will make the
definition of s effective on all of Q.)
Moreover, we just saw that ).# extends ).I, to an isomorphism QL(s) -t
"Q" "L" ("s") such that S). # = "s"; of course, this extension will not be effective
until we have completed the proof of the lemma.
Now we can continue the proof of the lemma. Define A" on Q as follows:
whenever 0 ::: k < 2e, 1 ::: Iii::: Tn 1 and I E 1L,

bt)."

:=

h::;)."

:=

r(lei, 0)
r(le m, pkpkpVt(,) if d is odd

t(l).":= r(O, I).
Note that these definitions are essentially forced by the existence of ).#: we
just saw that A,,)." = r( (ei), 0); since b'i)." projects onto ei it follows that
bY = r(e",O), and then also bt A" = (b'i).#)("",#)k = r(ei,Or""k = r(lei,O)
using the known extension of ).I, to QL(s) together with the definition of
"s". Similarly, h::;)." = (htb"~,,k)y)." = {r(lel , 0)r(lpVe_1 , O)P' = r({lel +
pkpVe_IP',_pkpVpkR,) =r(lem,pkpkPVt(,) by (6.3).
Thus, we have reconstructed the isomorphism ).#IQI,: it is, indeed, )." as
defined above. Since we know that the forms on Q/T and "Q" j"T' must be
preserved up to a scalar and a field automorphism, while A" is linear on Q/T,
we can use )." to determine the desired form on Q/T.
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Finally, our definition of A" on C~ = QL is effective on Q. Namely, let
g E Q. Use 6.4.3(2) to write gT = xT for a product x of powers
a :; k <
I
2e. Find gx- , and write it as tel) E T (recall that we have listed T). Then
gA" = reO, l)(xA"), as required for (i).

bt,

dn

Time: For the definition of A" this is dominated by the time o (t£ed + ed·
to write all of the matrices
A", as well as tel) for a GF(p)-basis of 1L; finding
gA" uses 6.4.3(2). 0

bt

Remark. The spaces QjT and VI, are related via u = Li kibi f-t
so that
bA" = r(bT, Po) for all b E Q and some Po E IF.

6.5
6.5.1

u = Li kie",

The homomorphism A and straight-line programs
Labeling points

Labeling any given point by a I-space in V := IFd in a C~ -invariant manner
is achieved exactly as in 5.5.1.

Time: O(t£[qa log q + q2d]) to label one point, dominated by Lemmas 6.9 and
6.13(i).
6.5.2

The homomorphism and the form

A homomorphism A from C onto PSU(V) also is obtained as before. Time:
O( edt£[qa log q + q2d] + ed2 • dalog q) to find the $et S* A of element$ of order p
in addition to the time to find S;'. Equation (4.21) still holds, and A = A" on
Q. A hermitian form on V is found exactly as in 4.5.2.
6.5.3

Theorems 1.1(iii,iv) and 1.1'(iii,iv)

Proposition 6.14 In determini$tic O(d4 10gq) time, given h E GL(d, q2),

(a) it can be determined whether or not h E CA (modulo $calar$), and
(b) if $0 then a $traight-line program of length O(d210gq) can be found from
S* A to h (only modulo $calar$ in the $ituation of Theorem 1.1 (iv)), after
which hA- 1 can be found in additional O(t£d210gq) time.
lY!ore over,

(c) in Theorem 1.1', Z(C) can be found in O(t£d210gq) time.
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o (/.£[q'l log q + q2c{2])

time, a .9traight-line
program of length O( d2 10g q) can be found from S* to any given 9 E G. (Hence,
the corre.9ponding .9traight-line program can be written from S* A to gA, after
which gA can be found in additional O(d'l . d? log q) time.)

Since the proofs are similar to those for 5.5.3, we will only present a proof
of the second of these propositions.
Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.18 we can reduce to the case in which
9 normalizes both T and Ttl).
Let h be the element of J in 6.2.2(v). Use 6.4.3(4) to find matrices 9 and 17
representing the elements of GU(d 2, q) induced by the actions of 9 and h on
Q /T. By Lemma 6.7, det 17 generates the determinants of the transformations
induced on Q/T by all of the elements of Nc;(T). Use the exponents in our
Zech table in 2.3 to find a power hi such that det(gh i ) = 1, and use 6.2.2(v)
to find a straight-line program from S* to hi. Replace 9 by gh i in order to
have 9 E SU(d 2, q) = LAI,.
Use Proposition 6.14(b) to find I := gXi l by a straight-line program of
length O(c{2logq) from Sl,' By Lemma 6.13(ii), I = /AI, = g, so that c:= gl-I
induces 1 on Q/T, normalizes T and Ttl) , and hence lies in Z(G). Thus, we
have obtained an element I E gZ(G) from S*. The algorithm ends here in the
case of Theorem 1.1. For Theorem 1.1', use Proposition 6.14(c) to find a short
straight-line program from S* to c. Thus, we have obtained 9 by a straight-line
program from S*, as required.
Time: Dominated by Lemma 6.9 and 6.4.3(4). 0

6.6

Small dimensions and total time

In this section we will complete the proof of Theorems 1. 1 and 1. I' for the
unitary groups PSU(d, q) and SU(d, q), a.9.9umingthat we know d and q (except
for the additional verification using a presentation; cf. 7.2.2).
6.6.1

PSU(3, q)

We now handle the ba.ge ca.ge G 9,! PSU(3,q) orSU(3,q) in O((q2 + flq'llogq)
time. We may assume that q > 5. This is similar to, but harder than, 3.6.1;

it is the most difficult part of Section 6.
We begin by finding a subgroup L 9,! SL(2, q) using the method in 3.6.3.
Test up to 128 elements T in order to find one of ppd#(p; 2e) . ppd#(p; e)-
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or ppd#(p; 2e) . ppd#(p; e) . ppd#(p; e/2)-order, respectively, depending on
whether e is odd or even; in addition we require that Ir 2 (q-1) > 3, and if q is
a Mersenne or Fermat prime also that 16i . (An element has this order with
probability> 1/16, so we will succeed with probability> 1 1/2 8 .)
Let a := r2( q-I). (Then a will have an i-dimensional eigenspace Vi for
i = 1,2, where V2 = VI~' If 9 E G and VI of V I9 1; V2, then (a,a 9 ) preserves
the decomposition (V2 n Vl) ~ (VI, "?) and acts irreducibly on (Vi, Vn. With
high probability, (a,a 9 ) induces at least SU(2,q) = SL(2,q) on this subspace
as in Lemma 3.8(i).)
Choose up to 2 conjugates b of a. With probability 1 (q2 - q + 1) / (q2( q2
q + 1) > 0.05, for a single b we will have A. := (a, b) '2" SL(2, q) 0 (a), and hence
this will hold with probability> 1 - 1/28 for at least one of our choices. Find
the subgroup L '2" SL(2, q) of A. as in 3.6.3, as well as a field IF of size q and
an isomorphism AI,: L -t SL(2, q) and a generating set S; of L behaving as in
3.6.1.
List L as follows: first list all O(q'l) matrices in LAI,; then apply ALI to
each of them. Find the Sylow p-subgroup T of L containing t.
Find a conjugate j of t lying in £T T (while a normalizes L, r does not).
Then To := Tj is not in L. We obtain the set TJ' of q'l q subgroups as follows:
fix a set So of e generators of To, and then TJ' is {(Sl) 1 E L}. (Note that
different elements 1 produce different subgroups (Sl).)
Although G acts 2-transitively on the set n := TI, UTJ' of size q'l + 1, we do
not know how to determine the permutation action of the generators of G in a
direct fashion. Instead, first we will construct the 3-dimensional (projective)
matrix representation for G using the fact that each member of n contains
exactly one member of Y := {t, til 1 E L}. Since 1 -t tjl, 1 E L, is bijective,
our listing of L yields one of Y.
Find a field IF(2) of size q2 as a 2-dimensional vector space over IF; operations
in IF(2) take 0(1) time. Now extend AI, to a monomorphism AI,: L -t SL(3, q2)
such that LAI, preserves a nonsingular hermitian form on V := (IF(2)),1 and
preserves the decomposition V = V2 ~ VI, where V2 consists of the vectors
with last coordinate 0 and V j = (0,0,1).
Let TI := T. Take any conjugate T2 of T I of TI inside L. Use AI, to label
the q + 1 conjugates in TI, using I-spaces of V2. We may assume that T I and
T2 are labeled (V I) = (1,0,0) and (V2) = (0,1,0), respectively.
Take any singular I-space (vo) of V V2 and let it be the label of To. (Since
L is transitive on the singular points of V - V2 this choice can arbitrary.)
For any given 1 E L we label TJ by (vo)(lAI.). Pick anyone of the q'l + 1
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members T'l of n not in L U Tl' U Tg'. (Then To, T I , T2, T:; are in "general
position" .)
For any given 9 E G we label Tg as follows: if t g is in L then we have labeled
Tg already; otherwise Tg is labeled (vo)(lAL) where 1 ELand ltg, tjll = 1.
Labeling Tg takes O(;.tq'l) time. In particular, find the label (va) of T:;.
For any given x E G we obtain a matrix x in O(t£q'l) time as follows. For
i = 0,1,2,3, find the label (Wi) of T{ , so that x sends (V'i) to (w;). As in
3.5.2 this uniquely determines the matrix x up to scalars. Now define XA := x
modulo scalars.
Let S* consist of the O(e) generators of L obtained in 3.6.1 (using generators of T and T 2 ) together with the additional transvection j. Find S* A.
Reliability: > 1

4/16.3 2 •

Time: 0((q2 + ;.tq'l log q), dominated by finding and then listing L by applying
ALI to O(q'l) matrices.
Remark. We are indebted to R. A. Liebler for a suggestion that led to this
fast timing.
Images of elements of order p. If ix = p, replace XA by (XA) I-q in
order to obtain a matrix of order p. In particular, we now have S* A and TA
without any scalar ambiguities, and GA is PSU(3, q) or SU(3, q). Moreover,
for any x E G for which we have a straight-line program from S* , we can now
obtain an unambiguous image XA. Similarly, if y E SU(3, q) and we have a
straight-line program from S* A to y, we can obtain a preimage yA- I •
Sylow p-subgroups of the normalizers of TA and T. We need to find
preimages of elements of PSU(3, q) or SU(3, q), as well as the straight-line
programs in Theorems 1.1 and 1.1'. However, first we construct needed ingredients related to the Sylow p-subgroups QA and Q of the normalizers of TA
and T, respectively. It is easy to write down matrices generating QA , but we
need to obtain these matrices from our set S* A using short straight-line programs. Recall that S* contains generators for TI and T2 , and that generators
for To = T [ have length 3 as words in S*.
The three matrix groups T;A, i = 0,1,2, produce three groups Lo := LA =
(TIA, T2A) and Li := (ToA, TiA) for i = 1,2, all isomorphic to SL(2, q). In the
matrix group L" i = 1,2, find a straight-line program of length O(logq) from
Li n S*A to a generator hi of NLi(ToA) n NLi(TiA) (use Corollary 3.19 with
t£ = 0(1); alternatively, this involves straightforward calculations with 3 x 3
matrices in GA).
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Then generators of ToA together with the elements [hi , h2]hi, 0 :; i < e,
generate an abelian subgroup QI2 of order q2 in NGA(ToA), by Lemma 2.7.
(Namely, (h i , h2) lies inside the normal subgroup of NGA (ToA) of order qa(q_1) ,
where hi acts as scalar multiplication on Qo/Z(Qo) "" IF2 for the Sylow j r
subgroup Qo of NGA(ToA).)
The Ql2-conjugates of TA correspond to q2 singular points of V lying on
q lines through the center (vo) of ToA. Find u E TA such that U := (T2A)U
corresponds to one of the q + 1 singular points of V2 = [V, LA] not among these
q2 points; we may assume that u E S* A. As above, find a generator ha of
N(10A,u) (TA) n N(loA,U)(U) by means of a straight-line program from S* A, and
find a subgroup Qla of (h i , ha) of order q2.
Let X := QI2 Qla. This has order qa since QI2/ToA and Qla/ToA are distinct I-spaces of the 2-dimensional IF-space Qo/ToA (cf. 6.1.3). We have
generators for these I-spaces as G F(p )-spaces, and likewise for ToA. Thus, in
O(/-dogq) time a straight-line program of length O(logq) can be found from
S* A to any given element of QI2 or Qla, and hence to any given element of X
since X/ToA = QldToA x Qla/ToA.
Consequently, by mirroring these straight-line programs in G we see that
the same statements hold for the Sylow jrsubgroup Q:= (XA- I)j- l ofNG(T),
as well as for QA = Xj- 1A <I NGA(TA).
The normalizers of TA and T. We still need to find elements of order
q2 1 or (q2 1) / (3, q + 1) in these normalizers using straight-line programs
from S*A or S*. We write matrices for QA using the ordered basis (1,0,0),
(0,0,1), (0,1,0) of V. (Recall that TI and T2 correspond to the first and last
of these vectors.) Consider the matrices

x(c,d):=

(

1c

01

d

-c

0)
0 ,h(k):=
1

(k0
0

0
k/k
0

0)
0_ ,r:= (00
l/k
1

o
o

~)

(6.16)

with d + J + cc = 0 and k i O. Then QA consists of the matrices x(c, d) (cf.
6.1.3); also, (TAt = T2A and r E Lo, so that r can be obtained by a straightline program from S*A in O(logq) time. Let d be a generator of (IF(2))*, find
c E IF(2) satisfying d + J + cc = 0, and note that

h(d) = x(c/d, l/J)r x(c, d) rx(c/J, l/J)r

(6.17)

generates NGA(TIA)nNGA(T2A), while NGA(T1A) = QA';4(h(d)). It follows that,
in O(logq) time, we can obtain h(d) by a straight-line program from S* A; and
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hence we can also obtain h := h(d)A -I by a straight-line program from S*. In
particular, we also obtain both (h) = NG(T1 ) n N G(T2) and NG(T1 ) = Q(h) in
O(/.dogq) time.

Theorems 1.1(iii,iv) and 1.1 '(iii,iv) (i.e., Propositions 6.15 and 6.14):
Once again these are similar, and hence we will only present (iii). We are
given g E G. Find x E L such that t X E t L u tjL commutes with t9, and find a
straight-line program of length O(logq) from Sf, to x. Then gx- I normalizes
T, and we can replace g by gx- I •
Now T9 = T. Find y E Q such that [TJlY, T2J = 1 (recall that Q is transitive
on n {T}). Then gy E NG(T) n N G(T2) = (h). Finally, any element of (h),
and in particular gy, can be obtained by a straight-line program of length
O(logq) from S* in 0(j.£q2) time.
Time: O(/.dogq) and O(j.£q'le) for Propositions 6.14 and 6.15, respectively.
(i) In La$ Veg",q 0((q2 + j.£q'l logq) time one can te$t
whether or not the group J in 6.6.2 $ati$fie$ J '?,! SU(3, q), and, if $0,
then obtain the following: an i$omorphi$m AJ and generating $et S:; required there; and, in O(j.£q'le) time, a li$t of e(q'l + 1) tran$vection$ in J
that contain$ e generator$ of any given tran$vection group in J.

Corollary 6.18

(ii) In determini$tic O(j.£q'llogq) time, given a black box group G '?,! SU(3,q)
having O(e) generator$, and al$o a $ubgroup L '?,! SL(2, q) of G generated
by tran$vection grouP$ together with an i$omorphi$m AI,: L -t SL(2, q)
behaving ",q in 3.6.1, one can find an i$omorphi$m A: G -t SU(3, q)
behaving ",q in Theorem L 1'.

Proof. (i) Most of this is proved as in Corollary 3.20. In order to list transvections, we use the notation L '?,! S1(2, q) and To in the algorithm in this section.
We need to list the e(q'l + 1) nontrivial elements in the union of TL U TJ'. We
already have listed L and hence its transvections, so that the required e( q + 1)
transvections in L are easily found. For the remaining transvections, list a set
AD of e generators of To and, whenever 1 of to E AD, list {t~ I E L}; once
again ll--t t~ is bijective, and these lists are pairwise disjoint. Now concatenate
the lists.
(ii) Probability entered into the algorithm earlier in this section four times:
finding a transvection t; finding a subgroup L '?,! SL(2, q) generated by transvection groups; finding an isomorphism AI,: L -t SL(2, q) behaving as in 3.6.1;
and finding a conjugate t j rt L. The first three of these are part of the present
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hypotheses, and allow us to list all transvections in L by using A;:; 1 to pull
back all transvections of SL(2, q). In order to find tj, test each generator j of
G to see if t j is on the aforementioned list of transvections of L. Now proceed
exactly as before. 0
6.6.2

PSU(4,q)

Finally, 'We handle the ba$c Ga$e G 9,! PSU(4, q) or SU(4, q) in O((q2+
f£qaelogq) time. We may assume that q i 3.

6.2.1-6.3.1: As in 6.2.1, choose up to 96q elements to find one of p .
is divisible by the integers
involved in the definition of these ppd#; cf. 2.4); we also require that r 8p (Q-1) i
1 if q is a Mersenne prime. As in 3.2.1 we find that t := rZ is a transvection,
where z := q2 1. (An element has this order with probability> 1/16, so we
will succeed with probability> 1 1/28 .)
Select 211 pairs t l , t2 of conjugates of t, and for each use Corollary 6.18(i)
to test whether J:= (t, t l , t 2 ) 9,! SU(3, q). By 6.1.4(2), this isomorphism holds
for a single pair with probability> 1/2 7 , in which case the isomorphism test
3
then succeeds with probability> 1/2. Thus, with probability> 1_1/(2.7)2 >
1 - 1/2 11 , for at least one pair we obtain an isomorphism AJ: J --+ SU(3, q), a
field IF of order q2, and a list consisting of a set X of O(qae) transvections of
J such that each transvection group of J is generated by a subset of X. Store
X so as to keep track of which elements lie in the same transvection group.
Find tAJ. Use O(e) applications of A.rl to 3 x 3 matrices in JAJ in order
to find the following: the transvection group T containing t as well as NJ(T)
and its Sylow p-subgroup Qa. We still need to find the larger group 'Q' :=
Op(Nc;(T)) > Qa of order q5 (cf. 6.1.3).
We have XT i X. Replace t by a conjugate in X in order to have t rt XT.
It follows that L := (CXT (t)) 9,! SL(2, q). (For,
corresponds to a 3-space
W = [V, r] of the target vector space V. Any singular point not in W is
perpendicular to a nonsingular line of leV. If a transvection centralizes t then
so does its entire transvection group, for which X T contains generators.)
Let y E CXT (t) and Q := (Qa, Q~). Then Q = 'Q'. (For, since Qa :; 'Q'
also Q :; 'Q'. Since Qa/T is a nonsingular I-space of the 2-dimensionallFspace 'Q'/T (cf. 6.1.3) it is moved by y and hence Q/T = 'Q'/T.)
Let G~ := (Q, L) = Q>4L; this is Nc;(T)' by 6.1.3.
We need to consider 6.2.2(i-v). We have already taken care of (i), while
(ii) and (iii) are to be omitted except for the definition D := L. For (v), find
ppd#(p; 2e) . ppd#(p; e)-order (this means that

r
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hE J 9,! SU(3,q). For (iv), use any transvection j([) E J
Ttl) := Tjb) are not perpendicular.

T, so that T and

6.3.2-6.5: Proceed as before. The recursive call in 6.3.3 is to 3.6.1.
Reliability: :0: 1 1/2 8 1/2 11 1/8'l > 1 1/4· 42, including up to three calls
to 3.6.1 in order to identify a new group L constructed in 6.3.2. (A new L is
needed so as to avoid having to find a second transvection group centralized
by the old L.)
Time: 0((q2 + M'lelogq) for Theorem 1.1(ii), dominated by Corollary 6.18
and finding S* A. By Propositions 6.15 and 6.14, the timing is O(M'le) and
O(/.dogq) for Theorem 1.1(iii) and (iv), respectively (as well as for Theorem l.1'(iii,iv)).
Corollary 6.19 In 0((q2 + M'lelogq) time one can te$t whether or not the
group J in 6.2.2 $ati$fie$ J 9,! SU(4, q) and, if $0, then find an i$omorphi$m
J -t SU(4, q) together with the element$ and $ubgroup$ in 6.2.2(i-v).
This is proved as in Corollary 3.20.
6.6.3

Total time and reliability

Part (i) of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1' is in Section 7; (ii) is 6.5.2; (iii) and (iv) are
in 6.5.3; and (vi) is in 6.3.3. For (vii), by tallying and recalling the recursive
call we find that the total time i$

dominated by 6.2.1, 6.2.2 and 6.5.2. By 6.5.3, the straight-line algorithms
for (iii) and (iv) take O(/l[q'llogq + q2(f2] + d5 10gq) and 0(/ld210gq) time,
respecti vely.
Using the terminology in Theorems 1.1 and 1.1', we must replace q by ql/2
and hence find that the total time i$ 0(d{([qlogd+q l/2dlogd]+/l[q'l/2edlogq+
qed'l log d]}) for the entire algorithm in thi$ $ection, while the algorithm for
Theorems 1.1(iii) and 1.1'(iii) takes 0(/l[q'l/210gq + q(f2] + d5 10gq) time.
Reliability: > 1/2.
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From PSU(4,q) to PW(6,q)

Finally, we discuss one of the ways to pass from the projective PSU(4, q)module to the projective P!r(6, q)-module (also see 4.6.3).
Write matrices generating the centralizer Q$ of a totally singular line A of
GF(q2)4, as well as matrices generating a subgroup L 2' SL(2, q2) of the set
stabilizer SU(4, q)A, and an element hE SU(4, q)A of order q 1 centralizing L.
This group Q$ is the group "Q" in 4.1.3, and L acts on Q$ as n-(4,q).
The action of h makes Q$ a GF(q)-space. Construct the desired vector space
GF(q)6, together with its quadratic form , exactly as in 4.3.2-4.5.2.

7

Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1', and of Corollaries
1.2~ 1.4

In Sections 3-6, we worked with the assumption that the type, the size 9 of the
underlying field, and the dimension d of G are known. With this assumption
added to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, we constructed the correct output of
Theorem 1.1 with probability greater than 1/2; with probability less than 1/2
the algorithm reported failure.
When the algorithm is run without the a priori knowledge of the type, 9
and d, we start the algorithm by determining at most 7 possibilities for these.
Then we try all of these possibilities. We a$$ume a certain type and values
for d and g, and run the algorithm of the appropriate section. If an output is
returned , we have to decide whether our current assumption for the type, d
and 9 is correct. To this end, in this section we will construct a presentation for
the classical group of that particular type and dimension, and check whether
G satisfies this presentation. In particular, in addition 'We verify the hypothe$i$
of Theorem 1.1 that G i$ a cla$$ical $imple group.

7.1

Presentations

We describe algorithmically computable presentations for the classical simple
groups.
7.1.1

The Curtis-Steinberg-Tits presentation

The Curtis-Steinberg-Tits presentation for G rCa, pp. 176-188] is a presentation of length O(d4 g2 ). It arises from specific matrices given explicitly in rCa,
pp. 186-187,271] for the cases SL(d, g), Sp(d, g), n(2m+ 1, g), n±(2m, g), and
implicitly by a specific procedure provided in rCa, pp. 270-271] and implemented in [Gr]. As usual let IF denote GF(g).
Example 1. Let G = PSL(d, g) with d :0: 3. Here and later, we let Eij
denote the d x d matrix all of whose entries are 0 except that the i, j-entry is
1. The generators are Xij (t) = I + tEi j , where 1 :; i, j :; d and t ElF , with the
following relations for all distinct 2-element sets {i, j}, {k, I} from {l, ... , d}
and all t, u E IF:
Xii (tu)
if i < j = k < I
Xkj( -tu)
if k < i = I < j
Xjk( -tu)
if j < i = I < k
Xli (tu)
if I < j = k < i
1
otherwise
140
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These relations provide a presentation for the universal central extension of
PSL(d, q) rCa, p. 190]. Additional relations are needed in order to obtain a
presentation with trivial center.

Example 2. Let G = PSL(2, q). Let U be the lower triangular Sylow rr
subgroup of G, let (h) be the group of diagonal matrices, and let r rt (h) be an
involution normalizing (h). Then N = (h, r) is dihedral. A presentation for G
is obtained by starting with presentations for U and N, then giving the action
of h on U, and finally giving all relations of the form w = uvu' with w E (h}r,
u, u' E U, and v E
U r (there are q 1 such relations, exactly one for each
nontrivial u E U).
Example 3. When G = Sp(2m, q) with 2m :0: 4, the standard basis of V is
labeled C-J, ... , C- m , CJ , ... , Cm with all inner products 0 except (C-i, Ci) = 1 =
(Ci, c-J Define Eij as in Example 1 whenever Iii, Ij :; m. The generators
are as follows, for 1 :; i < j :; m and t E IF:

Xij(t)
= 1+ t(Eij E-j,-i),
Xi,_j(t) = 1+ t(Ei,_j + Ej,-i),
X'i(t).
= 1+ tEi..-i , and

Li,_j(t) = I
Lij(t)
=I
Li(t)
=I

+ t(E_i,_j E ji ),
+ t(E_ij + E_ ji ).
+ tE- ii .

All commutators of pairs of these generators can be easily computed provided
that the absolute values of the subscripts of a pair do not coincide. For example, [x.ij(t),Xk(U)] = 1 unless j = k, in which case it is Xi_k(tU)X'i(-t 2U).
The relations of this sort provide a presentation for the universal central extension of PSp(2m, q). Additional relations are needed in order to obtain a
presentation with trivial center.
Except for the unitary case, all classical groups of dimension :0: 4 fall into
this pattern with matrices almost the same as the ones just written. A presentation for the unitary groups is given in [GrJ, and is obtained using matrices
only slightly different from the ones above.

7.1.2

A shorter presentation

The presentation in the preceding section is shortened to one of length
O(log2 1GI) in [BGKLP]. We will work with the field IF in 2.3: in [BGKLP]
this field is presumed available in terms of an irreducible polynomial of degree
cover GF(p). Then the following is contained in that paper:

Theorem 7.1 [BGKLP] Each finite $imple cla$$ical group G ha$ a pre$enta2
tion of length O(log 1GI) (in fact, of length o (log IGI) if G i$ not unitary),
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with the pO$$ible exception of the unitary grouP$ PSU(3, q). Moreover, $uch
a pre$entation U$e$ o (log IGI) generator$, and can be obtained in O(log2 IGI)
time.
The $ame $tatement$ hold for the group G in Theorem 1.1'.
Some explanations are relevant for our applications. Consider Example
1 in 7.1.1. Let p be any generator of F*, and introduce generators called
Yij (pm) for i, j as before and 0 :; Tn < e. The relations are the same as before
using t = pm, U = pro , together with [Y'ij(pm), Yij(P")] = 1 for all i,j, Tn, nand
for ,; < J' < k where pmp" - "L..r=O
e - I amnr pr
- 1 y.' i (pr)"mn,
[y'/,J'(pm).' y'Jk (p")] -_ er=O
k.
with am"r E GF(p). This is further shortened by expressing am"r in binary.
Moreover, it is only necessary to consider those i and j that differ by 1. For
this , and further shortenings of this presentation, see [BGKLP]. As before it
is necessary to add relations to make the resulting group have center 1.
Example 3 is similar. Example 2 is somewhat different. More than commutators need to be used. Short presentations of U (h) and (h, r) are easy
to write down. In particular, U has a presentation with pairwise cornrnuting generators y(pm) as above. The relations w = vuv' can be expressed as
ry(-l/d)ry(d)ry(-l/d) = h(d) E (h), where d is pi, O:;i < e and y(-l/d) is
computed as in the preceding paragraph by writing l/d as a linear combination of the pr, 0:; r:; e 1. This is cut to a presentation of length O(logq) by
incorporating conjugation by h as a relation , y(d)h = y(p2d), thereby producing 8(q) relations w = vuv' from each such relation (here, y(p2 d) is computed
as in the preceding paragraph).

rr

t<

,

-

Example 4. Let G = PSU(3, q). It is not known whether this has a presentation of length O(logq), although we expect that this is the case. The
problem is similar to that in Example 2: this is a rank 1 group of Lie type,
and hence has no nice presentation by commutator relations. Nevertheless, G
has a presentation of length O(qa). Namely, let Fa have basis el , e2, ea with
(el , ea) = (e2, e2) = 1, (e l , el ) = (ea, ea) = (e l , e2) = (ea, e2) = 0, and consider
the matrices (6.16). Let U denote the group of qa matrices x(c, d) , and let
h = h(p) be a generator of the cyclic group of all h(k) modulo scalar matrices.
Short presentations of U (h) and (h, r) again are easy to write down. The only
other required _relations w = vuv' are the qa - 1 relations (6.17) for all c, d
satisfying d + d + cc = O.
This can be cut to a pre$entation of length O(q) by incorporating conjugation by h as a relation, x(c, d)h = X (Cp2 /p, ppd), thereby producing 8(q2)
relations w = vuv' from each such relation. Note that Example 2 is obtained
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by restricting the above presentation to the generators x(O, d) and r.
One further property of these presentations is

Proposition 7.2 Thcrc i$ an O(da + dP logq) timc algorithm 'Which, for each
prc$cntation in Theorem 7.1 and each 9 E G, fin!L9 a $traight-linc program of
lcngth O(d2 Iogq) from thc gcncrator$ to g.

Proof. When G = PSL(d, q), d:O: 3, use left multiplication by the elementary
matrices x'ij(pn) in order to row reduce 9 to a scalar matrix (note that row
reduction expresses group elements in terms of the X"j(t), t E IF but we can
then express these x'ij(t) in terms of the x'ij(pn), 0 :; n < e). The same can be
done when G = PSL(2, q) using x(pn) and x(pnt. If we exclude the unitary
groups, then pairs of opposite root groups (such as x'ij (IF) and
(IF), or
x,,(IF) and x_,,(IF), in Example 3) can be used to row reduce g, eventually
placing 9 into the Sylow p-subgroup that is the product of all positive root
groups (all the x'j(IF) and x,,(IF) in Example 3 with i,j > 0). In effect, this
just row reduces within a subgroup SL(m, q); it is also a consequence of the
Bruhat decomposition [Ca, 8.4]. The unitary case is similar, using generators
behaving as described in [BGKLP] (based on [Gr]). 0
Kote the similarity to the proof of Theorem 1.1(iii,iv). We could have been
a bit more efficient in the above proof and used left and right multiplication
by generating matrices, thereby both row- and column-reducing g.
The same result holds for the groups G in Theorem 1.1'.

7.2

Completion of the proof of Theorem 1.1

In order to use the algorithms of Sections 3-6 and our presentations, first we
need to know the (alleged) isomorphism type of G. We assume thatG > 4a6
when p:; 3.

7.2.1

Finding d, q and the type of G

Since we have assumed thatG > 4a6 when p:; 3, the ppd#(p; v)-numbers we
are about to use are defined and satisfy v > 6 when q :; 4.
Choose i32VNl elements 9 E G. Let Vlo V2, where VI > V2, be the two
largest integers v such that some ppd# (p; v)-number divides the order of at
least one of the chosen g.
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Lete' := (VI, V2) and Vi := VI /e'. Based on the values of Vi and e' we will
use various tests for the type, dimension, and underlying field size of G.
First run the test for PSL( u', pC') in Section 3 (including checking a presentation of PSL(v',pC') using 7.2.2). If it succeeds then q:= pC' and d:= Vi.
If the previous test did not succeed then e' must be even.
If Vi :0: 3 is odd run the tests for PSC(v' ,pC'/2) and PSC(v ' + 1,pc'/2). If
either succeeds let q := pC' and d := Vi or Vi + 1, respectively.
Let e:= e' /2, q:= pC and v:= 2v' .
Run the tests for PSp(v,q) if v :0: 4, pn+(v+2,q) if v :0: 6, pn(v+1,q) if
v:O: 6 and q is odd, and P!r(v, q) if v :0: 8. If any succeeds let d:= v, v + 2,
v + 1 or v, respectively.
Corrcctnc$$: The possibilities for

and V2 in the various types of classical
groups are summarized in the following table. As usual, we have written q = pC;
the values in the table can be read from the orders of the groups.
VI

G
PSL(d, q), d:O: 2
PSp(2m, q), m :0: 2
pn+(2m,q), m:O: 4
pn(2m+ 1,q), m:O: 3
PW(2n, q), n:O: 4
PSC(2m + 1, ql/2), m:O: 1
PSC(2m, ql/2), m:O: 3
PSC(4,ql/2)

Vj

ed
2em
e(2m 2)
2em
2en
e(2m + 1)
e(2m 1)
3e

V2

e(d 1)
e(2m 2)
e(2m 4)
e(2m 2)
e(2n 2)
e(2m 1)
e(2m 3)
2e

In each case an element 9 whose order is divisible by a ppd#(p; vi)-number,
i = 1 or 2, decomposes the underlying vector space as V = VVi EEl Vo, where 9
acts on V; as in 2.4, 4.1.5, 5.1.5, or 6.1.5; and dim Vo :; 4. By considering the
possible actions of 9 on Vo we see thatg is a factor of (pVi l)p(q+ l)(q:; 1)
(compare 4.2.1, 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 3.2.1 and 6.2.1).
The probability that an element of G has order of the stated form is at
least 1/8d:O: 1/8VN by Lemma 2.5, 4.1.5, 5.1.5 and 6.1.5.
Reliability: > 1

1/16.
Time: O(VN(E, + t£1V 2)) to find the integers Vi, since testing whether one 9
has order of the desired sort requires the recursive computation of gIl;':,
I)
and gpIl;':, (Pi-I), for 1 :; m :; !V/logp. Then a total of 7 tests are made using
Sections 3-6 and the presentations.
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Remarks. Once again we note that we do not see how to avoid starting with
at least the value of p as part of the input, since there are exponentially many
choices (as a function of N) for p , if the only information we have is
:; 2N.
With some extra work (but still in time polynomial in the input length),
we could have narrowed the possibilities for the type of G down to 3. This
can be done by searching for group elements whose order is divisible by two
appropriately chosen ppd# (p; x )-numbers.
7.2.2

Verifying a presentation

We have constructed an alleged homomorphism ,\: G -+ PSL(V) with concrete
image group C :; PSL(V). We have the required form or forms on V. Thus,
we can quickly perform a change of basis so that the forms behave the same
as the ones in rCa, pp. 186-187, 271] do on the standard basis of V = JFd.
Write a short presentation (X R) of C in 0(d4 log 2 q) time (0(q I/2) time
for PSU(3,q I/2)). This means that we construct a map 'P:X -+ C such that,
if F(X) is the free group with basis X and if N = (RF(X)), then 'P induces an
isomorphism cp:F(X)jN -+ C.
Use Theorem 1.1(iv) to find S**:= X'P,\- I ~ G. For each word W(X I,"') E
R (where XI, ... E X), find W(X I'P,\- I, ... ) and test whether this is 1 in G. If
so, then C 2' (S**); otherwise C ~ G.
Finally, we need to test that G = (S**) by verifying that S ~ (S**). Use
Proposition 7.2 to write straight-line programs from X'P to S'\ , and apply
these programs starting with X 'P'\ - I = S** in order to obtain S. Of course, if
S ~ (S**) is false then C ~ G.
Once we know that C 2' G, it follows from Sections 3-6 that ,\ is, indeed,
an isomorphism.

Time: Temporarily ignore the case PSU (3, qI/2). It takes O( d4 log2 q) time to
write the presentation, 0(d2 10g q . [w{llog q]) to apply ,\-1 to obtain S** (by
Propositions 3.17, 4.22, 5.17 and 6.14), and 0(Md4 log2 q) to check that the
relations hold in S**. Also, S,\ can be computed in O(lS(T) time, where 7 is
the time requirement in the appropriate one of Propositions 3.18, 4.23, 5.18 and
6.15. The straight-line programs from X'P to the members of S'\ are obtained
in O(lSi(d'l + d2 10gq)) time by Proposition 7.2. It takes O(lSiMd2 10gq) time
to multiply out the mirrored straight-line programs of length O(c(2log q) in G.
Adding this time requirement to the time used in Sections 3-6 and in 2.3, we
obtain the following total time to handle G, a$$1tming that G is isomorphic to
the stated group. Note that we have used the assumption ( :0: MiSi (cf. 2.2.2)
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and the observation that d210g q is O(t£) (since t£ 2: N 2: log
8(c(2log q)) to simplify some of the expressions.
PSL(d, q)

pnS(d,q), d2: 7

and log

IS

O((q(d + logq)dlogd + Md 4 1og2 q logd
+ iSid5 logq)
O((q(d+ logq)dlogd+ Md 4 log 2 qlog'ld
+ iSi(d5 Iogq+ t£qd2 Iogq))

0(([q+d]dlogdlogq+t£d4 Iog2qlogd
+ iSid5 logq)
PSU(d,ql/2), d2: 4 0(([qdlogd+ql/2d2 Iogd]
+ t£[q'l/2d2 Iog 2q + qd4 10g q log d]
+ iSi(d5logq + M'l/2cl2 Iogq)

PSp(d,q), d2: 4

(7.3)

Again using that d210gq is O(N), the time requirement in (7.3) is
O((qN log N + t£[qN 2 Iog'l N + q'l/2 N 2] + iSi (N5/2 + M'l/2 N)), for G of known
isomorphism type. However, we need to determine at most seven possibilities
of isomorphism types for G in 7.2.1 and test all of these. This adds a term
t£N5/2 to the overall timing of the algorithm. The reliability of the algorithm
is > 1/2, since success depends only on how the algorithm fares in one of at
most seven runs, when the correct isomorphism type is assumed.
Finally, we test (if necessary) whether G 9,! PSU(3, ql/2). For this, recall
from 7.1.2 that it takes 0(ql/2) time to write the required presentation of
length 0(ql/2), after which the timing is as before: o ((q+M'l/2 log q), including
the time to verify the presentation.
Thus, the total time i$ O((qN logN +t£[q'l/2N 2 Iog'l N +N5/2]+iSi[M'l/2 N +
N5/2]), as required in the statement of the theorem. This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.1. The proof of Theorem 1.1' is completed in exactly the same
way. 0

7.2.3

Monte Carlo simplicity test

It is difficult to imagine any efficient Las Vegas test for whether a given black
box group is not isomorphic to a given simple group. However, our algorithm
does provide an efficient Monte Carlo te$t for whether a given black box group
G i$ or i$ not i$omorphic to a c/(h9$ical group of known characteri$tic. Namely,
just run the algorithm for Theorem 1.1. If the algorithm produces an output
then an isomorphism is obtained. If the algorithm reports failure then, with
probability> 1/2, G is not isomorphic to a classical simple group.
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1.2~1.4

Corollary 1.2 is a consequence of the remarks following the statement of Theorem 1.1'.

Proof of Corollary 1.3. We are given b E B. Test whether or not bEG by
running the algorithm in Proposition 3.18, 4.23, 5.18 or 6.15 using b in place
of g. This either produces a straight-line program from S* to b, or reports
failure, in which case b rt G. Similarly, b E NB(G) can be tested by checking
whether XV E G for all x E S*.
Finally, we have to test whether bEG· CB(G). The only subcase we have
left to handle is when b normalizes G, but b 5t G. Run the aforementioned
algorithm for b, to the point when it replaces b (by multiplications with elements of G) by an element of CNB(G)(Q) = Z(Q)CB(G) (or reports failure at
an earlier stage). Here, the latter equation follows from the fact that no outer
automorphism of G can centralize Q. 0
Remarks. The same result holds if G is a classical linear group , as in Theorem 1.1'.
Of course, the above argument proves slightly more. Namely, for any black
box group G for which there is a generating set S* and an oracle which finds
any given element of G by a straight-line program from S*, whenever G is a
subgroup of a black box group B there are membership tests deciding whether
any given element of B lies in G or N B (G).
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Compute O(N) generators for Gill = Go by a
Monte Carlo algorithm, obtaining such generators with probability > 1
1/100. This can be done in O(/l[N 2 IogN + iSi logN]) time [BCFLS]; in fact,
O(/l[Nlog4 N + iSi logN]) suffices [Ser2]. Then run the algorithm of Theorem 1.1; in particular, this verifies that the computation of Gill was correct.
Now we have Go = (S*) , '\ , and the vector space V underlying Go. In
most cases, G acts projectively on V as a group of semi linear maps. vVhen
this occurs, we imitate the algorithms that found elements of Go (in 3.5.2,
4.5.2, 5.5.2, 6.5.2). Namely, let 9 E G. We have certain points Q((3.,) (or
T((3.,)) , their labels (Vi), and the labels (Wi) of their images under g. Hence,
the desired transformation g'\ must send (Vi), to (Wi).
If g'\ is a linear map then we can proceed exactly as before. However we
need to discuss the possibility that g'\ is only semilinear. For this purpose we
will consider just the case of the orthogonal groups; the other types are similar
but slightly simpler.
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In 4.2.2(v) we introduced elements j((3), j((3') E J such that the corresponding points Q((3) = Q(a)j(fJ) , Q((3') = Q(a)j(f!') have respective labels
(Vd- I), (Vd + mVd-I)' We may assume that m = 1 and that the label (Wd- I)
of Q((3d_ I)9 has been rescaled so that Q((3')9 has label (Wd- I + Wd). Now we
introduce yet another point if q is not a prime: Q((3") := Q(a)j(f!"), j((3") E J ,
with label (Vd + pVd-l ) (cL 2.3). Then Q((3")9 has label (Wd + p"Wd-l ) for
some p" E IF, and p f--t p" defines the required field automorphism.
Note that this procedure can be used whenever 9 E G acts projectively on
V.
The only cases in which G might not act on V are as follows:
(1) Go is PSL(d, q), and G contains an element interchanging V with its dual
space; and
(2) Go is pn+(8, q), and G contains an element sending V to one of the
half-spin modules for n+(8, q).
In these cases G acts projectively on the direct sum of 2 or 3 vector spaces,
where G permutes these spaces among themselves (projectively). A matrix
representing each element of S U S* in this action can be obtained as before:
(1) Go is PSL(d, q). Starting with Go we obtain a vector space V. There is
a second possible vector space, namely the dual V*, and it is straightforward
to find it. Now G acts on V EEl V* , and we can find matrices as before.
(2) Go is pn+ (8, q). Starting with Go we obtain a vector space V. This time
there are two other choices for V, equivalent to V under AutG o but producing
nonisomorphic projective Go-modules. Instead of going through spinors to
construct these modules, we proceed as follows.
Each 9 E S permutes the G-conjugacy class of the group Q appearing in
4.1.3. Hence, 9 will send V to one of the relevant three vector spaces. Now G
acts on the direct sum of at most three 8-spaces, and we can find matrices as
before.
This completes the proof of Corollary 1.4. 0
Remark. Again the same result holds if Go is a classical linear group , as in
Theorem 1.1'.

8

Permutation group algorithms

8.1

Bases, strong generating sets, and Schreier trees

Fundamental data structures for computing with permutation groups were
introduced by Sims in [Si1, Si2]. A ba$e for a permutation group G :; Sym(n)
of degree n is a sequence B = (;31, ;32, ... ,;3M) of points from n such that the
pointwise stabilizer G B = 1. The point-$tabilizer chain of G relative to B is
the chain of subgroups
G

= GCI) >
G(2) >
... >
G(M+I) = 1,
-

where GCi) = G(f31 ,... ,f3i~,)' The base B is called nonredltndant if there is
strict inclusion G(i) > G(i+1) for all 1 :; i :; lvI. If B is nonredundant then
<
:; n lBI or, equivalently, (log IGI)/(logn) :; IBI :; log . A $trong
generating $et (SGS) for G relative to B is a set 8 of generators of G with the
property that
(8 n Gli )) = GCi) for 1 :; i :; lvI + 1.
Let B
G(M+I)

=

(;31, ... ,;3M) be a base of the group G, let G

= G(I ) :0:

G(2)

:0: ... :0:

= 1 be the corresponding point-stabilizer chain, and let R, denote a

transversal for GCi+1) in GCi), 1 :; i :; lvI. Such a transversal can be computed
from the SGS by a standard orbit computation of ;3,fi(i), keeping track of group
elements sending ;3" to the points of the orbit. Each 9 E G can be written
uniquely in the form

(8.1)
The process of factoring 9 in this form is called $ifting or $tripping. Note that
IG is easily computable as
= I1J\f IR, .
In practical computation, the transversals R, usually are not computed
and stored explicitly; rather, they are encoded in a Schreier-tree data structure.
Suppose that a base B and an SGS 8 for G relative to B are given. A Schreiertree data $tntctltre for G is a sequence of pairs (8" Ti) called Schreier tree$,
one for each base point ;3", 1 :; i :; lvI, where Ti is a directed labeled tree with
all edges directed toward the root ;3", and with edge-labels selected from the
set 8 i := 8 n GCi) ~ GCi). The nodes of Ti are the points of the orbit ;3i(l(i). The
labels satisfy the condition that
= <5 for each directed edge from, to <5 with
label h. If, is a node of Ti , then the sequence of the edge-labels along the
path from, to ;3'i in Ti is a word in the elements of 8, such that the product

,h
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of these permutations moves! to (3;. Thus each Schreier tree (Si,1;) defines
invcr$c$ of the elements of a transversal for GU+ 1) in GU).
The reason for storing the inverses of transversal elements is that the sifting procedure uses these inverses. For fast sifting, it is crucial that the depths
of trees in the Schreier-tree data structure are smalL In fact , the SGS construction algorithm in [BCFSj constructs Schreier trees such that the sum of
their depths is o (log IGI). We call a Schreier-tree data structure $hallow if the
depth of each tree is at most 210g IG A shallow Schreier-tree data structure
supports membership testing in o (n1vI log 101) time.
Lemma 2.2 in [BCFSj states that, given G = (S) :; Sym(n) and a E n ,
group elements g], ... , gk (for some k :; log 101) can be computed in deterministic O(nISI log2 lGI) time such that the orbits oo G and oo(9' , ... ,9k) are
equal, and the breadth-first-search tree for ooG , using the group elements
g], ... , gk, g[ ], ... , g; ], has depth at most 2k :; 2 log
. This implies that,
given a nonredundant base B = (;3], ... , ;3M) and an SGS S relative to B for
a group G, we can replace S in 0(n1vIISI log2 lGI) deterministic time by another SGS 7 relative to B such that
:; 21vI log IG and the Schreier-tree
data structure obtained from 7 is shallow. Therefore, we will assume that all
Schreier-tree data structures computed in our algorithms are shallow.

8.2

Nearly linear time algorithms

Measuring the efficiency of a permutation group algorithm solely as a function
of the input length often does not indicate properly the practical performance
of the algorithm. Given G = (S) :; Sro, the running time often does not only
depend on the input length ISln, but also on the order of G. Moreover, in
groups of current interest for implementations, it frequently happens that the
degree of G is in the tens of thousands or even higher, so even a 8(71,1) algorithm
may not be practicaL On the other hand, log IG is often small, bounded from
above by a polylogarithmic function of n. Therefore, a recent trend is to search
for algorithms with running time of the form O(nISI lot IGI). These notions
are formalized in the following way.
With reference to some constant c, an (infinite) family 9 of permutation
groups is called a family of $mall-ba$c groltP$ if all G E 9 of degree 71, admit
bases 9f size 0 (lot 71,). Equivalently, there is a constant d such that log
O(lot 71,) for each G E 9 of degree n.
In particular, the classical simple groups, considering all of their perrnutation representations, comprise a small-base family (with c = 2):
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Lemma 8.2 [Co] Let G be a $imple cla$$ical group, defined on a vector $pace
of dimen$ion dover GF(q). Suppo$e that G act$ faithfully on a $et n of $ize n.
Then, for $ome con$tant d, 71, i$ at lea,9t c'qd-I ifG i$ PSL(d,q) or $ymplectic,
at lea,9t d qd-2 if G i$ orthogonal, and at lea$t c' qd-:J/2 if G i$ unitary.
We call a permutation group algorithm a nearly linear time algorithm if its
running time for any G = (S) :; Sn is O(nISI lot IGI). The name is justified
by the fact that, if G is a member of a small-base family then the running time
is a nearly linear, O(nISI lot" (niSI)), function of the input length. We will
require the following algorithms of this sort:

Theorem 8.3 There are Monte Carlo nearly linear time algorithm$ which,
when given G :; Sn, find the following:
(i) [BeFS] A ba$e, $trong generating $et, and a $hallow Schreier-tree data
$tructure for G;
(ii) Given a homomorphi$m 'P: G -t Sn $pecified by the image$ of generator$,
data $tructure$ which enable the nearly linear time computation of 'P(g)
for any 9 E G and a preimage of any 9 E 'P( G) (thi$ i$ a con$equence of
(i)) ;
(iii) [BeS] A compo$ition $erie$ G = NJ C> N2 C> ••• C> N m = 1 and, for
each 1 :; i :; Tn 1, a homomorphi$m 'Pi: iVi -t Sn with ker 'Pi = iVi+l .
Nearly linear algorithms are not merely theoretical advances: a large part
of the permutation group library in GAP is based on implementations of nearly
linear algorithms.

8.3

Permutation groups as black box groups

Suppose that a base B = (;31,"" ;3M), a strong generating set S with respect
to B, and a Schreier-tree data structure S7 = {(Si, Ti ) 1:; i :; }vI} are given
for some G :; Sym(n). Let t be the sum of the depths of these l'vI Schreier
trees. As indicated in 8.1, we can assume that the Schreier trees are shallow,
so t is O(log2 IGI). We shall also assume that the SGS S is closed under taking
inverses (this condition is automatically satisfied if the shallow Schreier trees
were constructed by the method of Lemma 2.2 in [BeFS]).
Any 9 E G can be written uniquely in the form 9 = TMrM-1 ... T I , where
the T" are elements of the transversals whose inverses were coded by S7. Each
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such inverse can be written as a word in the strong generators S, following
the path in the appropriate Schreier tree. Taking the inverse of this word and
using the fact that S = S- I , we obtain the ri, and so g, as a word in S in a
well-defined way. The length of the word representing 9 is at most t. We call
this word the $tandard word repre$enting g.
Lemma 8.4 In determini$tic O(tIBI) time, given an injection f: B --+ n, it i$
pO$$ible to find a $tandard word repre$enting $ome 9 E G with BY = f(B) or
to determine that no $uch element of G exi$t$.

Proof. The element 9 E G with the required property can be obtained by
a modification of the standard sifting procedure for permutations. Let G =
G(I) :0: ... :0: G(M+ J) = 1 be the point-stabilizer chain corresponding to B. If
f((3I) is in the orbit (3fi(1) then, taking the sequence of edge-labels along the
path from f((3I) to (31 in the first Schreier tree, we obtain a word w ) such that
f((3) ),"1 = (3). Hence, the function 12: B --+ n defined by h((3i) := f((3i),"1
fixes (31. If 12((32) E (3~;(') then the sequence of edge-labels along the path
from 12((32) to (32 in the second Schreier tree defines a word W2 such that the
function fa: B --+ n defined by fa((3,,) := f((3i)'"]{"' fixes the first two base
points. Continuing this process, we obtain a word w = WIW2'" WM such that
f((3,,)'" = (3" for all (3i E B. Taking the inverse of w, we get the standard word
representing the desired 9 E G. If, for some 1 :; i :; l'vI, J, ((3,,) rf. (3i(l(i), then
we conclude that there is no 9 E G with f(B) = BY. 0
In the case when the SGS was computed by a Monte Carlo algorithm, it
is possible that the preceding algorithm returns an incorrect answer, since it
presupposes the correctness of our base, SGS and Schreier-tree data structure.
Now we con$ider G a$ a black box group H. The elements of H are defined
to be the standard words representing the elements of G; these are strings over
the alphabet S, of length at most t. Of course, we can write the elements of
Has 0-1 strings of uniform length N: S can be coded by 1J0g(lSI + l)l-long
0-1 sequences for the numbers 1,2, ... , lSI, and every standard word can be
padded by O's to length t. Since we use shallow Schreier trees, lSI and tare
O(log2 IGI), and so N is O(log2 IG log log IGI). As customary in the analysis
of permutation group algorithms, we assume that small numbers can be read
in 0(1) time, and therefore we shall ignore the factors log log
above. (This
convention is consistent with the one that the product of two permutations in
Sn can be computed in 0(71,) time; it has also been used tacitly, e.g., in the
proof of Lemma 8.4.)
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Formally, we have an isomorphism 7jJ: G ~ H with the following properties.
Each 9 E G defines an injection f: B ~ rl by f((3·,l := (3[, and Lemma 8.4 can
be used to compute g7jJ in 0(log2 lGi log lGil time. Conversely, given h E H ,
h7jJ -1 can be computed in 0(71 log2 iGil time, by multiplying out the product
of the elements of h as a permutation.
Each h E H is represented by a unique string, so comparison of group
elements can be performed in 0(log2 lGil time. In order to take the product of
h i , h2 E H, we concatenate these two words, and define a function f: B ~ rl
by f((3il := (3.? lh2. Then the standard word representing h i h2 can be obtained
by Lemma 8.4. This procedure runs in O(log" iGil time. Similarly, to take
the inverse of some h E H, we take the inverse of the word h. This defines an
injection f: B ~ rl, and again we use Lemma 8.4 in O(log"lG il time. Hence,
we have a black box oracle which perform.s the black box group operations in
O(log"lGil time. Note, however, that this oracle can give incorrect answers if
our base, SGS or Schreier-tree data structure was incorrect.
We can also construct uniformly distributed, independent random elements
of B in 0(log2 iGil time. Namely, we choose a uniformly distributed random
point from each orbit 13[;('), and concatenate the corresponding transversal
elements.
In particular, if G ::; Sn is a member of a small-base family, then , in the
notation of Theorem 1.1, I:, and J1 are o (loge nl for some constant c.
We shall apply Theorem 1.1 to G7jJ for permutation groups G which are
isomorphic to classical matrix groups. The length of strings representing the
elements of G7jJ and the cost of the black box group operations was discussed
above. However, there are two minor technical points which imply that we
cannot use the estimate 0(log2 iGil for 1:" as stated above. First, in 2.2.2 we
assumed I:, 2: J1iSi· Since iSi is 0(log2 lGil and J1 is O(log:; lGil, this requires
that I:, has to be estimated by 0(log5 IGil. Second, since during the recursive
calls we need random elements in subgroups of G7jJ where Theorem 2.2 must
be used, the estimate 0(log8 lGil is required for 1:,. The exponent of log
can be lowered in these instances as well as at other parts of the algorithms
dealing with permutation groups; however, in this paper, our goal is just to
establish the nearly linear running time, and we do not try to optimize the
exponent of log
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Proof of Corollary 1.6

Given G = (7) :": Sn, we use Theorem 8.3(i) to find a base, strong generating
set, and shallow Schreier-tree data structure for G. The order of a simple group
leaves at most two possibilities for the isomorphism type of G; in particular,
if
> 20160 then
uniquely determines q [Arl.
By 8.3 we can consider G as a black box group H = G7jJ, and apply
Theorem 1.1 for G7jJ. The output of the algorithm in Theorem 1.1 contains
a generating set S* of G7jJ and a monomorphism A: G7jJ ~ PSL( d, q), for the
appropriate d, q, defined by giving the A-images of the elements of S*. The
composite mapping 7jJA: G ~ PSL(d, q) is the desired monomorphism from G
to PSL(d, q) , and it is defined in terms of the images of the elements of S*7jJ- I .
As already noted, this algorithm is only Monte Carlo, since the original
SGS computation may have returned an incorrect answer. Now we upgrade
this algorithm to Las Vegas. Currently, we know that
>
for some
simple group C :": PSL(d, q), since the SGS construction made IC elements of
G available as products of transversal elements of the form (8.1), and we want
to prove that G ~ C. Recall (cL 7.2) that the algorithm of Theorem 1.1 also
constructed a subset S** of G7jJ, and a presentation of C in terms of S** . In 7.2
it was also checked that S** satisfies this presentation, but this check used the
black box multiplication oracle, which we cannot rely on in this verification.
So this time we check that:
(i) S**7jJ-1 satisfies the presentation for C; and

Properties (i) and (ii), combined with the fact that
G ~ C, and so the SGS construction is correct.

2: IC, prove that

Time: By Theorem 8.3(i), the initial SGS construction runs in nearly linear
time. The time for the application of Theorem 1.1 can be read out of the
appropriate line of (7.3). By 8.3, /1,1:" d and logq can be estimated from above
by polynomial functions of log
, and Lemma 8.2 implies that the polynomials
of q occurring in the running time can be estimated from above by 7/. Hence
the application of Theorem 1.1 runs in nearly linear time.
Finally, we estimate the time required for the upgrading of the algorithm
to Las Vegas.
(i) Since the 3-dimensional unitary groups have been excluded, we have that
IS** is O(log !GI) and the length of the presentation for C is O(log2 !GI).
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Hence the set S**1p-1 of permutations can be computed in 0(71 log:; !GIl
time and the check that S** 7jJ-1 satisfies the presentation requires
0(71 lo~ IGll time.
log:; IGll time. Using
(iil By Lemma 8.4, T7jJ can be obtained in O(
the appropriate one of Propositions 3.18, 4.23, 5.18 and 6.15, and then
Lemma 8.2 to replace the polynomial of q occurring in the running time
by the degree 71, we see that T 7jJ:\ is computed in O(lTln log5 !GIl time.
By Proposition 7.2, straight-line programs from S**:\ to T 7jJ:\, of total
length O(
log IGIl, can be computed in O(lTI log:;/2 IG ll time. Then
the check that T c (S**7jJ -I ) can be done by mirroring these straight-line
programs, starting from S** 7jJ -I , in O(nITI log IGll time. D

8.5

Proofs of Theorem 1.7 and Corollary 1.8

Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let G
(7):": Sn be a permutation group.
Compute a base and strong generating set, and a composition series G =
N ! I> N2 I> ... I> N m = 1 by the nearly linear Monte Carlo algorithms in
Theorem 8.3. The composition series algorithm also provides homomorphisms
'Pi: Ni ~ Sn with ker 'P" = N i+ l , for 1 :": i :": Tn - 1. We also compute strong
generating sets for all N" with respect to the base of G. We will verify the
correctness of the base for G and the strong generating sets for the subgroups
N" by induction on i
Tn, Tn - 1, ... , 1.
Suppose that we already have verified an SGS for N i + l • We compute a base,
SGS, and shallow Schreier-tree data structure in the image N','Pi, which is a
subgroup of Sn and is allegedly isomorphic to a simple group. Our first goal is
to obtain a presentation of length O(log2 IN','P-;!l for N"'P-, , using a generating
set St such that straight-line programs of length O(log IN'i'P,;!l from St to
any given element of Ni'P', can be obtained in 0(71 log5 INi'P,dl time.
The order INi'Pi gives at most two possibilities for the isomorphism type of
N','Pi [Ar]. Also, we have a Monte Carlo verification that G has no exceptional
composition factors, since none of the orders of exceptional groups can coincide
with the order of any other simple group. Hence we have at most two candidate
simple groups for the isomorphism type of N i'Pi, and in the ambiguous cases
we try both possibilities. Also , if INi'P', > 8!/2 then INi'Pi determines whether
N','Pi is of Lie type, and if it is, determines its characteristic.
If Ni'P', is cyclic, it is trivial to get the desired presentation and straight-line
programs. If it is alternating, say N,'P', ~ A k , then [Mo2] describes a nearly lin-
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ear time Monte Carlo algorithm to get the natural permutation representation
of NiPi, acting on k points. From this natural representation , a presentation
of length O(log2 iNiPi i) is easily computable [Carm]. This presentation uses
two generators: in the natural representation, one of them acts as a 3-cycle,
while the other one as a k - 2-cycle or the product of a k - 2-cycle and a
transposition, depending on the parity of k. It is easy to write straight-line
programs of length O(k log k) to any element of NiPi from these generators
[BLNPS]. Finally, if NiPi is a classical group, then we apply Corollary 1.6 to
obtain the desired presentation and straight-line programs.
After this preprocessing, the correctness of the SGS for N" and the correctness of P" can be proved as in the proof in 8.4. Namely, let T; be the
set of generators of N" computed by the composition series algorithm (Theorem 8.3(iii)). We check that (i) IV,+ ! :'9 IV,; (ii) (S;* p,i! )N,,+ d N,,+ ! satisfies
the presentation computed for NiP,,; and (iii) T; c (S;* pi! )N,,+! , where hpi!
denotes a lift (i.e., an arbitrary preimage) of any given element h E NiPi'
(i) Conjugate the generators of N i +! by the elements of T; and check that
the resulting permutations are in N i +! . (Since the correctness of N i +! IS
already known, membership testing is available for that group.)
(ii) Multiply out the relators that were written in terms of S:" using the
permutations in Stpi ! as generators, and check that the resulting permutations are in IV,+!.
(iii) Write straight-line programs from St to T;Pi, and for each t E T; , execute the appropriate straight-line program, starting from Stp,i !. This
produces some t* E (Stp,i ! ), and we check that t*r ! E N i+! .
This verifies (i-iii). At the end of the induction , we know a correct SGS for
the group N ! = (7J), output by the composition series algorithm. We know
that N ! ::; G, since the Monte Carlo algorithms in Theorem 8.3 never return
generators for subgroups of G which are not elements of G. As a final check, we
sift the elements of the original generating set Tin N ! , verifying that G ::; N ! .
Essentially the same argument as in 8.4 shows that this algorithm runs in
nearly linear time. We note that we have to require that calls to Corollary 1.6
fail with probability < 1/(2Iog iGi), since during the induction, Tn ::; log
such calls may be made; however, this multiplies the running time only by a
log log
factor. D
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Proof of Corollary 1.8. The following result is contained in [BGKLP ,
Sec. 8]. If each compo.sition factor Hi of the finite group G ha.s a pre.sentation
of length O(logC iHi i) for .some C 2: 2, then G ha.s a pre.sentation of length
O(logC+i lGi). We shall indicate how the presentation described in [BGKLP]
can be computed effectively, in nearly linear time.
The proof in [BGKLP] proceeds by the following steps.
(i) Let L be a lifting of the generators of the composition factors to G. Let
l'vI be a subset of L of size O(log lGi) which also generates G.
(ii) Let S be a generating set of G such that any element of G can be reached
from S by a straight-line program of length o (log iGI). Write straightline programs from S to l'vI.
(iii) Write straight-line programs from S to O(logC lGi) elements of G. These
are elements whose membership in N i + i was tested for some 1 :": i :": m-l
in (i)-(iii) in the proof of Theorem 1.7. Now the presentation in [BGKLP]
is obtained in O(lO{:+i iGi) deterministic time.
In the proof of Theorem 1.7, we have seen that, in permutation groups with
the composition factor restrictions of Corollary 1.8, presentations of length
O(log2 iN','Pii) for the composition factors N,,'P-, can be written by a nearly
linear time algorithm. Hence, we can apply the result of [BGKLP] with the
value C
2. Moreover, the generating sets S ;* of the composition factors
constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.7 satisfy that U, S;*'Pii has O(log lGi)
elements, so we can choose l'vI := L in (i) above. We shall show that any given
g E G can be reached from U" S t 'P,ii by a straight-line program of length
O(log lGi), and such a straight-line program can be computed in nearly linear
l'vI in (ii), and a presentation
time. This means that we can choose S := L
of G of length O(log" iGi) can be written in nearly linear time, as indicated in
(iii). Therefore, all that remains is to prove the following proposition.

Proposition 8.5 Let G :": Sn be a permutation group, and .suppo.se that the
following have already been computed: a compo.sition .serie.s G N i I> N2 I>
... I> N m
1, homomorphi.sm.s 'P,,: N" --+ Sn with ker 'Pi = N i+ i , and pre.sentation.s u.sing generating .set.s St c Ni'Pi, a.s in the proof of Theorem 1.7.
Then any g E G can be reached from U, S ;*'Pi i by a .straight-line program of
length O(log lGi), and .such a .straight-line program can be computed in nearly
linear time.
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Proof. By induction on i 1,2, ... , Tn , we construct a straight-line program
of length O(log(lGilIN.;!)) to some gi E G such that ggi- I E IVi . Let gl := 1. If
g.i has already been obtained for some i , then (as in the proof of Theorem 1.7)
write a straight-line program of length O(log IN.;/Ni + 1I) from 5;* to (gg; I )'Pi'
Mirror this straight-line program starting from 5;*'P.;I , producing an element
hi E N·i . Here, gg.;1hil E N i + l , and we can define gH I := hi g.,. As we saw
in the proof of Theorem 1.7, the straight-line program from S.;* to (ggi- I )'Pi
can be computed in nearly linear time; the rest of the algorithm clearly runs
within this time bound. D

9

Concluding remarks

9.1

Improvements?

There is a great deal of room for improvement in the algorithms presented
here:
• We were not able to use Land Q directly without any recursive call.
Yet, L is a classical group, and Q or QfT is its natural module.
• The same work was done many times. Thus, we started with G, obtained
a subgroup J, and then used it to construct a subgroup L. Within L
another group J was found, and so on.
Similarly, once we obtained a transvection or root element for G we
obtained one (in fact, a whole transvection group or long root group) for
L. Hence, this part of the recursive call can be sped up, but we still need
a new "T" for L.
Less significantly, we constructed almost d copies of GF(q).
• Our probability estimates for generating classical groups were, in general,
poor. It might be interesting to have better estimates (in fact, estimates
with correct error terms), even just for generation by transvections. In
any case, we certainly do not expect that there will be any need to test
more than 220 random elements, as suggested in 4.2.2.
• We assumed that the characteristic p was part of the input. This can
be replaced by other assumptions, e.g., that exact group element orders
can be found [KS].
• Finally, the most important failing of our approach was that the timing
was not quite polynomial in the input length: small powers of q remained
in the timing estimates. However, entirely new ideas would be required
to study whether there is a polynomial time algorithm for Theorem 1.1 ,
at least if d is not too small.
Thus, no claim is made here that we have presented algorithms that are
either practical or the final word in algorithms of this sort. Quite the contrary, there is no doubt in our minds that greater efficiency is possible from
various points of view: practical, theoretical, and expository. As mentioned
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in the introduction, the Monte Carlo algorithm in [CFL] leads to better timing estimates than ours when G 9! PSL(d,2) for some (unknown) d, namely
O(E,NI/2 + J1N + N"/2). More recently, [BCFL] obtained a Las Vegas algorithm
perhaps comfor the same question when G 9! PSL(d, q). These algorithms
need to be investigated further to see how
bined with ideas from [CLG2]
to adapt the methodology in order to provide significant improvements to our
timings.
One significant difference between our approach and that in [CFL] is our
dependence on the recursive nature of the classical groups, which is entirely
avoided in [CFL]. This dependence can be viewed as using a suitable maximal
parabolic subgroup of G, its unipotent radical Q and the derived subgroup L of
its Levi factor [Cal. A much more Lie-theoretic point of view is presently being
used in [KM] for exceptional groups of Lie type. (That paper uses a maximal
torus of L in order to handle Q or Q/T. However, that method cannot be used
for very small q.)
We note that alternating and symmetric groups can be recognized by a
polynomial time Las Vegas algorithm ([BeB] and [BLNPS]).

Matrix groups. Subgroups of GL(a, F) have a property not available in
Theorem 1.1: If G is a a quasisimple subgroup of GL(a, F) then a basis of
Q or Q/Z(Q) can be found quickly (this follows readily from results in [Lu]).
When Q is abelian this observation has been noted as one of the two "gray
box" assumptions in [CLG2] (the other assumption is that exact orders of
elements can be found quickly). However, at present this has only led to a
very minor improvement in timings in this paper. This deficiency will undergo
further investigation.

9.2

Applications

• Corollary 1.6 has been used in [Mol] to obtain Monte Carlo nearly linear algorithms that find and conjugate Sylow subgroups of permutation
groups none of whose composition factors is an exceptional group of Lie
type. Handling the latter groups in the context of Corollary 1.6, or
more generally Theorem 1.1, will extend those Sylow algorithms to all
permutation groups (cf. [KM]) .
• There is a significant application of Theorem 1.1 within the matrix recognition project. Aschbacher [As1] classified the subgroups of general linear
groups into several categories, and recent practical computations with
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matrix groups center around the problem of finding a category to which
a given matrix group belongs [NP, NiP1, NiP2 , CLG1 , CLG2, HR1 , HR2 ,
HLOR1 , HLOR2, LGOj. One of Aschbacher's categories is that the subgroup G of GL(n,pC) has a normal quasisimple classical matrix group ,
in its natural representation. In another category, T::; G /Z(G) ::; AutT
for some simple group T, where the characteristic of T is not necessarily
p. This case was not considered yet in the above mentioned references,
and we expect that a practical version of Theorem 1.1 will be applied
here. At this point versions of the algorithms in Sections 3 and 5 have
been implemented in GAP.
Acknowlegdement: We are grateful to P. Brooksbank for many helpful
comments concerning a variety of sections, and to R. A. Liebler for a very
helpful suggestion leading to improvements in 6.6.1.
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